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PREFACE
The purpose of this study was to examine the different perspectives of students, parents,
and teachers about the home literacy practices and backgrounds of Arab immigrant families.
The main focus of this study was to look into the out-of-school activities and daily routines that
Arab immigrant students engaged in to shed light on the skills and capital that were embedded
in their daily literacy practices and whether those skills were identified by their teachers.
This research is important for two reasons. First, it draws attention to the assets that
Arab immigrant students have and thus works on eliminating the deficit view towards
immigrant students. The study helps teachers recognize the capital and the wealth of knowledge
that immigrant students bring to class. Second, research is limited when it comes to Arab
immigrants. There is abundance in research about other minorities in the United States such as
Asian, Latino, and Native Americans; but Arab immigrant students are still underrepresented
in research. By looking at these two important reasons, more research can be conducted to help
Arab immigrant students reach their full potentials.
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“Tell me who you mingle with and I can tell you who you are.” An Arabic adage.
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The number of students who speak a language other than English has been rising
tremendously in schools in the United States. According to the United States Census Bureau,
around 16 million immigrants entered the United States during the 1990s; a record-setting pace
that exceeded one million per year. This rapid increase resulted in the rise in the number of
children in schools whose native language was other than English. As of 2004, the United States
Census Bureau reported one English learner for every five students. The number of individuals
who speak a non-English language at home increased by 148 percent between 1980 and 2009;
individuals who speak Arabic have increased in number from 165 to 251 thousand within the
same decade.
The United States Census Bureau (2010) indicates that the number of Arab household
in the United States has increased by a ninety-one percent since 1990. Unlike the beginning of
the century, in which Arabic people came seeking economic stability, today’s Arabic
immigrants are fleeing from war-torn countries, bloodshed, and unstable political situations.
The highest number of Arab immigrants are Lebanese followed by Egyptian, Syrian,
Palestinian, Moroccan, Iraqi, Jordanian, and then Yemeni (U.S. Census, 2010). The number of
Arabic immigrants has been on the rise especially in the past few years, as well, in large part
due to the unstable political situation in the Arabic countries.
When students arrive in the United States, they are faced with much more than just
learning a new language, they have a lot of catching up to do in order to compete with their
peers who were born in the United States in terms of adapting to a new academic system, getting
accustomed to the different daily class routines, and grasping the right linguistic register along
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with the cultural knowledge necessary for success. The idea of cultural competence is
important, particularly, as demonstrated in the field of literacy research, that, cultural literacy
practices of the home have an influence on students’ achievement at school (Compton-Lilly,
2012; Gonzalez et al., 2005; Heath, 2012; and Li, 2012). In schools where there are no
multicultural programs implemented and in which the school relies on students to adopt the
school culture instead of building on students’ experiences and knowledge, students might be
at a disadvantage because their culture is not recognized by the institution (Janks, 2010). This
happens primarily in schools where “culturally and linguistically diverse students” assets and
strengths go unnoticed (González, Moll & Amanti, 2005; Janks, 2010; Li, 2000, 2007; Nieto,
2010), perhaps because schools and teachers simply do not recognize the cultural capital that
these students bring. This study investigates, in one school, the cultural capital that Arabic
immigrant students bring to school with them and the extent to which those resources are or are
not noticed within the primarily mainstream culture of the school. Specifically, this study looks
into whether and how the literacy practices of Arab immigrant students are recognized and built
upon by investigating the different perceptions that immigrant students, their parents, and
teachers have about home literacy practices. Comparing these responses allows us to determine
the role of these practices in developing students’ cultural, social, and positional identities in
the classroom. The study primarily investigates literacy since literacy is about using language
to create meaning, which is essential to success in all areas of the curriculum, so, without first
addressing literacy needs, we do not have a mechanism to address curricular needs.
Background of the Problem
The high influx of immigrants into the United States is rapidly changing the
demographics of schools. Statistics available from the National Clearing House for English
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Language Acquisition (NCELA, 2012) show that in 2009 total student enrollment in K-12
classes increased by 7%, while the English learners’ enrollment increased by 51%. In 2011-12,
the number of English learners in the United States was estimated to be 4.4 million students;
whereas the number of English learners in 1999-2000, just 12 years earlier, was only 3 million.
That is an increase of 1.4 million in one decade. The highest concentration of students of
immigrant families is in the state of California where 68 percent of students are considered
Limited English Proficient (LEP). However, the number of LEP students is fast growing in
other states also especially in the Southeast, Midwest, and interior West (US Census, 2010).
Arabic immigrant students are the new rising ethnic group among the school-aged
population in the United States. According to the National Center for Education Statistics, in
2011-12, English language learner (ELL) students in U.S. cities made up an average 14.2
percent of total public school enrollment. While Spanish predominates other languages spoken
by immigrants due to the fact that large number of immigrants were born in Spanish-speaking
countries like Mexico and the Dominican Republic, Arabic is also among the top ten languages
spoken by children of immigrants (Capps et al., 2005).
Since the 1960s, the United States has witnessed a decrease in the number of European
immigrants and an increase in the number of immigrants from Latin America and Asia (Martin
& Widgren, 2002). However, in south east Michigan, the number of Asian immigrants is
201,000 which exceeds the number of European immigrants and Latin Americans combined
(156,000). Immigrants to south east Michigan that originate from Western Asia specifically,
where most Arabic countries are located, comprise 77,349 immigrants which makes them the
minority group with the highest population of immigrants in comparison to groups from other
regions in Asia (NCELA, 2012).
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According to Schwartz (1999), the United States school system includes Arab students
from more than 20 different Arabic countries in the Middle East and Northern Africa such as:
Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Yemen, Egypt, and Morocco. Arabic
immigrants differ from other immigrants in the United States in many ways, primarily due to
the ways in which they differ from each other: First, they come from 22 different countries,
both Asian and African, with an array in traditions, cultures, and practices. Second, they speak
a wide range of dialects which are not typically mutually understood as oral language, but are
unified by the standard written Arabic. Third, their countries vary widely in climate and
topography. Fourth, their religions differ; they are primarily Christians and Muslims, each of
which in turn branch into many sects. Fifth, a wide variety of political turmoil and economic
conditions are reasons for the flow of the Arabic immigrant into the United States (Constantino
& Lavadenz, 1993). The magnitude of these differences within the Arabic population means
that attempting to understand Arabic immigrants as one cultural group may lead to
misinterpretations and awry accounts of them as one ethnic group.
The number of Arab-American people in the United States ranges between what is
estimated at 1,967,219 according to the 2010 United States Census and what some ArabAmerican organizations affirm as an accurate number of 3,664,789 based on surveys conducted
in the Arabic communities by the American Community Survey (Arab-American Institute,
2012). Two thirds are concentrated in 10 states; one third of the total live in California, New
York, and Michigan. Michigan ranks as the state populated by the second highest number of
Arab immigrants after California. However, what differentiates Michigan from California is the
fact that the majority of Arab immigrants are concentrated in one relatively small geographic
area (Arab American Institute, 2012).
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According to the Michigan Department of Education’s (MDE) count in 2012-13, there
were 76,955 ELs in Michigan K-12 schools who were funded by Title III, the English Language
Acquisition Program. Of all native and/or home languages spoken by ELs, approximately 70
percent of them were Spanish (32,000 ELs or 46 percent) or Arabic (18,000, or 25 percent)
(MDE, 2013).
The number of ELs or Arabic origin in south east Michigan is continuously increasing.
For example, in a district located in South East Michigan that has an enrollment of 19,315
students, 11,753 students are identified as English learners who receive language support
services of which 11,240 (95.6%) are of Arabic descent. According to the district’s statistics,
the number of ELs has risen from 5,916 in the 2009-10 school year to 6,580 in 2014-15 (a 75
proportion of ELs in 5 years). Also, in one high school in that district, the ELL population has
grown 6% from 2006 to 44% in 2012. With the continuous increase of Arabic immigrants as a
growing subgroup, this district and many others have found themselves reexamining their
instructional goals to meet the new demands in their schools. For example, one south east
Michigan high school’s school improvement plan included goals such as to implement
culturally responsive teaching, increase out of classroom experiences to support the gap in
knowledge that many students coming to the high school have, and increase parental
involvement.
Children of immigrant families not only bring rich resources and contribute to the
diversity of the student body in schools, but they also present a challenge to educators who are
not familiar with their backgrounds and experiences, particularly when there can be as many
combinations of backgrounds and experiences as there are immigrant students. The daily
literacy routines of the immigrant students are shaped by characteristics of their identities,
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milieu, native languages, the English language, social practices, competencies, and perspectives
of the world. With different backgrounds come different literacy practices that embed cultural
traits and identities. Unfortunately, schools sometimes can be unaware of children’s unique
practices and their potential effects on literacy development in school. Al-Khatab (1999)
indicates that Arabic students have been less visible as a minority in the United States and their
culture and heritage is not explored in public education. Therefore, this study helps to gain
insight on the culturally-specific home literacy practices of Arabic immigrant families from the
standpoints of the concerned people: Arabic immigrant students, their parents, and teachers.
Statement of the Problem
The socio-cultural point of view considers the learner a social and cultural being that is
understood in the context of interactions with other individuals, contexts, and materials around
him (Goodman, 1996; Smith, 1997). Gee (2001) explains that learning is deeply influenced by
the social, cultural, and historical contexts in which the learner is situated. In this sense, students
develop their literacy from multiple sources such as: school, home, friends, the community,
media, society, and so on; and students’ literate practices become interwoven with these social
domains and cultural practices. When immigrant students come to school, they bring with them
knowledge that has developed from their lives’ unique experiences and social lives.
Unfortunately, in today’s global society, the educational system in the United States is still
subtractive in practice and views students who speak a secondary language with a narrow lens,
often giving them labels that reflect a deficit view.
Although immigrant students might not be proficient in English when they come to the
United States, the households of many immigrant students are characterized by rich cultural
practices, community capital, and distinctive life experiences. Gonzalez, Moll, and Amanti
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(2005) describe these assets as funds of knowledge or “knowledge and skills among families
that have developed throughout history and by being immersed in a specific culture” (p.72).
Similarly, Li (2001, 2006) described the “cultural capital” of Chinese families in Canada
and the United States and the ways in which they went about attaining literacy through practices
that were not identified by the school’s formal education system. In this case, the “funds of
knowledge” or “cultural capital” went unrecognized. This is a prime example of the rich
knowledge of immigrant households that does not conform to formal education at schools going
unnoticed and causing students to suffer.
Other research in the field has documented how children’s early literacy is contingent
upon their home environments and family practices. The greater the similarity between
children’s home and school-based literacy practices, the greater the chances of school success.
However, the more students’ literacies reflected their unique and distinctive home cultural
practices, the more difficulties they would encounter at school as documented by Heath (1983,
2012).
Resources available to children at home and through their community are important
factors in their achievement. Coleman (1988) emphasized the importance of family capital by
distinguishing among financial, human, and social capital which respectively correspond to
wealth or income, parents’ educational attainment, and the time and effort which families and
communities invest in their children. Many examples of social capital are present in immigrant
households such as parents’ expectations of a child going to college or the relations among
persons in the community which provide networks of social connections that form strong
families and communities. Such resources are valuable assets in households that could represent
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means for educators to build upon but which are sometimes unexploited by the educational
system.
Although there are several seminal pieces of research on the literate practices of cultural
minority groups, very little has been written about the Arabic culture in these regards
(Faragallah, Schumm, & Webb, 1997). Compton-Lilly (2001, 2003, and 2012) explored the
identity and literacy construction of mainstream and ethnic students especially Puerto-Ricans.
Fayden (2006) showed the cultural aptitude and abilities of Native-American students. Li (2001,
2006, 2008) investigated the development of literacy and identity among immigrant Chinese
families and found that the Chinese family practices were complex and multifaceted. And
finally, Moll et al. (e.g., 2005) extensively researched the funds of resources abundant in
Mexican communities. Amidst all of this, research that sheds light on the families of Arabic
students where their culture and identities intersect to define their literacy practices is still
scarce, which is problematic given that the number of Arab households in the United States has
increased by 91% since 1990 (US Census, 2010) which has simultaneously increased the
number of English learners at schools.
In my review of literature, I used three search engines (ProQuest Research Library,
PsychINFO, and ERIC) to conduct a search using the words “literacy” and “immigrant
families”. The result yielded 1491 related researches that fall under this subject. However, only
ten of those were related to Arabic populations. When I looked at those ten results, I found that
only seven studies deal with the literacy of Arabic immigrants. Among those studies, only one
looked at Arabic immigrant students in the high school; however, it focused only on Yemeni
girls and how they understood their religious and secular texts. The misalignment of the
growing Arab-American population and the limited results of this search highlights the need to
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look at this population as a minority group and understand their perceptions about their specific
literacy practices in order to determine which practices/factors contribute most to their success
in schools.
Research Questions
The study attempts to investigate the following questions:
1. What are four Arab immigrant high school students’ perceptions about their
backgrounds and home literacy practices?
2. What are teachers’ perceptions about the students’ backgrounds and home literacy
practices?
3. What are Arab immigrant parents’ perceptions about their home environments and
home literacy practices?
In order to answer these research questions, I will be observing the home literacy practices
of Arab immigrant students and interviewing them, their teachers and then their parents in order
to understand about their home literacy environments and see commonalities and differences
across the different perspectives.
Importance of the Study
This study explores perceptions about the home literacy practices of immigrant Arab
students from the points of view of varied stakeholders. Those home literacy practices are
important since they result in the formations of students’ cultural, social, and positional
identities. One way in which the study contributes to theories of literacy development is by
looking at how home and school literacies, as well as the relationship between them, are
perceived by immigrant Arabic students and their families. The study provides awareness of
the home environments by understanding the families’ backgrounds and the specific cultural
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practices of immigrant families. Second, the study looks at the same phenomenon (home
literacy practices) from multiple perspectives (i.e., those of parents, students, and teachers). It
brings all those perspectives together to inform us about how these three perspectives impact
each other. In addition, the study provides rich descriptions of the specific home literacy
practices of four Arabic students, and the degree to which common misunderstandings may
exist about the role of home literacy in schooling across stakeholders. Moreover, since the
student participants in the study come from families that vary in the levels of each capital they
are able to provide (among other differences), we are also able to see variation in home literacy
practices within this Arabic group. Third, this study opens the door for the development of
culturally relevant and multicultural programs to value and build on Arabic students’
experiences within the school setting and in society and thus facilitate for students and their
families the process of adjustment to the new culture. While the results do not generalize to the
larger population of all Arabic students, the study does serve to point out the value of attempting
to understand students’ literate lives beyond school because it highlights the influence of the
home literacy practices, whatever they may be, on school literacy.
Definition of Terms
Home literacy practices of immigrant families is a field with wide variety of in
interpretation of terms. Therefore, it is essential to define key terms to guide the reader
throughout the chapters.
1. Arabic immigrant families: This term is used to refer to the families who emigrated to the U.S.
from different Arabic countries and who share a common written language though there are
differences in spoken dialects. For the purpose of this study, a defining characteristic is that
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they have emigrated within the last ten years seeking safety, economic stability, and better
education for their children.
2. Literacy practices of immigrant families: This term refers to the specific literacy practices of
immigrant families and community members around them which include rich personal
experiences and which might fall under any of the following categories based on Taylor and
Dorosy-Gaines’s (1988) identification of literacy practices among families: instrumental
literacy (daily tasks), social interactional literacy (to network with others), news-related literacy
(knowledge of different events), recreational reading, writing as a substitute of oral messages,
writing as an aid to memory, financial reading, and work-related writing. These home literacy
practices represent social and cultural patterns of doing something. In addition, because
technology is much more prevalent in school and home literacy practices as compared to when
Taylor and Dorosy-Gaines developed their categories, my definition of literacy practices
includes how technology is being utilized in the households to advance knowledge and
experience.
3. Home backgrounds: This term means the environment of the home where students spend time
in interaction with parents, siblings, other family members; where exchange of ideas as well as
cultural events take place; and where children go about conducting their daily routine activities.
The term also includes the social class, level of education of parents, and the composition of
the family.
4. Perceptions: Perceptions are a state of awareness, realization, and comprehension of things
through the senses. It also includes the mental impressions that people form as they go about
their daily lives. Different people may form different perceptions about the same issue or event.
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Perceptions will provide an insight of the different views and opinions that students, parents,
and teachers have about students’ home literacy practices.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the home literacy practices of Arabic high school
English Language Learners (ELLs) in order to explore the unique literacy practices that are
impacted by the culture and identities of immigrant families. Looking at how culture, identity,
and literacy intersect in the homes of Arabic immigrant families informs the field about the
wealth of experiences that immigrant children possess. In order to do that, it is important to
inspect the perceptions of parents, teachers, and students regarding students’ literacy practices,
which helps uncover the identities that students project in school. Examining how parents,
teachers, and students’ perspectives might overlap or contrast with each other has the potential
to inform the field about specific literacy practices of one particular group, Arabic immigrant
families, and inform educators about how to best meet the needs of these immigrant students.
However, a general awareness of the existence of this overlap and contrast also stands to
influence how we think about our positioning of the home literacy practices of all students.
Examining the different perceptions among teachers, students, and parents may also uncover
the strengths among immigrant families that go unrecognized at school and help inform the
field about the Arabic ELL population. In this chapter I first explain the relationship between
culture, literacy and identity; then I explore the importance of investigating the family literacy
practices and prior experiences of students. Finally, the chapter presents theoretical and research
support that sheds light on the significance of teachers, parents, and students’ perspectives and
the importance of their input about students’ literacy practices.
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Culture, Identity, and Literacy
In this section, I present three main ideas: First, I discuss the relationship between
identity, culture, and literacy, highlighting how these three facets share a bidirectional
relationship, with special focus on how identity and culture impact literacy. In the second
section, I discuss the three kinds of identity: cultural, social, and positional. I draw upon
literature in the field to demonstrate how the three different concepts of identity are important
for understanding specific literacy practices that might impact students’ attainment at school.
The third section calls upon significant studies in the field which demonstrate that students’
home literacy practices play an important role in their education and that students’ background
experiences are rich with resources that can be tapped into in the classrooms to help students
progress.
The relationship between culture, identity and literacy. From a sociocultural lens,
culture, identity, and literacy are intricately connected and affect the learner deeply, especially
in immigrant families. Students’ literacy practices are intertwined within the contexts of culture
and identity. Culture and identity are dialectically related: culture shapes identity, identity
shapes culture, and both have an impact on literacy. The intersection between culture and
identity produces cultural identity, which is significant to learning, especially for immigrant
students. Culture characterizes different groups of people through internal and/or external
features thus creating two deeper subcultures that might not be noticeable to the outside
observer. The role of culture is globally visible in the literacy practices of families; however,
there is no solid or comprehensive definition of culture in the literature specific to literacy.
Culture. Culture is generally known as the beliefs, customs, and arts of particular people
in society (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). Culture gives groups of people unique qualities such
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as language, customs, ways of being, and believing. Brislin (1990) refers to culture as “the
maintained similar behaviors that differentiate among peoples of the world” (p.12). Hence, we
can distinguish among the Eastern culture, African culture, American culture, and so on. Each
culture has its own patterns of behavior and habits that differentiates it from other cultures
around the world.
Seelye (1984) suggests that culture is comprised of all the attributes of a people such as
clothing, language, food, and celebrations, thus defining culture concretely as consisting of the
external features that differentiate people and make them distinguishable. Other researchers
(Brislin, 1990; Schwartz, 2009) think of culture as an abstract term- a construct that represents
a set of distinctive behaviors, values, and perspectives manifested in the actions of people and
which create specific ways of behaving, communicating, valuing and interacting with others
and with the surroundings. This study will integrate both, the internal (Seelye) and the external
(Brislin; Schwartz) concepts and considerations of culture because looking at one aspect of
culture or the other will only provide an incomplete perspective about the human life and its
features. So culture will be considered in its broadest conceptualization, which embraces all
features of human life, whether abstract and/or tangible, as well as internal and/or external as it
encompasses all the aspects of life. Family literacy will be investigated as it manifests itself in
culturally-specific practices.
Microculture. Sometimes sub-groups of the same broad culture can have slight
variations in their habits and practices that can set them apart from each other; but the variations
remain minor enough to maintain the groups under the same cultural label. Variations in dialect,
social class, attire, and forms of celebrations can be used to distinguish one group from the other
within the same culture. These minute differences create a “microculture” (Banks, 1990, p.56).
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A microculture is a subdivision of a large culture that manifests itself in diminutive differences
in the habits of living. These differences are negligible in that they maintain the regional people
under the same broad concept of culture; yet, if viewed by a narrow lens, one can easily identify
their different aspects. An example of a microculture could be the slight differences between
the people of the northern and southern regions of a country, the people of the city and country
people, and the residents of the coastal regions and inland residents.
Subculture. A microculture can also be subdivided into another smaller category,
subculture. In each culture there are certain invisible aspects that are only known to an insider.
These aspects are not noticeable to an individual from outside the culture itself. They are only
known to an insider and an individual must be part of the culture in order to understand them.
For example, bargaining could be an acceptable practice in one culture but an insult to the seller
in another culture. Similarly using the phrase “shut up” with a Mexican student could be
extremely insulting and equivalent to swearing for an American student.
As they discuss ethnographic methods, McCurdy, Spradley, and Shandy (2005)
differentiate between a microculture and subculture. McCurdy and colleagues explain that a
microculture exists within the larger group and is acquired when people interact with these
groups such as the microculture of recreational groups, church groups, and so on. On the other
hand, a subculture or “subgroup”, as the authors call it, is found within a microculture and it
requires special inside knowledge that is not detectable by observation, as in the following
scenario.
By narrating the experience of a white western woman while visiting her husband’s
Korean family, Janks (2010) clearly depicted what a subculture means. Janks explained that
when the subject of her study tried to take part of simple house chores as expected from a
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daughter-in-law and in order to fit in, she was criticized and deemed inadequate because she
did not follow the protocol of how a household would do the dishes in a particular way. Janks
explained that though the woman was fluent in the Korean language, it did not serve her because
she had not acquired a sense of the beliefs and values of that culture and a perception of its
imperceptible aspects in order to fit in with that family. The western woman in this case was
dealing with the invisible aspects of the culture, or the subculture.
As explained above, a “microculture” remains visible to a certain extent, yet a
“subculture” is invisible. Brislin (1990) states that people can be connected by strong emotional
ties to form this invisible culture. A school’s invisible culture is the hidden curriculum of the
school which Banks (2010) states, “No teacher ever teaches, but that all students learn” (p. 19).
The hidden curriculum refers to the hidden rules, how schools deal with diversity, or whom
students associate with at school and why (Banks, 2010). In this study it will be important to be
aware of culture and its subdivisions and of diminutive behaviors that might not be recognizable
by an individual who is not familiar with the students’ culture. The different behaviors/cultural
characteristics that students display at school might play a significant role in their education as
immigrant students. Therefore, these topics of culture, microculture, and subculture are
important in this study because they may encompass specific elements that explain students’
unique literacy practices and specific activities pertaining to their cultures. This study explores
different perceptions related to cultural practices which shed light on specific characteristics of
students’ subcultural divisions and not only culture at the surface level in its physical and
behavioral attributes. Shedding light on the concealed aspects of culture may allow us to
identify veiled behaviors that are culturally specific.
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The social-cultural nature of literacy. Literacy develops from a particular social and
cultural context (Gee, 2012; Goodman, 1996; and Heath 1983, Janks, 2009). By examining the
effects of the preschool home and community environments on children Heath (1983)
determined that literacy was connected with the habits and values of behaving that members of
societies have in common. In fact, Heath’s ethnography demonstrated the connection between
literacy and culture by showing that the “different ways children learned to use language were
dependent on the ways in which each community structured their families, defined the roles
that community members could assume, and played out their concepts of childhood that guided
child socialization” (p.11). For example, in a community that used play to develop language
along with storytelling which stressed details and correctness, children developed different
literacy skills than in a community that emphasized verbal play like songs and where children
were talked to and not read to. Heath’s ethnography reflects the relationship that literacy and
culture share by showing how literacy is affected by the social interactions around language in
the cultural communities in which children grow up.
Goodman (1996) also discussed the social-cultural nature of literacy. As he explained,
the cultural aspects of language are created by every individual community, and people learn
those aspects by participating in them and using them, for example, how to carry on a telephone
conversation. Goodman further explained that readers’ comprehension of a text is contingent
on the knowledge, experience, interest, and values that readers bring to the reading. In other
words, there is a “transaction” (p.92) that takes place as readers reach comprehension by
negotiating the meaning from the text and their personal experiences. That illustrates the
relationship between literacy and identity which refers to the part of the self that is invested in
literacy.
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Similarly, Janks (2010) affirmed that “we bring who we come from to the process of
production and reception of spoken, written, and visual texts” (p. 58). Like Goodman, Janks
affirmed the idea of taking and giving from a text as well as the importance of cultural literacy.
She also explained that readers should read ‘with’ and ‘against’ a text. In other words, readers
should engage their subjectivity in reading the text using their own experiences and cultural
location but at the same time not to succumb completely to the text (i.e., readers should read
critically).
The relationship between literacy, culture, and identity was also revealed in Bell’s
(1997) self-study as she learned Chinese as an adult. Bell concluded that culture impacts the
practices of literacy and that literacy is influenced by identity. Bell’s work indicates that literacy
extends beyond the cognitive factors and is attached to culture and context; it also requires
cultural knowledge. She discovered that identity was tied up with the language that a person
learned to speak so that as individuals became literate in a new language it was like “looking in
the mirror with a new face” (p.199). That new knowledge/literacy incorporated entering and
exiting from two different worlds. The study also showed how culture also impacted literacy.
For example, Bell learned that in the Chinese culture, proper conditions must exist in order for
children to learn at home such as a clean desk and a quiet room so that children can focus. In
contrast, in the American culture, children can sit in front of the TV and do their homework.
Also, Chinese students developed a connection with their names, while in American society
name meanings are not as significant. Another example of how literacy and culture were
connected in Bell’s study was reflected in her frustration as she tried to rely on her personal
experiences with print along with her experiences as an ESL teacher to learn Chinese. She
discovered that becoming literate in Chinese meant looking differently at education and
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entering a new world where her past successful performance as a student along with expertise
in predicting the teacher’s behavior in the new culture were dysfunctional. In short, Bell realized
that learning a new language extended beyond learning how to decode characters to include the
social and cultural contexts of how the new language is used. Therefore, she had to develop a
new cultural identity, different from the one she used to learn English, in order to become
literate in Chinese.
The above discussion demonstrates how culture impacts literacy, and how literacy
affects a person’s identity and is affected by it. From another standpoint, culture also shares an
intricate relationship with one’s concept of the self – (i.e., identity). Chung (2011) explains that
individuals’ behaviors and identities are shaped by culture through the influence of individuals’
families, environments, and media. This takes place over time and is achieved through
communications that “reframe and modify our self-views, in a continuous cycle of negotiation”
(p.407). In this sense, one’s identity is continuously modified, constantly changing and evolving
via the influence of the immediate environment (culture) in a never ending cycle which opens
the door for the creation of many identities, contingent with the surroundings.
Different identities of immigrant students. Parents, neighbors, religious practices,
peers, schools, media, literature, and artifacts are only few examples of the forces that create or
help shape the identity of individuals. Just as it is important to examine the cultural impact that
lies behind students’ literacy practices, it is also imperative to examine how different kinds of
identities also influence students’ habits of learning and how students choose to present
themselves. Among the many kinds of identities discussed in literature, this study will focus on
the cultural, social, and positional identities, since students project these identities in every-day
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interactions. In addition, cultural, social, and positional identities embody the most salient
aspects that characterize the development of students’ literacy (Janks, 2010).
Cultural identity. Certain characteristics like language, appearance, attire, and
traditional and ritual practices characterize individuals as part of an ethnic group and become
common traits that distinguish these individuals collectively. Committing to these distinctive
behaviors is what constitutes an individual’s cultural identity. In this sense, cultural identity
refers to an individual’s membership in an ethnic group with distinguishable behaviors, such as
Arabic, Indian, or American. Kim (2007) explains that cultural identity is characterized by the
communal nature of the group such as similar life patterns, practices, and artifacts that imply a
mutual tradition and common future. Hence, the cultural identity of people encompasses a
history of learned and practiced behaviors, patterns of communications, thinking and believing.
Adopting and internalizing these behaviors, customs, and values of the culture of the group is
what makes a cultural identity as Ferdman (1990) explains.
Ferdman (1990) believes that paying attention to cultural differences might help
educators realize and interpret students’ behavior differently: For instance, an assimilationist
would relate a quiet student’s attitude in class to individual traits like intelligence, home
environment or motivation; whereas a pluralist may look at the same behavior as a characteristic
of the ethnic group in general (p. 192). Similarly, students may display culturally-specific
behaviors that might either hinder or support academic performance and communications at
schools.
Cultural identity develops within the system and institutions that surround individuals.
Nieto (2010) and Gomez-Estern et al. (2010) indicate that an individual’s cultural identity is
situated in institutional life where culture resides. Institutional life could be the formal
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institutions like schools, universities, companies, or the institution of marriage, of being single,
of friendship, and/or of family. Hence, these institutions influence and develop individuals’
cultural identity which in turn might impact their literacy practices in particular and their life in
general. In one study in which they interview graduate students, Haley, Jaeger, and Levin
(2014) looked at decisions made by students of diverse backgrounds regarding their future
careers. They found that cultural identity had an impact on the general decisions that the
students made regarding their future career goals and on specific decisions of whether to
become university faculty and stay within the community boundaries. Students’ decisions were
influenced by a tendency to rise to family expectations and were based upon family
perspectives, needs, and affiliations in the community. This study reflected how cultural
identity can influence the lives of individuals and the choices they make.
Cultural identity may be altered by relations of power and exposure to different groups.
As they emigrate, individuals maintain their affiliation with their beliefs, homes, families, jobs,
relationships, previous associations, language and institutions which constitute their cultural
identity (Ferdman, 1990). Nonetheless, a cultural identity does not remain constant. In the new
land, these new immigrants will be interacting with other groups with ‘different’ cultural
identities which causes their identities to develop and evolve successively. Smith (1998)
explains that identity is formed by identifying with other groups which he calls “clubs”. He also
adds that our identity changes as we learn to talk, dress, behave, and conduct ourselves like the
members of that social group (p.11). Relatedly, Gee (2012) explains that “A change of discourse
practices is a change of identity” (p.719). This means that once individuals become exposed to
and learn new ways of behaving, talking, and doing then their cultural identities extend to new
social identities.
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Social identity: groups and discourses. Social identity is a symbolic construct that
refers to the different social, categorical classifications like gender and race classification
(Ferdman, 1990) along with social clubs, environments, and groups and so on. Extended
families are part of the social identity of immigrant students. Moll and colleagues (2005) drew
attention to the impact that the rich resources of the home and community- like grandparents,
aunts, uncles, and the extended family relations- have on students’ education. In their study,
Moll and Reyes (2008) examined the role of parents and caretakers in Mexican families and
found that surrounding family members play a huge role in shaping children’s education and
building their unique experiences. Moll and Reyes referred to this social circle as a
“constellation of social activities” that aids students’ literacy, like going to the store, visiting
relatives, reading the mail, attending parties and participating in family festivals. The
opportunities to participate in these literacy events provide children with different linguistic
spaces, which aid the development of their literacy. Moll and Reyes’s study emphasized the
importance of the rich social surroundings of children and the context in which children’s
literacy develops, which presents a distinct frame from the formal literacy of the classroom.
Similarly, Katz (1991) described a ‘cadre of social agents’ that are considered socializing agents
which form students’ social identity and thus influence the children’s literacy. Those ‘social
agents’ consist of immediate people within the family along with community people around the
child that give meaning to their experiences. In these two studies, the agents were referred to as
“family capital” (Coleman, 1988), a kind of asset that children are surrounded with and which
can occur in three forms: physical, human, and social assets.
Coleman (1988) identified three elements in the backgrounds of families that he called
“capital” (p. 16) and which he posits contribute to students’ achievement at school. First, the
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physical capital, which is the family’s financial capital (income) that provides physical
resources for children. Second, he identified human capital, which represents the parents’ level
of education, which increases the probability that children will be surrounded by a rich
cognitive environment. Third, he wrote about the social capital, represented by the role adults
play in the life of the child in the family. Coleman placed special attention on the latter form of
capital since it is the most important as it undergirds the other two capitals. Hence, within
families’ backgrounds, social capital is of great importance and it is represented in relationships
among children, parents, other adults in the families, and it also extends to include the members
of the community. These relations among persons and establishments in the society form an
individual’s social identity.
Based on Coleman’s theory of capital, Li (2007) conducted a study on four Chinese
families in Canada and revealed that the role of the physical/financial capital diminished in
comparison to the human capital and the social associations to which parents subscribed. Li
identified decisions parents made as to what books to purchase and utilizing public resources
like libraries. The educated choices of parents were more beneficial and provided better
educational opportunities for children than the physical capital alone which at some point was
not the appropriate resource to help children develop literacy. This study concluded that
parental human capital was central to students’ success in school, and it was considered a form
of identity that was rich with resources that could help students succeed.
Similarly, in their research with Mexican families, Moll and colleagues (2005)
identified three levels of an individual’s social identity: physical- (the immediate environment
where a student lives like the house setting, decorations, and garden), human- (the caregivers’
roles, family history and social networks like the family education level, labor history, its roots,
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affiliations and connections in the community), and recreational- (the daily routines like
gardening, music practice, reading, sports, and shopping). Moll and colleagues (1998) referred
to all of these as “funds of knowledge”, indicating that such experiences could enrich the school
performance of Mexican students and serve as resources for educators to tap into. Both Li’s
(2007) study and that of Moll and colleagues were rooted in the concept of family capital and
revealed the rich assets of the culture that are unnoticed most of the time.
In addition to the concept of capital and individuals’ associations, social identity could
also include individuals’ Discourses- their ways of saying, doing, thinking, and valuing (Gee,
1990). Thus, valuing friendships, helping other individuals, respect for elders, and obedience
to parents and other elderly members of the family represent elements of an individual’s social
identity that are culture-specific. Janks (2010) states that “As individual human subjects enter
into new discourses they acquire alternative and additional ways of being in the world- that is
new social identities” (p.25). This means that as students come into American schools, their
identities are changing socially as they become parts of other groups- (or not). Therefore, it is
important to look at how students’ social identity affects their literacy practices and how they
conduct themselves at school as a projection of their social identity. On the other hand,
investigating the types of capital, whether physical, human, or recreational, that students
possess and which types of these capitals are being recognized at school would help develop a
foundation for educating children and building a bridge to reach the immigrant families of those
students. In this sense, in this research, it becomes important to examine social identity and the
forms of capital that Arabic students possess.
Positional identity: A person’s frame of reference. The idea of positional identity is
how individuals attempt to position themselves among the group- how others view them for
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who they are or regardless of who they really are, and at the same time, how they view others
based on certain behaviors and physical attributes that those people display. Holland,
Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain (1998) looked at positional identity in everyday life as constructed
by cultural and conventional events. They suggest that institutions and interactions with various
people mark individuals and play a role in forming who they are: “Positional selves are socially
constructed through the mediation of powerful discourses and their artifacts- tax forms, census
categories, curriculum vitae, and the like” (p.26). This reflects that a positional identity is a
combination of how individuals are formally identified through social institutions, situate
themselves in regards to this identification, and are viewed by others based on such information.
In addition to the categorizations of formal institutions, there are the physical traits like color,
ethnicity and age which also situate individuals in relation to their environments. These physical
traits matter in everyday interactions, impact students’ literacy, and affect how students position
themselves and are being positioned by others (McCarthey and Moje, 2002).
In a yearlong ethnography, Athanases (1998) researched how ethnically diverse, urban
10th grade students used their positional identities with texts. Athanases’s observations and
interviews showed that students found many connections between literature and their personal
experiences and family lives, backgrounds, gender, and membership of certain ethnic groups.
Reading varied literature also helped students understand other diverse groups. By
understanding others, students were better able to understand themselves and situate themselves
in literature and in life which is how their positional identities were created.
Similarly, in a ten-year ethnographic study of inner-city minority families, ComptonLilly (2012) documented how students developed positional identities based on unintentional
signals delivered by teachers through their instructional methods. For example, as the teacher
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moved quickly in the lesson, students who were not able to catch up attributed the reason to
their not being smart. Other students referred to how teachers demanded doing things ‘right
now’ in class without taking time to guide students on what needed to be accomplished. Such
simple behaviors on the teacher’s side of not providing students with ample time to complete
tasks made struggling students in the classroom feel ‘disgusted’ about school and teachers
(p.60-61). These citations from Compton-Lilly’s study exemplify how teachers’ behaviors
sometimes were responsible for the formation of positional identities in students who positioned
themselves as incapable of functioning successfully in class. At the same time, teachers’
personalities, behaviors, and teaching practices positioned them from the perspectives of
students. For example, students described their favorite and unpopular teachers: Favorite
teachers were those that were funny and made learning interesting and used games. Unpopular
teachers were those that were boring and gave work to fill in time (p. 69).
It is not strictly that the behaviors of teachers that develop students’ positional identities.
Sometimes the language of teachers also creates positional identities in the classroom as Hall
(2005) found in a year-long study of struggling eighth-grade readers. In this study, Hall looked
at how teachers used language to position their students in the classroom by identifying them
as poor or strong readers. This act influenced students’ current and developing identities, which
in turn influenced their reading practices at school. Relying on class observations and
interviews, Hall found that the teachers used language to position their students as certain kind
of learners depending on the attitudes and literacy practices they had in the classroom. By
classifying the students as good or poor readers according to the teachers’ criteria, teachers
created students’ positional identities and this influenced students’ beliefs about who they were
or could become as readers (p. 8). These studies (Athanases, 1998; Compton-Lilly, 2012; and
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Hall, 2005) reflect how school and literacy instruction may create students’ positional identities
in relation to their surroundings, whether it was the teachers causing the development of
positional identities in students, or students developing their positional identity as a reaction to
a certain behavior by teachers or classmates.
In the same sense Gee (2012) talked about positional identity as being recognized as a
certain member with the characteristics of the crowd which makes a person part of the group or
not (p.3). Gee alluded to the biker’s bar example to draw attention to how people position
themselves and are being positioned according to individuals’ interaction, speaking, and the
relationship between what they do and say. According to Gee, in a bar, you cannot say to a
leather-jacketed and heavily-tattooed man something like, “May I please have a match for my
cigarette?” Even though the statement is grammatically correct, it is still not used in the right
context. Similarly, if you do ask the right question in the right context, but behave differently,
such as wipe the stool so that you do not get your designer jeans dirty, for example, then you
are still doing the wrong thing. Therefore, an individual’s way of dressing, speaking, and
following the rules of discourse might include or exclude a person in a group according to Gee
(2012). In the case of immigrant students, learning a language must be accompanied with
students’ ‘doing right’ and learning to conduct themselves according to the norms established
by the new culture, when appropriate. If they are unable to code-switch between home and
school Discourses at the appropriate times, teachers and classmates might position them or they
might be positioning themselves as different from the group, as shown in Hall’s (2005) study.
Similarly, when Li (2008) examined the home literacy practices of one Vietnamese
family among other diverse families, she explained how, at school, students with an ‘ethnic’
Asian look and name were treated differently, which made them prefer to only befriend students
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from the same culture that understood their language and did not make fun of them (p. 85). In
this case, the students did not conform to the school discourse, neither did the school encourage
multiculturalism. Such physical attributes along with subscribed behaviors created a positional
identity for the Vietnamese students at schools that influenced their self-esteem and selfperceptions and at sometimes resulted in the students functioning in a separate sphere at school.
Similarly, in her case-study research of Puerto Rican families, Compton-Lilly (2007)
established that the students fell victim to the “symbolic violence directed at individuals who
maintain cultural and linguistic ways of being” (p.94). In this case, characteristics such as skin
color, behavior, and ethnic language were factors that created a positional classroom identity
for one of the students by his teacher and limited his chances of success. Whereas the other
student’s embodiment of school-valued ways of being like speaking English, following the
classroom rules, and accepting the teacher’s assessment of her worth made her ‘look’ more
successful despite her lack of progress in reading. So in effect, both students were impacted
negatively by positioning by the teacher—the first student was written off and positioned as
failing from the very beginning because he did not use the school Discourse, whereas the second
used the school Discourse, which blinded the teacher to academic issues that warranted
attention. These studies (Compton-Lilly, 2007; Hall, 2005; and Li, 2008) reflect how the
formation of a positional identity might impact the attitudes, behaviors, and achievement of
students.
Positional identities are also used to reframe an individual to a particular frame of
meaning, or to a certain world (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998). According to
Holland and colleagues, people employ their positional identity as a scaffold- a point of
reference- to help define their experiences and who they are by how they interact with things
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and people around them. This point of reference gives accreditation to their positions and
experiences. Holland and colleagues (1998) used the example of Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings at which individuals tell their stories about their former lives as alcoholics. These
stories are revalued because they represent experience that is appraised within the larger frame
of reference: “They become the cultural resource that mediates members’ identities as “nondrinking alcoholics” (p.52). Similarly, immigrant students bring their stories with them about
their former lives, which situate them in the new land and serve as their accounted knowledge
and experience. These stories, experiences and previous practices represent frames of reference
to immigrant students, which position them in the classrooms among other classmates. These
experiences help define immigrant students within the bigger circle they have ascribed around
themselves in their new environment.
In summary, identity has roots that extend from culture and ethnicity. People derive
their identities from their environments and they project them (either consciously or
subconsciously) in their daily interactions with others. These identities become their frame of
reference, and at the same time a way that others view them.
Considering identities is important to this research since taking into account students’
cultural, social, and positional identities means looking at who students really are, what
motivates them, and why they display certain kinds of behaviors. It also means considering
their cultural and social practices that influence their learning. Students’ identities influence
their practices and dictate how they handle themselves in and out of school. Therefore, when
looking at the capitals embedded in students’ home environments, it is also important to
examine students’ identities since these identities represent an extension of students’ cultural
practices.
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Students’ Experiences Count and are Rich Resources
The educational system in Michigan often views immigrant students that could possess
a wealth of experiences with a negative lens, particularly via the official terms used to describe
them. In fact, English learners are referred to as “Limited English Proficient Students” (LEP)
in federal and state legal documents (MDE, 2013). In addition, the Michigan Department of
Education adopted the No Child Left Behind (2003) definition of an English learner (EL) to
identify any student who is aged 3 through 21 and was not born in the United States, who comes
from an environment where “a language other than English has had a significant impact on the
individual’s level of English language proficiency” (p. 8), and whose difficulties in speaking,
reading, writing, or understanding English would “impede him/her from passing State
assessments, hinder the student’s ability to function successfully in classrooms where
instruction is delivered in English, and stands in the way of the student’s being a full member
of the society” (MDE, p.8).
While this provides a definition of an English learner, it projects a description that is
charged with negative connotations (limited, impede, and difficulties) and restrictions, and does
not recognize past skills, abilities, talents and experiences of students. The definition denies
immigrant children any past experiences, means of communication, or valuable skills and
focuses only on speaking, reading and writing in English. All students’ assets including their
biliteracy are silenced and therefore devalued in the face of the demand to acquire English
proficiency. Thus, the culture in schools tends to devalue the heritage language which then can
give students the feeling of inadequacy and deficiency since there is only one measurement for
success: reading and writing in English.
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Nevertheless, more and more current research is arguing against such a paradigm of
deficiency. There is ample research in the field that demonstrates the richness of the immigrant
students’ backgrounds, the abundance of their experiences, and the positive impact of the home
environments on students’ development of literacy. The purpose of this section is to emphasize
the noteworthiness of the studies in the field which exhibit how students’ background
experiences can be a wealthy resource in their education. This section is anchored by three
major ethnographic studies in literature: Compton-Lilly (2012), Heath (1983, 2012), and Li
(2008). The following literature review is divided into three parts: the first part presents
important research in the field that high lights the significance of students’ social and cultural
practices. The second part looks at the research that reflects how cultural, social, and positional
identities of students are factors that impact their literacy and are always present in the
classroom, yet sometimes not noticed or utilized. And the third part sums up the literature in
the field on the relationship between culture, literacy and identity.
Literacy is embedded in social and cultural practices of groups. Since literacy does
not occur in a void, we cannot separate it from the social context in which it occurs (Goodman,
1996). Students’ identities affect literacy since identities are a product of the culture; “Identities
are social constructions that shape students’ literacy” (McCarthey and Moje, 2002, p. 6). In
order for learning to happen, it is important for children to belong to a literate environment or
club (Smith, 1997). Those ‘clubs’ help form individuals’ social identity. Hence, identity is
continuously interacting with the social and cultural aspects of individuals’ lives and affecting
students’ literacy. Compton-Lilly (2006) showed how one student’s disinterest in reading
positioned him as a reluctant reader at school that required the intervention of a reading
specialist. In her case study of an African American student, she revealed that the student’s
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cultural and media resources were not valued as a part of the formal literacy practices at his
school. In order to help students develop their literacies, Compton-Lilly explained that
educators must discover and utilize students’ identities and cultural practices that encompass
varied literacy resources. In the situation of the African-American student in the study, teachers
could have tapped into the diverse resources grounded in his “childhood culture, media culture,
and divergent literacy practices” (p.73), which were considered as a source of distraction and
not to fit within a school setting. This study demonstrated that cultural tools, which are directly
related to positional and social identities of children and which were disregarded by the school,
could be considered significant literacy resources to utilize in the education of children. Here,
the difference becomes clear between perceived illiteracy and students who are literate in a way
that is not perceived by institutions.
Unlike Compton-Lilly’s (2006) findings, Cordova and Matthiesen (2008) documented
how teachers could invest in students’ resources and cultural knowledge. Cordova and
Matthiesen showed how one inner-city second-grade teacher created a space for her students’
life experiences and prior knowledge to help support their in-school literacy. The researchers
highlighted the power of teacher talk to support students’ developing literacies inside and
outside of school. In this study, the teacher used students’ understanding of concepts based on
their communities and cultures as a springboard to teach. Such a method proved to value
students’ lived experiences and use them as resources for learning. By integrating students’
experiences into the curriculum, the teacher did not abandon the arbitrary school curriculum,
but rather extended it to be more inclusive of the students’ experiences. By doing so, the teacher
filled in the cultural gaps in the rigid school curriculum which assigned the required readings
to students. Such practice proved to be successful: on one side, the students learn the required
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standards; and on the other hand, teaching proved to be more effective when it built on students’
experiences.
Students of immigrant families will use their distinctive knowledge, literacies, and
learned skills when given the opportunity to do so. In fact, Mui (2011) identified several
characteristics of such strengths that constituted capital. These characteristics distinguished the
literacy-rich family environment and cultural practices, which in turn helped immigrant
students become more successful at school. When observing an Indo-Canadian family within a
culturally diverse working class community in Canada, Mui found that print was abundant at
home represented in displayed school projects, posters of academic concepts, memos and
books. Social capital was visible at home in that all the extended family members of uncles and
aunts lived collectively in the same huge house and shared responsibility of raising the children.
The family valued their children’s education, as illustrated by the fact that they preserved their
children’s past school assignments, projects, and notes stored in labeled boxes for each one.
Literacy was visible in the children’s play activities along with a variety of board games, in
addition to structured, formal literacy practices similar to those practiced at school (e.g.,
worksheets and workbooks). Also, a great emphasis was placed on the heritage language that
was part of the home conversations. Mui’s study reflected the wealth of home resources and
culture-specific activities that could be present in immigrant homes and argued that these home
environments contributed to students’ success at school and that, in general, teachers should
not miss this family-rich environment, but should embed it in instruction to maximize the
opportunities for immigrant children.
Family capital is not restricted to Asian groups or ELs. Similar to Mui’s study, Johnson
(2010) studied the family literacy practices and environment in African American minority
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students. Drawing on the work of Heath (1983), Johnson looked into how an African American
family within a small rural community practiced and participated in literacy. As documented in
Moll and Reyes’s (2008) work, Johnson found assets in the constellations of social activities
and relationships that extended across several households, in contrast to European-American
families which consisted of the nuclear family, only. Johnson learned that literacy was part of
the family’s everyday social, educational, spiritual, and financial practices, as well as
entertainment. Such literacy practices included letter writing, managing household matters
through budgeting and by reading specialized magazines, praying, and adult-child book
reading. In addition, the family appreciated literacy and believed that literacy was empowering.
Johnsons’ findings were consistent with Mui’s (2011) results about the benefits that children
gain from connecting with extended families and the emphasis that these minority families
placed on their children’s education.
Immigrant students usually move between two worlds and incorporate life experiences
that are diverse and unique into new situations which can lead them to academic success. Many
studies (e.g., Cabrero, 2011; Danzak, 2011; Garcia, 2012; and Park, 2012) shed light on a
significant strength in the lives of immigrant children which is that many students have the
capability to maneuver between different worlds, realms, and territories in which their literacies
are embedded.
In one study, Park (2013) demonstrated that success originated from students’ past
experiences. Park conducted a case-study of an African teenage girl that immigrated to New
York to live with her aunt through the help of a literacy program in Guinea. Park observed,
interviewed, and analyzed writing samples of his participant. The data collected documented
that the student achieved academic success in the United States by drawing on her dual frame
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of reference to navigate the realms of her two worlds: school and home, the new country and
her home country. Crossing the two worlds helped her understand the contradictions and
challenges between them and find ways for self-expression. In this study the student reflected
on the knowledge, literacies, and academic tasks she learned in her home country to develop
more awareness of the knowledge, literacies, and academic tasks of her new environment. This
study, again, revealed how immigrant students can use resources from their backgrounds and
build on strengths and past experiences to become successful and navigate their new
environments.
Just like a strength of this African immigrant students was to navigate between her two
worlds in Park’s (2012) study, Danzak (2011) found a similar strength of English language
learners. Upon analyzing thirty-two middle school students’ graphic narratives, cultural
practices of the students surfaced. If Park’s students could virtually navigate between their two
worlds, then Danzak’s students physically and mentally crossed borders which enriched their
experiences and gave them hybridity in addition to bilingualism, bicultural practices, and
linguistic and cultural expressions. In this study, students produced graphic novels by
researching their families’ immigration stories, which helped them to express their cultural
identities. This project provided cultural insights on the students’ lives, empowered them,
involved the collaboration between students and their parents at home as students interviewed
their parents to know about the history of their immigration, gathered pictures, and had the
chance to narrate their stories. This study reflected the assets available to children at home and
within the cultural boundaries of the students’ two worlds. The study calls upon the funds of
knowledge that the researcher drew on in terms of the specialized knowledge that the families
had as a resource—the content of the writing.
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The theme of two worlds, cultures, or boundaries of immigrant children also emerged
in Cabrero’s (2011) work. She wanted to understand how high school students of Spanish
heritage viewed their cultural and linguistic identities, and at the same time how teachers drew
on the students’ linguistic and cultural experiences to help them develop their literacy. By
interviewing over a thousand participants, Cabrero found that students of immigrant families
tended to live on double borderlands: their borderlands between their home environments and
the school environment on one side, and on the other side the borders between their new country
and

their

old

country.

Cabrero

also

found

that

some

students

had

“trinational/tricultural/tridialectal” affiliations based on their parents’ backgrounds. Such rich
backgrounds and experiences could have been used as the cornerstone of the students’
education; however, teachers at school affixed negative labels to those students which limited
students’ performances, according to Cabrero.
In a similar study, Garcia (2012) observed how Latina adolescent writers used culturally
relevant literature to shape their identities in an after school program. Participants in this study
relied on their funds of knowledge and cultural capital to represent themselves and the two
cultures they lived in: new one and home country culture. Their writings came to depict a strong
sense of identity that represented a hybrid culture and described emotions of loss, belonging,
and location that lingered between their old and new countries. This study also depicted how
immigrant students tapped into two worlds and it also showed that when teachers adopted
culturally responsive reading and writing, they uncovered their students’ cultural and social
identities which encouraged students to engage more and dip into their unique experiences and
sense of being, especially when students were aware of their two milieus.
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All the above studies acknowledged students’ prior experiences along with their cultural
expertise and they proved to work to the advantage of students and help them succeed with the
help of their teachers. Whether African, Indo-Canadian, or of any other ethnicity, students
became successful, as shown in the above studies, when they tapped into and recognized the
richness and abundance of resources in their families that were not noticed at schools. Some of
this wealth indicated that immigrant students were savvy in two worlds. Other aspects of their
wealth were that students of immigrant families relied on the support of their extended families,
their experiences, and the great emphasis their families placed on literacy.
The strengths of immigrant students are embedded in culturally-specific practices and
skills that develop within their environments and which the educational system does not always
recognize. Goodman (1996) referred to these by using the term genre, “a language form that
develops within recurring social-cultural situations to meet the constraints of the speech acts or
literacy events that commonly occur in those contexts” (p.21). Goodman’s idea of genres is
very similar to Gee’s (1990, 2012) concept of Discourses since both present the notion of
special knowledge that involves language in combination with other social practices. Because
it requires time for immigrant students to become familiar with a new genre/Discourse,
educators need to build on students’ culture-specific practices in class until students learn the
new ways in the new culture and system. Goodman explained how easily people can handle
genres since they are used to them in everyday practices like reading the newspaper, shopping
at the supermarket, or taking a multiple choice test. Yet, when people are not used to the new
genres, they become more complex and require new learning such as reading an airplane ticket
or browsing a different newspaper. In such cases, literacy would not be as effective as being
familiar and immersed in the act itself. That is why attention must be given to how well
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immigrant students function in their new environments and what kind of identity they display
in their everyday interactions. Many times being unaccustomed to the new routines, context, or
environments may be interpreted negatively by educators when dealing with English learners.
This makes it important to examine the ways that students deal with different genres that diverse
tasks require and how literacy practices, cultural factors, and identity formations influence
students’ academic achievement and which of these practices can be utilized to increase their
achievement.
Goodman (1996) and Gee (1990-2012) are only two among many authors that discussed
how literacy is embedded in the cultural and social contexts of groups and that educators have
to build a bridge to connect the two worlds of school and home together. The strength of the
home influence on the development of science literacy in children was a major factor in
Solomon’s (2003) study that explored how the home environment could impact the
development of literacy and cultural awareness. Within the span of two years, Solomon
conducted a study on twelve diverse families with different interests and educational
backgrounds. The interviews and tape recordings of parents’ literacy activities with their
children revealed the presence of a microculture at home displayed by the different attitudes
parents had towards the science project sent home by teachers: Some parents totally committed
to the project, made it their priority, and took advantage of it to connect the home culture with
school. Conversely, others gave it a moderate attention, while some did not invest in it at all.
Solomon drew attention to how students’ home identities differed from the ones they had at
school and how teachers must try to attend to those different identities to help students succeed:
“Some children remain quiet and almost unidentifiable in school for many months or even
years. In the end they all build up a second identity for special use at school, one that marks
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them as good or clever or naughty” (p. 27). Solomon affirmed that the science projects carried
out at home revealed that children tended to speak more at home while learning, bonded more
with parents, and helped bridge the gap between school and home. Solomon’s study sustained
that homes could be a special place rich in supportive resources that could help bridge the
differences between the school and home cultures since learning in this project extended from
school to home and incorporated the family to invest in the project using their skills, knowledge,
and extending the homework to include discussions and comparisons to their cultures such as
when one Nigerian parent took the opportunity to tell her son about the importance of rain in
her part of Nigeria. In this project, the strength of the home influence on the development of
science literacy in children was huge. This research reflected how home environment could be
a factor in developing literacy and cultural awareness.
The ways parents ‘do’ literacy with their children at home, along with their social and
cultural values, impact the literacy of their children and affect their academic performance at
school. In two longitudinal ethnographic studies, Heath (1983, 2012) explored the cultural
literacy practices in three communities within the same geographic area: Trackton- the Black
working class people, Roadville- the White working class people, and the Townspeople- the
middle class people who owned the local mills. Each community demonstrated cultural
differences in its uses of language, which impacted their children’s performance at school.
When the Townspeople modeled reading for their children for various purposes and in many
ways, they allowed their children to “acquire the habits of talk associated with written materials,
and they used appropriate behavior for either cooperative negotiation of meaning in book
reading episodes or story creation before they are themselves readers”, habits and behaviors
that closely mirror those that are valued in schools. (Heath, 1983, p. 256). However, literacy
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practices in Trackton and Roadville were different from the practices of the Townspeople as
well the practices found in formal educational settings, such as school. Their literacy practices
allowed spontaneous, fanciful stories which can link stories but could not transfer characters,
times, or places. Also, their children were unfamiliar with questions that ask for a strict
recounting of facts and when they wrote stories, they failed to set the scene or characters.
Therefore, in each culture, the “different ways children learned to use language were dependent
on the ways in which each community structured their families, defined the roles that
community members could assume, and played out their concepts of childhood that guided
child socialization” (p.11). This study demonstrated that middle-class children often come to
school prepared with the linguistic skills and communicative patterns that would make them
successful because their literacy practices were similar to those of the American middle class.
Whereas, the Trackton and Roadville communities, whose children had different ways with
words, may become underachievers in American education because the practices they bring to
schooling do not closely align with or easily transfer to the practices valued within the school.
Heath’s (1983) study established that different practices at the family level contributed
differently to children’s performance at school. Specific literacy practices such as talking,
playing, and encouraging children to learn from practical sources in their environment were all
considered forms of home literacy practices, and occurred in some way within all three
communities. However, it is not the quantity of talk that made a difference in the lives of the
children but the kind of talk. Heath concluded that success at schools required maneuvering
contexts and creating connections among texts and ongoing social activities that related to
school content which results in transitioning students smoothly to school.
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Two decades later, Heath (2012) found that the same families’ literacy practices had
evolved. Their practices were altered by geographic expansion and relationships which extend
beyond the immediate environment to include the neighborhood, community and around the
globe. Community resources also expanded in two decades to include schools, museums, zoos,
exhibitions, after-school activities, and community organizations. Another impact on children’s
literacy was the human resources or “intimate strangers” (p. 49) which included an array of
people like nannies, coaches, choir members, and other community members that children are
in interaction with. Those “intimate strangers” helped stretch students’ languages, values,
interests, and contexts beyond what their parents could offer. Those community members,
through their interactions, offered children their professional identity along with out-of-school
experiences that enabled children to feel the hierarchy and responsibility of the real world and
prepared them to function successfully in the real world (p. 50).
Heath’s classic ethnographic research is of great importance to this study since my study
focuses on the home literacy practices of immigrant families that are culturally specific from
the perspective of the parents, children, and teachers. Heath’s first study helps highlight which
of the home practices are valued most in the educational system and could lead to increased
student achievement and which are not. In the second study, Heath exited the immediate home
environment and looked at the children in interaction with the wider communities as a whole
where she documented several resources that expanded the children’s literacy practices. Both
of these types of research come to bear on the present study as evidence to substantiate the rich
environment that surrounded students outside the school and enriched their experiences.
Thus, literacy is socially contextualized and is marked by unique and different social
and cultural practices of peoples. Gee (2012), Janks (2010), and The New London Group (2000)
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emphasized the sociocultural aspect of literacy. The New London Group discussed literacy as
a “situated practice” which necessitates an “immersion in a community of learners” as a
condition for it to develop. A community of learners can be formed by any group that practices
literacy and is not strictly limited to schools or formal institutions. The New London Group
emphasized the nature of the human knowledge as “primarily situated in sociocultural settings
and heavily contextualized in specific knowledge domains and practices” (p.31) whether these
domains are formal or informal settings (i.e., whether learning takes place at home or school).
What The New London Group referred to is that literacy is the product of interactions among
groups within a meaningful social context.
There is an Arabic adage that says: “Tell me who you mingle with and I can tell you
who you are.” This emphasizes that individuals develop literacies from groups they associate
with, and how communities shape individuals’ character and mold their identities. Our identity
forms as we affiliate with groups of people and that is what constitutes our learning (Smith,
1998). Smith adds that a student’s identity is “something to be learned, and they learn it from
their observation of the people around them, the company they keep, in the clubs they join,
from the people they take for granted they are like” (p.17). The following section looks at
studies in the literature that reveal how students bring different identities to school with them
and how this affects their learning.
Enactment of cultural, positional, and social identities. Cultural and social
formations display themselves in practices of immigrant families and create specific cultural,
positional, and social identities that leave their trace on students’ literacy and academic
performance. In her ethnographic study Li (2008) investigated four culturally diverse urban
families and examined their cultural identity formations along with their literacy practices then
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contrasted those families’ practices with two white families in the same underclass
neighborhoods. Li found that parents’ cultural beliefs influenced the literacy practices of the
immigrant families. The findings revealed that all parents had high expectations for their
children and every family expected one of the children to become a doctor- mainly the oldest
son in the family- so they financially, physically, and emotionally invested in their children’s
education. Li also found that parental beliefs and cultural values displayed themselves in
children such as different gender roles, behaviors and expectations. Such practices (as in the
examples below) formed the children’s positional identities which categorized them differently
from their peers at school and influenced their self-perception as well as how others viewed
them.
Li also discovered that parents’ non-mainstream cultural identities were also an obstacle
in reaping the expected results from their children’s education. For example, the cultural
minority parents did not understand how the American schooling system worked. They believed
that their children’s American schools failed to promote the value of education in students
because children did not take school seriously the way they did in their home country.
Furthermore, children’s home literacy practices were influenced by the parents’ cultural beliefs,
race, gender and class. For example, Li found that parents were apprehensive toward their new
environments –concerned about gangs and drugs, so they restrained their children’s interaction
in the neighborhood instead of embracing the resources of the community and educating their
children about their fears like the white families did by discussing gangs, sex, and drugs at the
dinner table to immunize their children against this vile part of the society. In contrast, the white
families performed different literacy habits: In addition to writing e-mails and letters to family
members, books were available everywhere in the house, and they visited the public library.
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The white families watched T.V. together and family movies. They did not remain stuck at
home, but went out and did a lot of activities in the community, took vacations together, and
were involved at school (PTO, annual International Festival, and school plays).
Li’s study (2008) demonstrated how different kinds of identities and specific cultural
practices influenced the children’s literacy (negatively and positively) and distinguished the
immigrant families from the mainstream families thus limiting the opportunities the immigrant
children had. The study also demonstrated how the parents’ beliefs, values, and ethnic
backgrounds created their children’s social, positional, and cultural identities due to the
influence of their home traditions. For example, “distrust” was a theme that emerged in the
Sudanese parents’ behaviors of not allowing their female children to visit friends from school
at their homes, thus limiting the daughters’ social circles. Also, the insecurity of the Sudanese
family upon feeling uprooted from their supportive environment in their home country created
a feeling of unhappiness and mistrust. Another observed specific cultural influence in the
Vietnamese family was the strict discipline and high expectations for the children since they
were anticipated to be the sole providers for their parents in the future. This made the parents
invest in their children’s education and influenced the decisions they made, such as refusing to
allow their children to work during high school in order to give them more time to focus on
their studying. Li’s study also reflected the presence of cultural identity as she examined how
immigrant families valued their extended family in how they contributed to raising the children.
Li also marked how families immersed their children with stories about their lives in their home
country in an attempt to inculcate the children with their native culture.
All these examples of specific cultural behaviors such as differing gender roles, limited
social circles, insecurity in the new country, and frustration with the educational system had an
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impact on the students’ school performance as Li (2008) documented. The students in this study
developed positional identity which marginalized them at school and prevented them from
reaching their full potential. In addition, the clash between the home environment and school
was great with each representing a different set of values and practices. This ethnographic study
is of particular importance to my research since I will examine similar factors that result in the
formation of the identities of students and how these identities display themselves and impact
the literacy of Arabic students.
Within the literature there is a myriad of studies that investigate the relationships
between students’ positional, cultural, and social identities and link them to school and homes
of immigrant students, minority students, and their families. In Collins’ study (2004)
participants learning English were at the college level, but they proved to be more successful
and motivated when the projects they did invoked their expertise as bilingual and bicultural
individuals. This study required that students get involved with their immediate environments
by writing a biography after interviewing a relative. Results indicated that students with limited
English were capable of complex academic tasks when given the opportunity to build on their
previous knowledge and assets available in their home environment for that task (i.e., to use
academic literacy in a social context and relate it to their social/cultural identities). Thus, social
identity impacted the development of students’ literacy in this study.
In addition to the impact of social identity on literacy, cultural identity plays part in
students’ educations as well. Sutherland (2005) looked at six, high school, black, middle-class
girls in an honors English class in which students responded to texts they read by writing and
engaging in small group discussions in a club that met after school. Upon looking at how
studying literature by and about African American women shaped her participants’ identity,
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Sutherland reported that the participants were positioned by a Eurocentric view of beauty. For
example, discussions about black dolls revealed opinions that white dolls were prettier, or
opinions that dark skin was unattractive even for a model. Similar discussions also revealed
how the Eurocentric view of beauty prevented black participants from seeing beyond it.
Additionally, other opinions surfaced, such as of one black participant of being aware of having
white friends and how she compared them with other black girls at school. On the other hand,
the discussions of literature revealed how participants were surrounded by the social boundaries
of being black, which implied how others thought of them and how they should behave. Their
cultural identity as “black” included behaviors such as being defiant, smart-mouthed, and
unruly, which was reflected in their behaviors as well. Positional identity was also visible in
Sutherland’s study in that being black, female, and from a certain part of the city indicated a
specific social class that was faced by negativity from other black girls. However, the
participants’ were aware that their behaviors reflected a white way of acting that was necessary
to achieve academic success like writing in proper English and letting go of the vernacular in
their speech which made them stand out from their friends at school. So their behaviors
contradicted their performance. This study showed how literature played a role in making
African American students realize their positional and cultural identities. Sutherland also found
that participants got the chance through literature to shape their reality in a way where they
could represent their true identities; for example, the participants identified themselves as black;
a combination of Latina, black and Indian; and African American. Thus the literature they read
helped the participants assert their positional and cultural identities as they viewed them and
not as the participants were labeled by others. The students’ readings created a window where
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participants could realize, express, and explore their different identities which were present but
never explored in class discussions before.
Cultural identity is substantially present in students’ learning and can be a positive part
of a school atmosphere. In fact it can enrich students’ education. In her research on two-afterschool programs, Kelly (2012) found that immigrant students could actively invest their situated
language and daily literacy practices in their learning. The program was developed to provide
support to Spanish-speaking students and students at-risk through a program in which middle
school students collaborated to produce a series of short films. Through various ethnographic
tools, three themes emerged: cultural identity, groups and networks, and space and boundaries.
First, students’ cultural identity emerged as they tapped into their specific cultural practices as
individuals to depict a “culture of gossip” – the theme of the film. For example, English learners
enhanced the film they produced along with other mainstream students by using a cultural lens
and approaching the problem of gossip from a unique mindset. They present the central idea of
the film as they usually see it in their community, along with enriching it with Spanish script
which made it look more plausible. Second, students exchanged social and cultural resources
with other students from diverse backgrounds which allowed them to learn from one another
and to appreciate and build good relations with their peers. For example, ELs and mainstream
students cooperated together to write, act, direct, and reproduce the project. The study helped
students’ cultural identity surface in the school setting. In this study, Kelly reflected that
students who were limited in English and enrolled in a self-contained ESL classroom during
the day were able to contribute and enrich a school project about bullying by building on their
knowledge. In this case cultural identity contributed positively to learning.
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Cultural identity and its direct relation to learning was also the focus of Rodriguez
(2006), who believed that creating a strong cultural identity at school would increase parental
involvement and thus students’ success. Rodriguez engaged parents of fourth-grade, inner city
Latino children, by assigning students poems translated into Spanish, the parents’ first
language, to be read and discussed with parents at home. This research yielded positive results:
First, parents were able to exercise their unique knowledge to interpret poetry by utilizing their
cultural knowledge and heritage language to understand the poems. Second, parents and
students started utilizing the local bookstore and library to complement school work, and they
sought relatives’ help also. The results identified the parents’ cultural and social capital
represented in the networks in their communities and that helped advance their children’s
learning. It is clear in both of these studies (Kelly, 2012; Rodriguez, 2006) that cultural identitythe specific cultural knowledge that students developed from home- established the starting
point for students to realize their cultural identity instead of leaving it at the classroom door. In
both studies, the teachers were aware that students possessed this capital and they helped
students use it by unlocking their cultural identities, embracing the home culture of the students,
and uncovering the valuable assets of students.
Immigrant or minority students often realize that classroom assignments of reading and
writing are standards-based, and typically do not include topics of cultural diversity
(Muhammad, 2012). Muhammad generally looked into how sixteen girls, all immigrants,
between the age of eleven and seventeen, used literacy to express their identities in writing
within an urban writing institute, but she specifically studied one sixteen-year old black girl as
a focal participant. In her interviews, Muhammad explored how the participant presented her
identity and made sense of herself in the classroom among her classmates. Muhammad reported
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that the participant’s culture and ethnic identity as a black female surfaced, as well as other
traits like gender, kinship, and resiliency when the structure of the writing institute gave her the
chance to express herself. The participant also expressed that classroom writing was aligned to
the standards which urged her to conceal her real identity, detach herself from the topic, and
produce prescribed writing. The afternoon writing program helped the participant reveal her
own voice and make meaning of her identity since her writings were all connected to a black
history. For example, at the same time that the participant expressed her opinion against the
stereotypes of black girls in the afternoon writing program, she concealed her opinions as she
wrote in class to meet the expectations of teachers and thus concealed her true identity. So, her
cultural identity was not explored in the classroom the same way it was in the after-school
writing program, which helped her to make meaning of her cultural identity.
Similarly, in a year-long after school program, Hall and Piazza (2009) marked that
African American boys’ interpretations of texts were influenced by the students’ social,
cultural, and linguistic backgrounds and experiences. Students’ cultural identities influenced
their understandings of what it meant to be a male, such as concepts about boys being void of
tender emotions. Their cultural identities were reflected in their understandings of how males
behave in that the students rejected some characters in the books that did not fit into their
concept of masculinity, like boys depicted wearing pink, or boys who had a girl for a friend.
On the other hand, students’ social identities surfaced as they favored books that fell under their
understandings of what it meant to be boys through the characters they read about and that
depicted them as black boys, which indicated that students were aware of their black color and
their physical features as African Americans. Similarly, students’ positional identities were
revealed by the boys’ acceptance of the dominant structures at school and the positions they
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were assigned to; for example, realizing that all boys could be discriminated against and bullied,
and that they should defend themselves when this happened affected their social positioning.
This study showed how literature had the power to unearth the social, cultural, and positional
identity that students possess.
So far we have seen how cultural identity is one element that is present in students that
shapes their literacy experience at school and impacts students’ academic achievement and how
they understand things. I have also discussed how positional identity impacts students in the
ways in which they situate themselves in different settings. Now, we will look at how teachers,
intentionally or unintentionally, might contribute to developing the positional identity of
students.
In examining the cultural identity and literacy practices of eighth-grade, immigrant
Latino students, Honeyford (2010) explored the results of incorporating lesson plans that
recognized and invited students’ cultural identities into the classroom. The observations, field
notes and interviews with teachers and students indicated that some of the Latino students
tended to maintain their ethnic names because they represented their cultural identity even
though those names positioned them as separate from their classmates and created tensions for
them in class. In addition to substantiating their cultural identities through their ethnic names,
students’ writings expressed their movement across social and cultural times and spaces.
Students’ writing samples included representations of larger networks of people, activities, and
things that extended to include the past, present and future along with an appreciation and pride
for their community, families, and themselves – practices which reflected their cultural identity.
In a similar study, Brown (2011) examined second-grade students in a EuropeanAmerican dominant school for nine months, interviewing parents, teachers, and students to
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investigate how students’ identities developed in the classroom. Brown found that teachers
could project certain images of themselves during their interactions with ELLs and that the
ways students were positioned by teachers impacted their perceptions of themselves as well as
their peers’ perceptions of their academic and social abilities. Brown found that without
realizing it, the teacher sometimes projected their stereotypes onto students. In the study, the
teacher’s Discourse sent negative messages, despite the fact that she had good intentions. For
example, even though the teacher appreciated one student’s language and culture, she never
read aloud any books that used Spanish vocabulary and Spanish books were absent from her
class library. The teacher’s attitude sent implicit messages that the students’ culture and
language were not as valuable as English, which impacted the students’ positional identity, as
Brown documented. This study echoes the findings of other studies discussed previously
(Athanases, 1998; Compton-Lilly, 2012; Hall, 2005) which emphasize that teachers’ behaviors,
whether intended or not, led to creating a positional identity in their students.
The same findings were documented by Cummins, Chow, and Schecter (2006) as they
looked for a context for newcomer students at school to demonstrate their skills by exposing
their multilingual and multicultural abilities, valuing them, and building on them in an
elementary class. Since the context of the research was to create dual-language books, the
researchers involved parents with translating and recording the books for students which paved
the way for them participating in other ways at school, such as doing secretarial work to meet
the needs of other immigrant families. Interviews with parents revealed the differences in
literacy practices among immigrant families: many parents read books and told their children
stories in two languages, whereas 13% only read books in one language. Also, findings revealed
how teachers developed positional identities for their students through the interactions with
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them: when teachers ignored students’ cultures and heritage languages in instruction in the
classroom, they sent a message to students “with respect to their identities and who they are
expected to be and become in the classroom” (p.304). This positional identity on the teachers’
side reflected the kind of society they see students graduating into- a monolingual dominant
society. Whereas when teachers integrated students’ first language into class instruction and
encouraged it, they communicated a different message with students about their identities. In
each case, teachers’ attitude towards students’ native language communicated a message which
set the tone of the teachers’ positional identity and students picked the vibe.
In addition to how teachers might contribute to developing the positional identity of
students, students’ behaviors, beliefs, and practices can also be factors in developing their
positional identities in class. Witteborn (2007) found that adult Arab immigrants used their
ethnicity and their religion to position themselves and others in class. Witteborn attended a
variety of Arab community following fifty-three Arabic participants in the United States to
determine how they used identity labels to express their collective identities in social
interactions. Witteborn revealed that Arab immigrants used their ethnicity and religion to
position themselves while speaking. For example, the order of identification as an Arab, Iraqi,
and Shi’ite meant that they looked at their ethnicity, country of origin, and then sect of religion
when defining their “selves”. That identification represented a signifier that was associated with
a political and social classification. In other words, with each identity label, the participants
revealed a further positional identity as they spoke. Witteborn concluded that Arab immigrants
in his study used different identities depending on the social, political, and religious situation.
For example, they used “Arab identification” in social situations to express their cultural
identity and “Arab-American identification” as their sociopolitical identity which showed that
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Arabic immigrants were not a monolithic group with a unified pattern of communication. This
study reflected how Arab immigrants identified themselves, how others identified them and
how this affected their social interactions (positional identity). In all the above studies (Brown,
2009; Hall & Piazza, 2009; Honeyford, 2010; Witteborn 2007) the impact of the presence of
positional identity was observed in the classroom, from the teacher’s side or from the students
and their families’ side.
Cultural beliefs and practices are a major factor in creating children’s identities which
in turn influence their literacy and academic success. In all the above studies, students’ abilities
sprung from within, from what characterized them as individuals- their identities (Collins, 2004;
Kelly, 2012; Li, 2008). And in every study there was evidence of cultural factors that
characterized students’ identities. The studies also showed that students developed positional
identities related to behaviors displayed by teachers (Brown, 2011; Cummins, Chow, &
Schecter, 2006). However, students tended to be more involved at school and their learning was
maximized when teachers acknowledged and tapped into students’ ideologies, principles,
values, practices, and beliefs that implied students’ cultural and social identities (Collins, 2004;
Sutherland, 2005). This means that students’ cultural, social, and positional identities, when
acknowledged, helped improve their achievement and participation in class (Honeyford, 2010).
Unfortunately, as noted in the studies, those practices were often conducted outside the realm
of the regular school day, like in afterschool or summer programs, likely because schools were
either oblivious to students’ assets, unprepared to utilize them, or they were too busy meeting
the demands of a rigorous curriculum (Kelly, 2012; Muhammad, 2012). Realizing the different
identities that students bring to school every day means paying attention to characteristics of
their homes and cultures since those identities sprung from there and were affected by home
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practices first (Hall & Piazza, 2009). The last section demonstrates the relationship between
culture, literacy and identity and how they are directly connected with families and
communities.
Families, identity, and literacy in action. From the sociocultural perspective, literacy
is embedded within the social/cultural context in which it occurs, and the individual/learner
plays an important role in it. From this standpoint, learning cannot be separated from who a
person is- identity; so academically speaking, students’ identities as well as their prior
knowledge and experiences which mirror their immediate environments become crucial to their
learning. Also, parental involvement in their children’s education, the activities at school, and
the kinds of literacies that are available to children in those immediate environments impact
children’s identities and their academic performance. The following section presents research
regarding the relationship between literacy, family practices and identity and highlights the
dissonance between home and school environments that might impede the achievement of
immigrant students.
The literacy and familial practices of immigrant families, in most cases, differ from the
practices of most mainstream families. Similar to ‘genres’ and ‘Discourses’ (Goodman, 1996;
Gee, 1990), Garcia (1992) discussed the concept of communicative competence, “the features
of language, the interaction patterns necessary to participate in a variety of roles” (p. 57) along
with the cultural knowledge. Individuals acquire this competence from the language and culture
surrounding them. Garcia also explained that when students, parents, and teachers have all
grown up in the same community, they share the same communicative competence. When
children come to school with communicative competency similar to those of their teachers, they
have a better chance of succeeding. When teachers are unfamiliar with the sociolinguistic styles
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of children, as the case with immigrant students being taught by middle-class native speakers,
miscommunication and misassessment might occur.
Miscommunication can also be triggered by differences in the ways in which parents
and teachers view parents’ roles in their children’s education. In the context of this discussion,
Ada (2001) studied how Latino parents regarded their children’s education along with their role
in it. Findings of this research indicated that because Latino parents were not in touch with
teachers, were not part of the PTA, and did not express clearly plans for their children, teachers
assumed that Latino parents did not value their children’s education. Never the less, all the
interviews and home observations Ada conducted with the Latino families confirmed that
Latino parents held their children’s education highly. This researcher highlighted assets that
Latino families possessed, but which were not explicitly valued at school, such as moral values
like respect, generosity, friendships, and solidarity. Such assets characterized the Latino culture
and had a particularly strong influence on their relationships, creating a well-knit community
and supportive relationships. In addition to these conceptual traits, parents persevered to
maintain the heritage language at home by doing things like insisting on speaking the native
language with children at home- something that was not appreciated at school. This study
confirmed Garcia’s (1992) point that miscommunication can cause people to fail to notice many
of the traits that students and their families have and which could be built upon by the school.
The way students conduct themselves at school might not be the same way they do at
home. Rodriguez (2006) studied the relationship between language and identity in twenty
Mexican-American, first-grade, bilingual students in California. He found that schools depicted
an identity of students that was totally different from the students’ conventional identities at
home. Since schools had an educational plan set for students irrespective of their cultural
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knowledge and linguistic capabilities, this allowed only one kind of identity to surface- the one
that the school expected to see. The findings of this research also reflected that discourses at
school positioned students in limiting and negative ways that focused only on the progress
students made toward acquiring English, while overlooking their biliteracy skills and cultural
activities and without trying to involve parents as cultural resources. One of the significant
findings was that parents tended to be more open to adopt school practices whereas schools
were rigid, generally resisting changing their practices to conform to their students’ home-based
practices.
Just like Rodriguez (2006) noted in his study that immigrant parents were willing to be
more flexible in the new culture when it came to embracing the practices of schools, Romo and
Falbo (1996) found that students tended to submit to the pressure of the subculture at school
and adopt behaviors in order to fit in. In their four-year study of one hundred Hispanic families
of “at-risk” students, Romo and Falbo discussed how most Latino students acknowledged that
the White American culture was the culture at school. Those Latino students did not notice that
due to their cultural heritage, they did not fit into a peer group. Despite the fact that they exerted
effort to fit in, they were not accepted and some of the parents admitted that schools were biased
in favor of the White American culture. In fact, based on their social and economic status,
students were categorized by peers into groups and given names like: “preps” who enjoyed
wealth, “kickers” who belonged to working class White parents, “new wavers” who wore black
and listened to hip-hop music, “jocks” who were members of the varsity teams, and then there
were the “Mexican Americans” and the “Latinos”- the last on the school social ladder. Romo
and Falbo found that the “Mexican Americans” (who immigrated at a young age) wanted to
identify with the “Latinos”, which caused a lot of disruptions and behavioral problems with the
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“Latinos” (newcomers) who were considered the fifth or sixth groups in the social ladder. Such
categorizations reflected an underlying culture that created cultural boundaries which
negatively impacted students’ behavior and achievement at school. Romo and Falbo confirmed
that for some immigrants, the student culture could exert pressure on students and could have
a stronger effect on the children of immigrant families than their home culture.
Just as the culture at school exerts pressure on students, the home culture affects
students’ literacy either negatively or positively. Cieslinski (2007) looked at the out-of-school
literacy experiences of six Hispanic kindergarteners and examined how these experiences
influenced their language development. With both qualitative and quantitative methods,
Cieslinski found that the parents involved at school demonstrated to their children that school
was important; yet, they did not help their children with homework because they did not know
how to connect between the home and school learning. However, older siblings and relatives
would pitch in to help children with their school work. Rodriguez (2006) also found that
language barriers prevented some parents from being involved in their children’s school life
and that impacted the children’s achievement; whereas parents with stronger English skills,
who were involved in their children’s schools had a sustained influence on their children
learning the expected skills and concepts. The two studies of Cieslinski (2007) and Rodriguez
(2006) exhibit the differences that existed in the two worlds of school and home for these
families. The studies also show that the closer the parents are to their children’s school
environment, the more beneficial it is to their children’s education. Therefore, when looking at
factors that impact students’ achievement, the active role that parents have in their children’s
school life should also be considered.
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In her ethnographic study, Li (2001) looked at practices of a Chinese preschooler in
Canada. She presented how the participant’s situated literacy reflected her socio-cultural
environment and contributed to her learning emphasizing the presence of a community of
practice which consisted of her parents, the customers of their restaurant, and the researcher.
Her environment surrounded her with functional print (e.g., she learned her letters from soda
cans, cigarette packs, and cards). However, that was not the traditional learning valued at
schools, where her cultural and social web were not recognized. Li concluded that students such
as her participant may be labeled as at-risk children in schools despite the fact that the
participant was immersed in oral and print literacy at home.
More research has documented how the home environment that children are immersed
in, the distinctive practices of that home, and the unique identities that children form at home
affect their literacies. Wallace (2008) examined literacy practices that students engaged in every
day at home and school in two multicultural London schools in which students exhibited their
identities as immigrants and as learners. Wallace looked at four female elementary students’
conversations about literature. The students’ Discourses embraced their cultural identities. For
example, students had close affiliations with their countries of origin in that they still called
them their “home country” and that their parents enforced that their native languages were to
be spoken at home. The students’ practices also reflected their cultural identities in the choice
of the literacy activities they enjoyed (folk stories) which invoked gender roles (boys bearing
the financial responsibility), specific academic experiences such as the genre they chose for
reading which reflected their past knowledge/experiences, and sports such as football. Wallace
affirmed that if schools wished to engage those students, then the students’ identities marked a
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potentially rich resource that would engage students critically, such as choice in school texts
and incorporating the children’s diverse personal histories, texts, and practices.
Changes in students’ families and schools, as well as new expectations and memorable
moments can also impact students’ lives, identities, and academic performances. In her
longitudinal ethnographic study, Compton-Lilly (2012) tracked eleven families of her students
over ten years and explored how students and their parents enacted the issues of literacy,
schooling, and identity. Compton-Lilly examined the relationship between identity and literacy.
First, she looked at children’s textual preferences and found that students’ choices of readings
were an enactment of their identity and the culture in which they lived. Students were not
interested in school literacy, for example, because it was unfamiliar to them, it was serious, it
had historical significance, and it did not represent them. In addition, students distanced
themselves from the books that the school assigned to them to read. Another finding was that
students’ choices of reading were “cultural models of the self” (p. 43) in that students’ gender
and maturity positioned them as readers and influenced their choices of reading at school. This
specific study reflected that students’ identity, as well as their cultural practices played a role
in their literacy practices. The researcher also concluded that the literacy choices students made
depicted their cultural, ethnic, and social identities.
Because identity is related to daily lives and experiences and group affiliations which
individuals learn from, we bring who we are to the process of learning. Many studies (Choi,
2009; Fayden, 2005; Moll et al., 2009; Zhou and Salili 2008) have looked at the effect of the
home environment, which encompasses the culture and identity of students, on literacy with
Hispanic, Chinese, and Native Indian students respectively. Moll and colleagues (2005)
explored, in an extensive study the cultural practices of the Latino community represented by
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their knowledge, artistic artifacts, skills, experiences, productive abilities, and especially social
networks. These resources were considered ‘capitals’ that had developed throughout the
families’ histories, but they often went undetected at schools at the time when teachers could
have built upon them to help students excel. Moll and colleagues found that one type of strong
social capital that the Latino families had was their social networks. Those networks connected
students with their communities and other adults and thus facilitated the development and
exchange of resources. When teachers in that study developed an authentic knowledge of their
students, they discovered a wealth of resources in the students’ world outside the context of
school that they could draw from to aid the students’ academic achievement. Some of these
resources were: a strong fostering philosophy of child rearing that is highly supportive of
education and which includes learning English, high expectations for a university-level
education, strong values of respect for others, developing a great sense of identity, and finally
all Latino houses possessed the same values and funds of knowledge that could be utilized in
the classroom.
In a qualitative study of four immigrant Chinese students Choi (2009) looked at how
those students constructed their social identity in an after-school literacy club. Choi used
multicultural literature to examine how the adolescent students opened up to talk about
themselves, describe their experiences, feelings, opinions, and thoughts as immigrant students.
Findings in this study revealed that education was an important theme that helped students
construct their social identity. Also, some students associated with educated persons because
they believed that education was important to achieve independence and wealth. Another
student aligned himself with ethnic peers because they were more serious about their education
unlike his American peers. For another participant in the study, education meant success and a
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spot for identity construction. The study also revealed that participating in clubs at school
helped students construct their ethnic and cultural identities because they provided a place for
identities to surface, unlike the constraints of curriculum and time in classrooms. Ethnic and
cultural identities surfaced with students reflecting their parents’ emphasis on the heritage
language at home and their determination to teach their children their heritage language as well.
Home literacy factors not only affect children’s development of specific cultural literacy
habits, but they are also related to intrinsic reading motivation in children. In their study of onehundred seventy seven children in China, Zhou and Salili’s (2008) findings indicated that some
practices by parents had a particularly strong effect on the literacy development of children.
Practices such as providing books for children at home, modeling reading for children, and
reading books to the children played an important role in intrinsic motivation in children.
Hence, the emphasis on literacy could start with the home practices and continue at school.
On the other hand, Fayden (2005) researched Native American students in a mainstream
school community. Fayden invested her time with the Pueblo Indians to understand their
culture, history, and construction of knowledge. She discovered that the rich culture, communal
lives, and unique experiences of Pueblo Indians did not match their teachers’ expectations in
the classroom in skills, practices, and Discourses. Therefore, in order to help students succeed
in school, Fayden focused on the oral and social competencies (dramatic play, gesturing,
drawing, and art work) that her kindergartner students mastered from their culture as she led
them to develop their writing at school. For example, she activated their inherent social skills
by encouraging talk among groups, drawing, singing, acting, and collaboration. Such prewriting
evolved to writing which included real-life writing tasks through creating a school post office
where students wrote letters and sent them out to addressees. Realizing the collective aspect of
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their society, and how students shared common-home experiences that bonded them together
socially, politically, and religiously, Fayden acknowledged the students’ learning styles and set
up group discussions in her classroom which evolved to more complex assignments such as
writing with a purpose and for an audience. Fayden arrived at the conclusion that, in case of the
Pueblo Native American students, the process of becoming literate is a process of negotiation
of what students thought at a particular point in time (i.e. what they bring with them) and of
what a particular culture told them (i.e. the facts they learn at school). In other words, Fayden
thought of literacy as a process of ‘transaction’ (Goodman, 1998), in which meaning making
relates to the published text, but at the same time, it is personal (p.92). The study came as a
reflection of the approach of teachers to enhance students’ abilities by realizing students’
strengths and building on them. For example, Fayden started with students’ immediate
academic knowledge, which made them progress to write for real-life purposes like they
practiced in their real lives. Fayden’s main finding was that students were at a disadvantage
when they were mainstreamed by the school since this ignored and trivialized their culture and
created a mismatch between school and home instead of adapting to the students’ culture and
using it to advance students.
Despite a growing body of research on Latino, Chinese, African-Americans, and
Native-Americans, research is still limited when it comes to the literacy practices of Arabic
immigrant families. Callaway (2012) examined the home literacy practices of two preschoolers,
a Syrian American and a Libyan American. She found the family literacy practices included
multimodal methods in their daily literacy experiences such as a combination of books, digitalrecordings, CDs with the alphabet song, and paper-pencil worksheets to match letters. Even
though the families assimilated in the American culture through the practices listed above, they
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maintained their ethnic identities like their bilingualism and religious literacy practices which
emerged in their daily practices.
In a similar study with Arabic participants, Kingsbury (2008) looked at the home
literacy practices of Sudanese immigrant families. Sudanese immigrant parents emphasized the
tribal language heritage, although many families were multilingual. Parents also stressed
English competency, however they encouraged only the males in the family to pursue higher
education similar to Li’s (2008) findings about Sudanese families. Relatedly, Robertson (2002)
highlighted a Pakistani boy’s ability to converse in three languages which was overlooked at
school. In this study, Robertson highlighted the additional strengths and literacy practices that
bilingual children might bring from their community and which are not recognized by the
school. In these studies of Arab families, students had a wealth of knowledge similar to that of
their Latino, African, Chinese, and Native American peers; and researchers (Callaway, 2012;
Fayden, 2005; Kingsbury, 2008; Robertson, 2002) noted that such capital could support
students’ learning at school were it noticed by educators.
As shown in the research above, the home environments of immigrant families influence
the literacy practices of children and shape their identities. The discussed studies have shown
the richness in the culture, home practices, and experiences of immigrant families. Research
has also shown that all of the features of individuals’ literacies incorporated aspects of their
identities. Those aspects were culturally embedded. In addition, these studies suggest that in
order to help students become higher achievers, educators should incorporate students’
experiences, previous knowledge, and specific backgrounds in the process of teaching them and
build a bridge between the home and the classroom.
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Perceptions of Teachers, Parents, and Students
Several studies (Compton-Lilly, 2003, 2012; Heath, 1983, 1996, 2012; Li, 2008) have
investigated the effects of the community, culture, identity, and the literacy practices of families
on students’ literacy and learning. Those and other studies (Brown, 2011; Fayden, 2012; Moll,
2005) have also highlighted how schools might not recognize non-mainstream literacy
practices, which, in turn, might negatively impact students academically. In all of the studies
that looked at the specific cultural practices of mainstream and immigrant students, none
investigated this topic from the collective point of view of the concerned people: teacher,
parents, and students. It is important to investigate the perceptions of these groups about
students’ unique backgrounds and home literacy practices that make them successful at school
and to examine in what sense students project their different identities at school. This section
sheds light on studies in the field that sought understanding related to educational issues by
asking parents, educators, and students about their perceptions in educational matters.
When teachers have an understanding of the home culture of students, they can develop
insight on students’ home literacy practices and use this knowledge to the advantage of students.
In one study, Baker and colleagues (1996) investigated the perspectives of a low-income and
minority parents by asking them to log in a diary their literacy practices for one week. Baker
analyzed data collected from the logs about parents’ perceptions of the everyday home activities
that they practiced with their children and thought were conducive to literacy development.
Findings confirmed that children participated in a wide array of print-related literacy events that
ranged from storybook reading to knowledge about the world via watching T.V. and narrative
competence from discussions around the dinner table. When compared with what middleincome families practiced at home, the kinds of literacies observed at the low-income families
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were similar to those at the, in some ways, similar. Some differences in physical capital existed
such as the low-income families looked at literacy as a skill to be mastered rather than
developed and they had less access to print materials and games for their children. Another
difference was that low-income parents tended to adopt a more playful approach to teaching
their children. This study showed that parents’ perspectives, drawn from the diaries they kept,
provided a window for teachers to understand the literacy practices and the assets that were
present for students at home.
Similarly, in order to understand the home literacy activities of students, Lazar and
Weisberg (1996) asked parents to keep a journal about their children’s reading habits at home
and the ways in which they viewed their children as readers at school. After reading the journals,
teachers broadened their views of students’ practices at home since they could see the influence
of the family literacy events on students’ reading in class. The journals explained how some
practices of parents may have indirectly discouraged their children from reading since the
parents focused on fluent reading and misinterpreted miscues as non-skilled reading. The study
also showed that the journals could be used as a bridge to connect home and school and promote
a chance for teachers to build upon students’ home practices. For example, to develop a more
confident reader, one participant’s teacher paired him up with another student to read with in
class after the journals revealed that the student read at home with a cousin. In addition, teachers
became aware of the students’ lives, so they incorporated students’ experiences into their lesson
plans. Teachers also used parents’ feedback to extend their support to children outside class,
like offering some reading strategies to help struggling readers and explaining the independent
reading level of the children to parents to help them choose appropriate books for their children.
The study demonstrated to children authentic function of literacy (real communication between
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parents, students, and teachers in writing), and most importantly, it showed how reciprocal
communication between home and school could lead to cultural exchange that would help
improve children’s achievement.
The same absence of understanding of teachers about ethnic minority family literacy
practices prompted Makin and McNaught (2001) to investigate families’ literacy practices in
early childhood services in Australia and to determine which of those matched the teachers’
assumptions. The perceptions of eighty staff members and parents revealed that the parties
(teachers and parents) had different views. While parents expected a skills-based teaching
approach at school, teachers resisted that and were more supportive of a natural approach (e.g.,
not instruction on phonics but rather a whole language approach). Another differing view
concerned the impact of technology: While parents considered T.V. as a valuable literacy tool,
teachers believed that it was taking the reading time of children at home. Parents were also
concerned about the loss of the children’s heritage language, whereas teachers considered
languages other than English problematic since maintaining the home-language at school would
require a lot of resources. In addition to understanding parents’ perspectives about literacy
practices, the interviews allowed teachers to understand the interests of the children such as
computer games, television programs, and popular cultural figures on TV. Such areas had been
ignored or dismissed by teachers at school. The study also gave educators an opportunity to
view what each family’s background and experiences consisted of and to be mindful of
students’ different discourses.
It is always helpful to use parents as a lens to look into the unique practices and
perceptions of immigrant families. Because teachers are often not familiar with the culturally
diverse practices of minority children and how parents do literacy at home, Li (2006) conducted
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a case-study of three Chinese immigrant families of second graders in Canada to understand
their perceptions, beliefs, and values about their home literacy practices. She found that the
home environment influenced whether children were successful or struggled at school. Parents’
perceptions toward bilingualism supported children’s acquisition of the heritage language by
providing adequate resources for children after school to develop the heritage language and
depended on school to supplement resources to develop their English language. For example,
in the first family, in which parents were born in the United States to an immigrant Chinese
family, the only son was involved in a variety of after-school activities including Chinese
lessons. However, the child was hesitant to admit that he knew Chinese at school. The second
family was first generation; the child did not have the same variety of activities but studied
Chinese and math at home with her parents. The third family, the least educated, was the most
laid back and did not emphasize English mastery at home as they thought their son had picked
it up from TV and that he would learn it as he grew up. That families' activities consisted of
visiting the library once a week to borrow educational CDs in English. The son had several
encyclopedias that he surfed every night, drew pictures of stories he read, and studied Chinese
at an afternoon school. This study reflected how the three families’ home practices were
different despite the fact that they all shared the same heritage language. Yet, in all the homes,
there was an emphasis on learning the heritage language. The study also examined the
perceptions of parents about being minority and reflected their attitudes toward their native
language and home activities which revealed that all had pride in their culture and heritage.
This study showed that the parents’ level of education can influence the kind of literacy
practices at home, creating differences within microcultures.
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In a similar study to Li’s, Lao (2004) surveyed 86 parents whose children attended a
Chinese bilingual preschool to understand the parents’ choice of bilingual education,
expectations for their children, and their home environments. The findings indicated that the
parents in the study who were fluent in their native language did not read to their children in
Chinese at home, did not invest in print- based literacy in Chinese like newspapers and
magazines, and did not take advantage of social situations to help their children develop their
heritage language, even though they conversed in their native language at home along with the
extended family. Those parents relied on the formal tutoring the children were receiving at
school without investing personally in that education. Similarly, parents who had limited
proficiency in their native language did not use family resources, like grandparents being
around and the parents’ fluency in Chinese, to advance their children’s language like the
families who had bilingual skills (the first group). In this study it was clear that the bilingual
school that the children attended did not recognize and utilize the family capital available to
children at home (people who are skilled in the home language, along with social situations to
use the language) to help them learn their heritage language. At the same time, parents lack the
understanding of how they could advance their children’s becoming bilingual. The study
showed that disconnect between school and home concealed the resources present in the home
setting which resulted in a disadvantage in the children’s education.
Bilingual education was a common theme in most studies that looked at the perceptions
of immigrant families. Riches and Curdt-Christiansen (2010) conducted a comparative study
that examined and compared the beliefs and perspectives of immigrant Chinese parents and
Anglophone parents regarding the development of bilingual and biliteracy of their children and
how the parents provided opportunities to facilitate the development of their children’s literacy
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outside of school. The researchers interviewed ten Chinese immigrant families and thirteen
Anglophone families and found that the Chinese immigrant parents had maintained their
traditions, values, and activities in Canada- their new country. Parents emphasized attaining
good grades, valued education, and had high expectations for their children which included
college plans because they thought of college as a matter of survival in the new country. The
Anglophone parents had similar expectations for their children regarding education, but they
were more secure about it since it was not a reason for their emigration and these things had
always been available and abundant. Another finding was that the Chinese parents viewed
education as a parental duty and a responsibility, whereas the Anglophone parents viewed
learning as their children’s responsibility, and they believed that their children would benefit
from learning languages, but did not make it a must. Both groups of parents believed learning
a new language while maintaining their first/home language would extend beyond school
success to develop their children’s senses of belonging and identity. Nevertheless, Chinese
immigrant parents believed that maintaining the home language meant preserving the ethnic
and sociocultural identity of children. Both parents considered multilingualism as a means of
providing resources for children, and were especially focused on English, as it is a global
language today. The great belief of parents in multilingualism influenced parents to invest and
become involved by providing many resources for their children to develop their languages like
visiting the library, reading books, assisting with homework, tutoring, and extracurricular
activities. Even though the ways Chinese immigrant families practiced literacy at home were
similar to Anglophone families, they did not participate in their children’s mainstream schools’
activities due to the language barrier and due to thinking there was not a need to initiate a contact
with the school.
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When interviewing parents about their beliefs about literacy, research has revealed that
sometimes parents’ perceptions about education and learning were in congruence with teachers’
and at other points they differed. For example, upon looking at perceptions of immigrant parents
regarding essential learning activities of their children, Hayden (1997) found that parents’
beliefs contradicted teachers’ in that they considered accuracy and precision were important at
an early age for children to learn, while teachers believed that children learned using the natural
approach and that mistakes in reading were considered miscues that indicated emerging literacy
skills. In addition, parents and teachers’ beliefs were contrary to each other regarding the role
of the teacher. Parents considered teachers’ job to be to impart information to students, who
should listen and remember while teachers regarded their role as facilitators, who believed that
students construct knowledge through participating actively in it. Parents also had different
views about assessments and grading in that parents expected their children to be assessed daily
and were disappointed when they did not receive grades frequently and for every reading
assignment. In addition, parents’ disappointment regarding the scarcity of homework assigned
by school showed different attitude from schools’ conceptions that homework is assigned when
necessary and not on everyday basis, like parents expected. The study confirmed that immigrant
parents who were not familiar with the educational system in the new country had views about
teaching and learning consistent with their cultural beliefs and their own schooling experiences,
but inconsistent with mainstream, American education and teachers.
On the other hand, and in a year-long ethnography, Portier and Perterson (2013)
examined the perspectives and observations of nineteen mainstream parents of middle school
students about using multimodal assignments like wikis and blogs. The purpose of the study
was to break out from the traditional view of homework and communications and to establish
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a conversation with parents that would inform educators with parents’ input and
recommendations. The findings indicated that parents enthusiastically supported online
homework and that students were more motivated to do the work. The project enhanced parentchild collaboration and parents were aware of how their children’s day at school went. For
example, online assignments and wikis enhanced the homework process since parents were
aware what the homework was every day, feedback from teachers was faster, students were
more organized and never lost materials, and instruction was clearly available on the web when
needed. The most important finding was that the project was able to bring many of the online
tools from the students’ social and home lives into the academic arena. For example, students
were eager to finish the online-homework in order to collect points to play the game connected
to the experience. The study revealed the positive and supportive opinions of parents regarding
online homework and how the project allowed parents to supervise students as the students
monitored their own learning. Unlike Hayden’s (1997) findings about the contradiction
between parents and teachers’ perceptions, this study came as a perfect example of how the
collaboration among parents, teachers, and students could benefit students’ academic
achievement. Students’ motivation increased and they moved from working collaboratively
first into applying individual-technological problem-solving tasks which encompassed writing
and construction. The study also reflected how students’ learning at school can be extended
from school into the home in meaningful ways when both parties develop an understanding
about the practices of the other. Although this study was not conducted with English language
learners, the findings are relevant because they reflect how children can prosper when there is
a continuum between school and home and when each build on the other.
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In all of the above studies, parents’ perceptions were critical in providing a third
dimension on the education of children. Interestingly, studies that investigate the perceptions
of students and ask them to be reflective about the literacy practices that impact their academic
achievement are not abundant in literature in the field. In one study, Katzir and colleagues
(2008) looked into the influence of the home literacy experiences on reading ability in children
from the students’ perspectives. The researchers examined the relationship between child and
family literacy practices and their relation to children’s reading self-concept. They surveyed the
perceptions of fourth-grade urban students about their reading self-concept and their family
literacy practices. The authors found that along with the home environment, psychosocial
factors of the children such as the difficulty of the reading task and the motivation of children
to read contributed to understanding reading comprehension of children. This study was the
first to look at psychosocial factors in children who neither struggle academically nor are
labeled as ELs. The significance of the study was that it interviewed fourth-grade children
outside the school setting and the results revealed that individual and contextual factors
influenced the development of reading and writing in these children. The study also showed the
influence of the students’ self-perceptions and the child and the influence of the family literacy
practices on reading improvement. This study ties in to this research in that the study eliminated
variables such as language limitations and learning difficulties and looked at mainstream
students to determine the real reasons behind developing literacy by looking at perceptions of
students to gain this knowledge. Just like ELs’ development of identities impact their literacies,
the same is true when it comes to main stream students.
In a similar study that considered students’ perceptions, Marion (2009) interviewed 37
mainstream students in an adult literacy program in Canada about their insights regarding their
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own schooling experiences and reasons for dropping out of school. Even though students were
disappointed by their experience at school, their views reflected a positive attitude that they
expressed in nostalgic talk about it. Findings of the study indicated that the school did not
provide counseling that helped students with their daily problems- the causes for their quitting
school. Skipping, lack of flexibility, personal problems, course content and instructional
practices, pace of the classroom, and boring or irrelevant materials were among the reasons why
the students quit high school. Students affirmed that, in contrast, the adult programs were
individualized, criterion based, and self-paced, and that was why they were more successful
there. The students’ perceptions enlightened the researchers about teachers’ roles in terms of
motivating students and discouraging or encouraging some. The third insight was about peers
at school: Some students commented that they felt that they were incompetent and incongruent
to their peers, and being bullied. Despite the fact that this study did not directly measure the
perceptions of students in high school, it provided a great insight into the students’ recollections
of their schooling experiences, which yielded some realistic perspectives from their point of
view and some considerations on the side of educators. This is relevant to the study because it
reflects that when teachers get to know students individually rather than teach collectively- the
subject matter and not the students- students prosper in school.
From another standpoint, Fisher and Frey (2008) compared the perceptions of teachers
and students about literacy strategies in an “at-risk” high school. In order to improve test scores,
the school had newly implemented learning strategies as an instructional approach rather a
single instructional event. Data from surveys and interviews of teachers and students provided
valuable input. First, teachers had specific perceptions about the most effective literacy
strategies. Different departments rated the strategies differently as well as categorized them
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positively or negatively depending on practicality of the strategy, teachers’ familiarity with it,
and ease of use in class. For example, the science department gave high rank to graphic
organizers; social studies ranked anticipatory guides as most useful; and the English department
ranked vocabulary strategies as the most useful. This reflected that teachers’ perceptions about
what benefited students most were dissimilar. On the other hand, interviews with students
exposed that some students perceived that they had used few strategies out of compliance in
class rather than as a learning tool. For example, students disliked “taking notes” and “writing
to learn” and did not feel they helped them learn better, but practiced them in class because the
teachers instructed them to do so. The differences in how students and teachers ranked the
strategies revealed how each side valued the effectiveness, usefulness, and role of the strategy.
In addition, students’ responses showed that they were able to recognize which strategies
worked in class and which were less effective, yet they had to comply with teachers’
instructions to use all strategies as instructed. This study revealed the differences between the
knowledge of educators and the learning of students, and it reflected that sometimes students
had remarkable insight on what worked and did not work in the classroom.
Summary
In the extensive research discussed in this chapter, there was an emphasis on the
influence of the home literacy practices, identity, and culture on students’ achievement at
school. The three major ethnographic studies of Compton-Lilly (2003, 2012), Heath (1998,
2012), and Li (2008), substantiated how identity stood among the cultural and social factors
that impacted immigrant families and their children. The research also identified certain
practices that were valuable and that schools appreciated most and at the same time how schools
overlooked some other cultural assets that students possessed. The literature review revealed
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that while studies are abundant at the preschool and elementary level, and for a variety of
cultural groups, research remains narrow when it comes to investigating the intersection of
culture and identity and the impact of home practices on the literacy of immigrant Arabic
students at the high school level. This is important because high school is a critical stage in
students’ lives. Hence it is important to examine the perceptions of Arabic immigrant families,
their children, and teachers about their daily lives and unique experiences in order to present
information about the backgrounds and living experiences of those families.
It is important to inspect the opinions of teachers, students, and parents since all three
are the stake holders in the educational enterprise and crucial players in linking home and school
experiences and Discourse. The different perspectives of parents, teachers, and students
represent the eye glasses that would allow us to understand the different components of the
educational realm and its real needs. As it has been shown in the above-discussed research,
students’ achievement at school is influenced by their identities and home practices which
dictate how students conducted themselves in and out of school. Inspecting the perceptions of
parents, teachers, and students regarding students’ literacy practices will help recognize the
cultural practices specific to those groups. Examining how these perspectives might overlap or
contrast with each other would inform the field about specific literacy practices of particular
groups, such as Arabic immigrant families, and inform educators about how to best meet the
needs of immigrant students. The differences in perceptions among teachers, students, and
parents may uncover the strengths among immigrant families that go unrecognized at school
and help inform the field about Arabic ELL population.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative study was to examine the different perspectives of
parents, students, and teachers on the literacy practices in the home environments of Arab
immigrant students and how they reveal characteristics of the students’ cultural, social, and
positional identities. Situated within the sociocultural theory of learning, this study allowed me
to look at the social, cultural, and identity contexts and how they were embedded in the practices
of Arab immigrant families. This chapter introduces the methodology that was employed and
explains the specific data collection procedures that were used in the study. In particular, I
describe the selection of participants, interview and observations processes, and data collection
and analysis. The chapter concludes with a discussion of several steps that I used in order to
ensure trustworthiness of the study.
The main research questions for the study were:
1. What are four Arab immigrant high school students’ perceptions about their
backgrounds and home literacy practices?
2. What are teachers’ perceptions about the students’ backgrounds and home literacy
practices?
3. What are Arab immigrant parents’ perceptions about their home environments and
home literacy practices?
This study employed a qualitative research methodology, analyzing the self-reported
perceptions of the participants to highlight the “funds of knowledge” and sources of capital
available in the homes of immigrant families. The study also examined the extent to which these
unique literacy practices were embedded in the characteristics of the distinctive environments
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and reflected aspects of the students’ cultural, social, and positional identities. Stake (1995)
discusses several characteristics of qualitative research: first: it is holistic in that it is
contextualized and case oriented. For example, it considers the wide sweep of context such as
temporal, special, historic, cultural, personal, and social factors (p. 43). Second, it is field
oriented, naturalistic, and noninterventionistic; which means that the researcher observes the
ordinary without interfering and interprets the observations in ways that inform the research
questions. The participants expressed their thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and attitudes through
interviews, and the researcher triangulated this information through observations in students’
home environments. In addition, because the purpose of this study was to shed light on the
cultural capital and unique literacy practices of particular Arab immigrant students, as opposed
to trying to create generalized knowledge or intervene, qualitative design was most appropriate.
Research Design
Strauss and Corbin (1998) list specific reasons for engaging in qualitative research one
of which is attempting to “understand the meaning or nature of experience of persons…
[Qualitative research] lends itself to getting out into the field and finding out what people are
doing and thinking” (p.11). Similarly, Weiss (1994) provides several reasons for selecting a
qualitative interview research methodology, among which are: seeking the fullest, detailed
descriptions, integrating multiple perspectives; and bridging intersubjectivities; for example,
when a researcher seeks to explain a situation as an insider (p. 10). Likewise, interviewing
different concerned people widened the scope of and contextualized information I obtained in
this research. The observations helped provide detailed descriptions of the environments of
where students engaged in literacy outside the school; since this research was qualitative in
nature, it allowed me to seek answers to the above questions and begin to understand the values,
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beliefs and attitudes of the participants by looking at the practices from the inside. In other
words, conducting a qualitative research study allowed me to obtain intricate details about the
home literacy practices of the Arabic immigrant students and their families, which could not be
obtained by other research methods.
There are three major components to qualitative research: data, procedures, and the
written or verbal reports (Rubin and Rubin, 2012, p. 12). In this research, I collected data from
interviews and observations. Then I used open coding procedures to look at categories to build
concepts as I read through the data, and finally, produced the written report in terms of findings
of the research triangulating data from both sources.
Maxwell (2005) explains that in qualitative research “participants are not treated as a
sample from some larger population of teachers to whom the study is intended to generalize,
but as a case of group of people who are studied in a particular context” (p. 71). Case study
research, a sub-category of qualitative research, entails an “empirical inquiry that investigates
a contemporary phenomenon in depth within its real-world context” (Yin, 2003, p. 16). Stake
(1995) differentiates among three kinds of case studies: intrinsic, characterized by the motif to
learn about a particular case; instrumental, characterized by a need for general understanding;
and collective case studies, characterized by selecting several institutions or individuals and
maintaining coordination between them (p.8). This research could be considered a collective
case study since it investigated the culturally-specific literacy practices of four students
belonging to the same ethnic minority and school population and looked for sources of capital
in their home literacy habits. Gaining insight into how teachers, parents, and students perceived
their educational practices and why they perceived them as they did required an examination of
their viewpoints on educational practices and what impacted their educational attainment. This
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was achieved through conducting interviews with various participants in the research. Rubin
and Rubin (2012) explain that qualitative interviews “make a complex reality understandable
to a reader without oversimplifying it” (p.60). In the case of this study, this involved close
examination of the participants’ responses/words to understand the different patterns in
meaning which were apparent through the data.
The Role of Researcher
Creswell (2005) acknowledges how the researcher’s practices, personal experiences,
and beliefs affect every aspect of the research, whether in collecting data, analyzing them, or
interpreting them. My dominant Arabic background qualified me to conduct this research and
provided a specific lens to understand and investigate the general culture, microculture, and
subculture of the immigrant students. As a high school teacher, I also had the experience,
resources, and connections with students, their families, and teachers to make the study run
smoothly. This professional experience is important to qualitative research. According to
Strauss and Corbin (1998), it enables a researcher to access an area faster than an inexperienced
one since it saves the researcher time needed to become familiar with the environment.
The cross-cultural background that I had provided me with a unique standpoint and
understanding of both cultures: American schooling and Arabic home life. I am a female
Arabic, born and educated in Lebanon where I earned my Bachelor’s Degree and taught for
several years before I immigrated to the United States and pursued my graduate degrees. I have
been teaching English as a second language at a public high school for several years. I can
converse in Arabic within my community and at the same time speak English fluently in my
professional setting. My experiences in both cultures, both in the community and in schools,
made me realize the differences and how an educator can build on the unique cultural
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knowledge of students to help them become more successful in their new environment.
Schensul and colleagues (1999) indicate the importance of the interviewer’s knowledge of the
local culture in order to maintain etiquette and politeness during the conversation. My
familiarity and experience of crossing the boundaries between two cultures made me an
appropriate candidate to conduct such a study that required deep understanding of sensitive
cultural issues and the unique literacy practices of immigrant families, but also the Discourses
of schooling in the U.S.
Li (2000) states that “the cultural background of researchers is also important as it
affects how they view the relationship between literacy and identity” (p.10). Unlike researchers
from the dominant culture who investigate minority groups, I had the advantage of being an
insider and of conducting this research with an Eastern perspective, just as Li’s Asian
background enabled her to investigate immigrant Asian families by giving her the privilege of
sharing similar knowledge, beliefs, and customs. Similarly, my position was that of an insider
and a person who had unlocked the door to both environments: school and home.
Similar to Li, Gonzalez and colleagues (2005) and Heath (1983) posit that the beliefs,
values, and culture of immigrant families define their literacy practices which in turn impact
their identities since literacy is part of who a person is, which causes their cultural, social, and
positional identities to form. Therefore in this research, I looked at the literacy practices of Arab
immigrant families using a cultural lens framed by sociocultural theory which emphasizes that
learning occurs within a sociocultural environment. Our common culture allowed me to access
the immigrant families’ homes to learn about their literacy beliefs, lives, and practices. In
addition, my experiences as a teacher in the Arabic world as well as the Untied States informed
my study in a way that facilitated viewing and interpreting immigrant practices.
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Data Sources and Data Collection Processes
Participants. The participants in this qualitative study were immigrant students,
students who have been in the United States for over one year, but less than five years, attending
a public high school in a mid-western state, in a region that has a large concentration of Arabicspeaking persons. In addition, the students’ parents and teachers were participants in the study.
In order to recruit participants that best fit the context of my study, I used purposeful
selection. This method gave me the chance to select “information-rich cases for study in depth”,
which according to Patton (1990), “are those from which one can learn a great deal about issues
of central importance to the purpose of the research” (p. 169). In other words, I did “select
….participant[s] according to the needs of the study” (Morse, 1991, p. 129). In choosing my
sample then, I relied on my prior knowledge (drawn from the school in which I teach and they
attend) and my deep understanding of the Arabic culture that helped me determine the best fit
to participate in the study. For example, since I previously had the four participants in my class,
I knew the parents of the four participants and I knew their nationalities as well.
At the suburban high school in which this study was situated- Sunshine High School
(pseudonym), students of immigrant families are flagged as English learners through a process
of identification which includes a formal assessment of their English proficiency in reading,
writing, speaking, and listening. Students who are not deemed proficient in English are enrolled
in an English-as-a-second-language program with their levels of English proficiency indicated
in the student information system of the school. Students receive various levels of support
during the day depending on their needs. Some are enrolled in self-contained ESL classes with
focus on the development of their English language through content; others receive push-in
services through mainstream classes by a certified ESL teacher or paraprofessional. At the time
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of the study, around 15% of Sunshine High School’s population was identified as ELs. Arab
ELs in the program came from different countries, such as Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Yemen,
Egypt, Iraq, and Palestine.
With the help of the ESL team, I generated a list of all ELs that were active during the
2014-2015 school year for possible inclusion in the study. Those constituted the potential
research participants. Then, I eliminated all the students who were not from Arabic origin. After
that, I eliminated all the students that were inactive, also eligible for special education services,
were in one of the classes that I taught, or did not meet the criterion of being in the United States
for over a year and less than 5 years.
The criterion of selecting the student participants and their parents based on the time
period participants have been in the United States served two aims. First, students who have
been in the United States for a year or less would not have had sufficient time to adjust and;
therefore, are still using practices that purely represent their country of origin’s conventional
literacy practices. In addition, they have not had time yet to acquaint with the resources in their
community, and they have not had enough time to discover the resources in their community.
Second, students who have been in the United States for over 5 years might have been
assimilated to a great extent in the American culture and therefore their practices might not
reflect their distinctive Arabic culture and identities. Therefore, my intention was to focus on
students and parents who have been in the United States for over a year but less than five years.
To avoid looking into students’ personal files and accessing their records, I asked
counselors and teachers to identify among the names of children who met the residency length
requirements, those who were doing well in school according to the school norms of being
successful. These were students who had GPAs that were 3.5 or higher, good attendance history
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(90% attendance rate or higher), and usually submit homework on time. Similarly, I asked the
counselors and teachers to identify those who were not doing well; for example students who
had a GPA between 0.5 and 3.0, have 70% attendance or lower, might have had discipline
issues, were inconsistent with their effort, and did not submit homework on time. Such criteria
produced two lists: successful and unsuccessful students according to school measurement. The
reason for soliciting students from both student profiles was to look at a mix of students in terms
of being able to look at the influence of culture and family on what is going on academically
for students.
The original list consisted of eighteen struggling students and 12 successful students. I
sent an informational letter home with each of these students that introduced me, explained the
study, and asked parents to provide a phone number in order to initiate contact with them were
they to agree to participate in the study. From the potential students and parents, 13 of the
struggling students and 9 of the successful students returned the signed letter.
From the above-described lists, I selected two successful students and two struggling
students. In choosing my sample, I used my own prior knowledge of the students as well as
their backgrounds and families since all four of them had classes with me in previous years
which helped me determine the best fit for the study. In addition, in choosing my sample, I used
my professional judgment that those participants would provide the research with in-depth
information about the specific home literacy practices and different identities of Arab
immigrant students based on the interaction I had with them in the classroom. Then, for each
student, I selected two teachers that the student had for one or more classes to interview. The
primary reason for selecting two teachers for every student was my belief that two teachers
would clearly express two opinions about what they thought and observed about the student;
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this established more accurate data about the student and from two different perspectives. Since
I was interested in literacy, I interviewed one Language Arts teacher for each student, and one
content area teacher (e.g. history, biology, or social studies teacher). I contacted teachers in
person, several weeks before the interview date, and provided them with the consent form in
advance which explained to them the study and informed them about the participant I was
interested in knowing about.
As mentioned earlier, I relied on purposeful selection to choose the final four
participants: Hassan, Manal, Eman, and Ahmad (pseudonyms). Here is a brief description of
the four participants:
Hassan
Hassan has been in the ESL program for 2 years. Hassan immigrated to the United States
from Lebanon 2 years ago. Currently, he lives with his mom and step-dad along with his stepsister and step-brothers. After his parents’ divorce (several years ago), he was raised by his
grandmother who followed up with him at school until he moved to the United States to stay
with his mother. Hassan was a low-achieving student who had the most negative experiences
at school and he had difficulty adjusting to his new environment and culture at first. All adult
members of his family have college degrees.
Manal
Manal, one of the two high-achieving students, is originally from Yemen. She lived with
her grandparents in the rural part of Yemen for part of her life while her father was attaining
his education in the United States. She moved to the United States along with her 6 siblings.
They live all together with their extended family of cousins and their spouses and children in
one big mansion. Manal has been in the ESL program for 2 years now, but she has shown fast
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progress. Even though she is very shy and quiet, all her teachers describe her as a hard-working,
determined student and state that she has positive influence on her peers. Unlike her dad, who
has a medical degree, her mom did not finish her education, but Manal always refers to her dad
as her role model and her motivator. Manal wear the traditional Yemini garment- “abaya”- and
she wears a head scarf.
Eman
Eman, another high-achieving student, immigrated to the United States from Lebanon
2 years ago. In her previous school, she learned French in addition to Arabic, so her English
was very limited, yet she has shown great progress in English acquisition. She has an outgoing
personality and works hard. In this study, Eman was the only student among the participants
that joined an extracurricular activity at school. She does not hesitate to ask for help when
needed. Her teachers acknowledge her efforts and recognize her progress. Both of her parents
have college degrees.
Ahmad
Ahmad, the second low-achieving student, has an Iraqi nationality from his parents who
moved to Kuwait where he was born and raised. Ahmad spent one year in Boston before he
moved to Michigan. He is the fifth of seven siblings. He is working to earn a high school
diploma, though none of his older siblings finished high school. Neither mom nor dad has a
high school diploma. His parents and teachers describe him as a quiet, reserved student who
works hard.
In addition to the four student participants, I interviewed two adults in the family. In
each case it was the parents of the students except for Hassan who was raised by his
grandmother, who I interviewed along with his mother.
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Data sources. This research was based on qualitative inquiry methods because the
nature of the questions and the topic explored in this research entailed qualitative investigation.
In order to present a panoramic view of the perceptions of teachers, students and parents, about
the home literacy practices of immigrant students, I collected information directly from the
participants which revealed ideas that would be hard to identify in data collected by quantitative
methods, which often limit the ways in which participants can respond and introduce the
preconceived ideas of the researcher. My aim in this research was to look through different
perspectives to determine the home literacy practices of immigrant children and what mattered
most when it came to literacy. I also wanted to uncover practices that might have gone unnoticed
by the school. Therefore, it was important to observe the home literacy practices and ask
questions of parents, students, and teachers to identify the common links and be informed by
the differences. Each of the methods that I used to collect data for this study is described below.
In-depth, semi-structured interviews. I conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews
with all participants. Weiss (1994) explains that semi-structured interviews allow the researcher
to be part of the research, and this makes the research more dynamic. In addition, Schensul and
colleagues (1999) explain that in-depth interviews, of the sort to be used in this study, facilitate
exploring a topic in detail in order to develop a deep understanding of this topic. Schensul and
colleagues advise the interviewer to abide by the following five guidelines: first, focus on the
relationship between the topic and questions asked; second, keep the interviewee focused on
topic; third, follow up with the logical connections that the interviewee is making with the topic;
fourth, monitor the sequence of conversation to ask for elaboration when needed; and finally,
use probes (p.122). Patton distinguishes among detail-oriented, elaboration, and clarification
probes, each of which is important to include. Patton (2002) explains that detail-oriented probes
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help generate information in natural conversations in order to understand and satiate our
curiosity; for example when the interviewer follows up with a question to obtain and clarify
information. Elaboration-probes are gestures like “um-huh”, nodding, and/or being more
attentive during an interview with the intent to know more by asking the interviewee to talk
more about the topic. Finally, clarification probes ask the interviewee for interpretation when
the concepts are vague. Schensul and colleagues add additional probes to Patton’s list, including
asking for an opinion, repeating what a person has said in a questioning way, and asking for
clarification or internal difference (not obvious to an outside person such as the interviewer) in
what the person has said. Therefore, as a researcher, and in order to learn about my participants’
perspectives, I asked my participants questions, listened carefully, and was a keen observer. I
used each type of these probes to encourage participants to provide information; however, I did
not give suggestions or comments so that the responses were natural and authentic which helped
to minimize response bias.
The interviews consisted of some open-ended questions drawn from the questions that
the research attempted to investigate along with the formative theoretical model I presented
(see Appendix A for the interview protocol). According to Schensul and colleagues (1999), an
open-ended question “leaves the response open to the discretion of the interviewee and is not
bounded by alternatives provided by the interviewer or constraints on length of the response”
(p.121). Berg (2007) argues that the advantages of open-ended questions are that they do not
limit the participants with specific choices and they give participants the opportunity to express
their general views and opinions. In addition, open-ended questions allowed me, as a researcher,
to be in control of the flow of the interview and topics.
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The questions for the interviews were drawn from the frameworks and literature in the
field. For instance, Gonzalez and colleagues (2005) discuss that social networks are one fund
of knowledge because social networks connect people with their social environments and other
households and they facilitate the development and exchange of resources (p.73). This
information prompted questions about the importance of social networks in the life of students.
For example, parents and students were asked specific questions about their relationships with
their extended families and about the influence that parents as well as their extended family
members had in their lives. Teachers also were asked questions that revealed how students
displayed their social identities in class.
Several ethnographies (Compton-Lilly, 2003, 2012; Heath, 1983, 1996, 2012; Li, 2008)
along with other research (Brown, 2011; Fayden, 2012; Moll, 2005) discussed in the literature
review pointed out the effects of the community, culture, and identity of the home literacy
practices on students. These studies prompted questions related to the abilities of students and
the impact of the community, traditions, and culture on students, as well as after school
activities and daily routines. The interview protocol for this study was semi-structured. It
included the basic questions I asked; however, I also asked other questions that were related
and followed up with what my participants narrated in their initial responses to the questions,
which helped obtain further clarification and expand on what they are saying.
The following table provides sample questions for the purpose of illustrating that there
were parallel questions for different participant groups which served to triangulate the data and
helped me make comparisons across data (For a complete list of the questions see appendix A,
B, C, D, and E):
Table 3.0
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Sample Interview Questions
Questions to Student
In your opinion, what are
things (people, classes,
activities, rules…) that
contribute to doing well at
school?
What makes students not
do well?

Questions to Teacher
What do you think are
factors that contribute to
students doing well in
school? What are factors
that limit students from
doing well?

Questions to Parent
Tell me about your child’s
performance at school.
What do you think are
things that contribute to
doing well in school?
What makes them not do
well?

Tell me about any other
family members that you
feel provide you support
for your learning at school.
How do they provide that
support? (Or what is their
role in your life?)

What kind of school
support do you see the
student’s family provide
him/her with?

Tell me about the role of
the extended family in
your child’s life. How does
this impact your child’s
academic achievement?

The main questions of the interviews were associated with a set of probes and more focused
questions which I used to encourage participants to elaborate when needed. Rubin and Rubin
(2012) identified key elements in effective interview questions such as details, depth, vividness,
nuance, and richness (p.102-106). Reflective of this criteria, I asked questions that elicited details
to clarify the fine points when the theme was buried in the details as Rubin and Rubin described.
For example, after asking the family member: “What kind of literacy activities do you conduct
at home with your children?”, I followed up with, “Do you watch TV together? What do you
see? How often?”, and “Do you talk about books? Exchange news? What kind: political or social?
Does your child see you reading? Are you subscribed to any magazines? Newspapers? How do
you know about what’s happening in town? Do you make library visits?” These follow-up
questions elicited nuanced responses from the participants.
The questions for the interviews did not focus only on “what” and “how”, but more
importantly on “why”, since they looked in depth at the home literacy practices by going beyond
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the first superficial answer (Ruben and Ruben, p.103). For example, after asking the student
participant about his/her favorite teacher, I followed up my question with, “Why [do you feel
that way]?” and, “Tell me about a time you felt appreciated by a teacher? What happened, and
how did you feel?” Such questions triggered an extended response from the participant and
made him/her relay an experience.
Moreover, since the questions probed for detail, they presented a vivid picture that was
realistic and the descriptions were rich enough that they allowed who were not there to visualize
the content. In addition to depth, details, and vividness, Rubin and Rubin recommend that
interview questions should provide nuanced answers which means that the interviewer should
ask for precise descriptions to invite more complex replies. For this reason, I tried to avoid
including yes-or-no and either-or questions in my interview, and I also have backed up the
original questions with a series of follow-up questions to seek a more nuanced |understanding.
For example, when I asked the student participant about how other classmates viewed him/her
at school, I followed up with questions like, “Why? Do they respect you? Do they listen to what
you say? Invite you to go out with them?” Such back up questions prompted the participant to
produce and narrate more detailed information and give specific examples.
Finally, Rubin and Rubin state that questions should be rich enough to produce themes
and for that reason, the interviews included questions that elicited extended descriptions and
narratives from teachers, students, and parents (p.106). For example, the questions were
comprehensive enough to include various aspects of literacy in the lives of participants, whether
they were aware that these were literacy practices that they were doing, or not. This helped
intensify the themes in the study.
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The interviews were conducted in the following order: student, family member 1, family
member 2, Language Arts teacher, content area teacher, and then student, again. I followed the
same order with all four participants. Because interviews were conducted towards the beginning
of the school year (11 weeks in the school year), I intentionally interviewed teachers near the
end of the sequence which allowed them some time to get to know the students. In addition, it
was important to talk to two members of the students’ families to obtain more thorough
information in response to the questions. With two interviews, from each type of adult
participant for each child, data from the interview of the first in each pair (i.e., the first parent,
the literacy teacher) interview was complemented by data in the second interview. Two
interviews were also helpful to triangulate data. It was also fundamental to talk to both teacher
participants after I have talked to the student once and after I have interviewed both parents in
order to expand the data and seek more information. Since the teachers are not part of the home
environment of students, their perspectives provided a view of literacy from a different angle,
how it was manifested in class. Interviewing participants in this sequence created a stream of
data that built on each other and made it clearer to analyze. Since parents and students shared
the same environment, information was consistent and flowed to build on each other. Teachers
shared a different sphere with students than students with parents. So seeking data in the order
described above was smoother to examine. Lastly, it was important to interview the student at
the beginning and then at the end to allow me to ask any additional questions that the first
interview raised as well as to address themes raised in the other interviews.
I interviewed students after school. I conducted the interviews with family members,
each separately, during a home visit upon previous arrangement over the phone. I interviewed
teachers in a place that was convenient to teachers and where no one else was present, in order
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to protect the teachers’ identities. Each participant was interviewed separately and in a private
area where only the interviewer and the interviewee were present, and interviews lasted 25 to
45 minutes.
Observations. In addition to interviews, I observed students in their home environments.
For each participant, I conducted two sixty-minute-long observations: one on a weekday, and
another on a weekend. The purpose of visiting the home during the week was to observe the
daily after-school literacy routine of participants; whereas the weekends let me note more of
the cultural, social realm of activities that the participants were involved in.
I conducted observations right after conducting the first interview with the student and
other adults in the family. Rubin and Rubin (2012) explain that participant observations involve
“recording what is seen or heard for a later more formal analysis of patterns of actions and
behaviors” (p.26). During observations I took notes and wrote reflective remarks about the
participant and home environment. These field notes were another source of data which
included additional information about the participants and their environments as described by
Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte (1999): I noted behaviors of participants and recorded them
by describing the behavior without attributing meaning to them in my field notes until I
discovered what they mean to students and parents by checking with the members afterwards.
Second, I described participants including details of appearance, clothing, shoes, items carried
by the person, and indicators of status. Finally, I described the physical state of the environment
as I saw it- as if in a snapshot picture, for example, the arrangement of the participant’s house,
the participant’s bedroom, the place where the participant did his/her homework, availability of
print materials, and so on.
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The field notes were additional scientific record for future reference for data analysis.
Goodman (1996) stated that literacy in the classroom is an extension of the literacy that started
at home (p. 119). From this point of view, I noted any observations of the literacy environment
at students’ homes in terms of the presence or absence of literacy in the surroundings that could
have impacted the students’ development of literacy. Goodman also states that school is not the
only designated place for literacy to take place. Literacy involves a “community of learners
with opportunities to use language” (p.125). Therefore, the real purpose of visiting students and
parents at their homes was to try to identify whether and what types of authentic, meaningful,
and functional opportunities were available for students to ‘do’ literacy outside the school.
Similarly, in looking for funds of knowledge, Gonzalez, Moll, and Amanti (2005) state that
while visiting households, the researchers observe “the neighborhood, the surrounding area,
and the external markers of what identifies this neighborhood” (p.9). They also look for material
clues as they note the gardens, garages, and the presence of ornaments in the houses. All of
these support the presence of capital in the homes of students. That was the rationale behind
visiting parents and students at their homes and talking to them at that setting. Looking at the
living spaces of students and paying attention to details informed this study of the kinds of
capital present in the household life.
Data Analysis
“Data analysis is systematic search for meaning that often involves synthesis,
evaluation, interpretation, categorization, hypothesizing, comparison, and pattern finding”
(Hatch, 2002, p.148). LeCompete and Schensul (2010) also establish that analyzing data is a
recursive process that involves “continually raising questions in the field, further and further
modifying and clarifying ideas about what has been discovered” (p.197). I used this concept to
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look at my data immediately, right after collecting them and going back to the information I
collected to verify and confirm it.
After conducting each interview, I transcribed it right away. During the interviews, if
the parents respond in Arabic, I translated their responses into English and asked a bilingual
colleague to check the accuracy of translations. I did this because I believed that important
information was in the data, and by “systematically asking the right questions of the data, that
information can be revealed” (Hatch, 2002, p.148). Similarly, after each observation, I created
a detailed account of the notes taken during the home visit. Observations provided an account
of participants as they went about their normal lives. As a researcher, I did not interfere with
their routines as I conducted the observations; therefore, I sat in a peripheral corner where I can
draw the least attention to myself.
Strauss and Corbin (1998) describe data analysis as an interplay between researchers
and data. They say it is “both science and art” (p.13). With that Strauss and Corbin mean that
researchers should strive for accuracy and stick to data secure the scientific aspect of data
analysis; while maintaining creativity in questioning, and making sense of raw data ensures the
artistic aspect of data analysis.
I started analyzing data right after the first interview. Looking at data for the first time
resembled what LeCompete and Schensul (2010) describe as looking at an unassembled jigsaw
puzzle. There is not one single approach to assembling the parts; each person approaches this
task differently. LeCompete and Schensual also indicate that while dealing with data, a
researcher should “engage in a systematic cognitive/process involving comparing, contrasting,
looking for linkages, similarities, differences, and finding sequences, co-occurrences and
absences” (p. 199). Listening to the participants through the interviews, along with transcribing
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them made me more familiar with the data. After that, I read the transcribed data several times
and made meaning out of it. So, I examined data from each interview by itself and then looked
across data from all interviews for a particular participant. Similarly, I examined data from each
observation by itself, and then across both observations for each participant. Finally, I looked
across data from interviews and observations together. This allowed me to discover domains
following the procedures of domain analysis described by Spradley (1979) such as looking at
semantic relationships, preparing a domain analysis worksheet, selecting statements, finding
cover terms, formulating a structural question for each domain and finally making a list of
hypothesized domains (p.118). The domains helped me arrive at themes in my data, by creating
thematic labels and assigning data into categories based on similarity in characteristics to create
domains. Finally, I compared my themes to the literature and similar studies to determine
likeness.
Trustworthiness
In order to enhance the worth of this research, I followed the strategies recommended
by Guba (1981) such as triangulation, peer debriefing, and member checks-during and after the
study, developing thick description of the context, and transferability.
First, to have triangulation, Guba (1981) states that data must come from “a variety of
perspectives, using a variety of methods, and drawing upon a variety of resources” (p. 14). In
addition, the researcher must provide documentation for every claim from at least two sources.
For this reason, I sought multiple perspectives on the same topics from different participants by
interviewing students, parents, and teachers and in order to achieve triangulation. Another way
that I ensured triangulation in my study was to use multiple sources of data such as interviews
and in-home observations of literacy practices.
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Second, to achieve trustworthiness, I did member checking (Guba,1991) by asking a
colleague who was familiar with immigrant students to look at the set of questions for each
interview and provide me with feedback on the clarity and sequence of the questions.
Third, Guba writes about the importance of “thick descriptions” since they allow
comparison of the context to other contexts. Thick descriptions means providing extensive
details of the experiences of participants while paying attention to the context of those
experiences. To do this, I presented a description of the home environment of the students as
well as the subjects’ behaviors and appearances which gave a panoramic picture and a deep,
thick sense of the atmosphere at home. In addition, I reverted to using direct quotes from
interviews with participants to enrich the descriptions.
Peer debriefing, is another way to improve the validity and reliability of the data in
which inquirers expose their thinking to other professionals who examine the data and pose
questions about them (Guba, 1991). In order to achieve peer debriefing, I established an “audit
trail” (p.14). An audit trail is a documentation of the interviews and my field notes. I asked a
colleague to be the second coder to make sure my coding was consistent, and to reveal potential
biases and assumptions that I might have made. To establish inter-rater reliability, the second
coder examined 25 percent of my data. She coded one set of data pertaining to one student
which included: two interviews with the student participant, two interviews with the family
members, two interviews with the teachers and one home observation.
Tinsley and Weiss (2000) explain that agreement among different raters serves to
maintain the “measurement errors within acceptable limits” (p. 96). Tinsely and Weiss explain
that the agreement between coders means that the two raters were both precise. My colleague’s
coding instantly matched seventy nine percent of the coding that I did. During the discussions,
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we both agreed to make changes on seventeen percent of the data. Four percent of the data
remained unresolved, so we reviewed the data and discussed them together then we resorted to
change the code completely or code using another existing code.
Fourth, to achieve trustworthiness, Guba (1991) advises to test the overall report or case
study with source groups before publishing. Therefore, I discussed the findings of the research
with participants and listened to their interpretive comments before I published or disseminated
any of the results. This was an on-going practice in which I always returned to participants after
doing an initial analysis of the data from interviews and observations and checked with them,
shared my interpretative comments, and got their feedback. Bringing the data back to the
participants for confirmation gave the participants the chance to evaluate accuracy, correct
erroneous information, and authenticate the findings of the study to achieve trustworthiness.
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CHAPTER 4 DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter discusses the results of research that examined the perceptions of the
students, parents, and teachers of Arab immigrant high schoolers. Specifically, this study
answers the following questions:
1. What are four Arab immigrant high school students’ perceptions about their
backgrounds and home literacy practices?
2. What are teachers’ perceptions about the students’ backgrounds and home literacy
practices?
3. What are Arab immigrant parents’ perceptions about their home environments and home
literacy practices?
In addition to describing each participants’ perceptions, this chapter highlights the
formation of students’ cultural, positional, and social identities as a product of their specific
backgrounds. As presented in chapter 3, I conducted interviews with students, their parents, and
their teachers, along with home observations. The data analysis looked at each group of
participants and explored the participants’ conceptions on literacy, examined their perceptions
regarding the home environments while looking, from students, parents, and teachers’ points
of views, at conditions that contributed to students’ success as well as the conditions which
challenged students. In addition, the data revealed relevant information about the formations of
the identities of each of the participants.
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Students’ Perceptions about their Home literacy Practices and Backgrounds
Home literacy Practices. Students talked extensively about their home literacy
practices. A recurring theme was the presence of a support system which helped students do
better academically. In their responses, students emphasized the importance of family members
and friends.
Support by family members. Students described their daily study habits and routines
and revealed pertinent information about the role of parents in their daily literacy routines.
Parents were part of the students’ literacy routines in two ways: first, parents directly supported
the students academically such as in the case of Eman, a high-achieving student who stated,
“My dad helps me in Math. I would translate it to my dad in Arabic and he will solve it for me
and he will explain to me how he solved it.” Second, when unable to provide direct support,
parents monitored their children’s school work. For example, they made sure homework was
complete and did multiple checks that students finished all school work before they were able
to join the others for family time.
Academic support did not come from parents, exclusively; it also involved older siblings
in the family, such as in the case of Ahmad, the low-achieving student. When in need of help,
Ahmad turned to his older brother, who recently earned his GED since he could not attend
school anymore after he turned eighteen. Ahmad said, “My older brother is a lot good at math,
so he helps me in math especially after the summer break when I forgot how to do things.” Not
only did Ahmad seek the help of his older brother, he also stated that sometimes he “help[ed]
[his] younger brothers with their homework when they need that.” During the home visit
(observation, November 25, 2015), as they came out to join the family in the family room,
Ahmad asked his little brothers whether they had finished their homework for the next day.
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Similarly, Eman said, “My oldest sister mostly helps me with my homework. At least she helps
me twice a week and especially in science. Sometimes if I have any other questions my dad
also helps me with them.” During the midweek home visit (observation, November 11, 2015),
Eman’s older sister arrived from college and asked Eman if she needed any help because she
was going to be busy with her own studying shortly. During the weekend home visit, Eman’s
dad talked to her about the homework she had for the coming week. Her father was telling her
how to go about reviewing a list of twenty-five difficult vocabulary words, which were
frustrating her.
For the other students, parental support was not as direct and consistent. Manal stated,
“My dad barely helps me. I don’t ask him because I know that he has forgotten about most of
the stuff. Once he helped me in Algebra- it took him some time to remember how to do it, but
he finally did.” Even though her parents did not provide support on a daily basis, she, like Eman
and Ahmad, knew that support was available to her when she needed it.
The other low-achieving student, Hassan, was somewhat different. He rejected any
direct academic support by family, even though both his mother and uncle had college degrees.
Hassan indicated, “I do not let anyone help me with my school work at home. I am the one
responsible for my performance and not my family.” During both home visits (observation,
October 3 and November 10, 2015), Hassan was always in his room: one time working on his
writing assignment and the other time on his IPad, alone. Hassan emphasized that he preferred
if his family supported him from the outside by motivating him. Hassan explained, “People in
my family encourage me to do whatever I want to do as a major, while others advise me with a
better future career but they do not force it on me.” However, this motivation and support
sometimes transformed into an expectation or a demand to do well at school. Similarly, Manal,
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the high-achieving student stated, “My dad doesn’t like it when I fail a test, no matter how hard
it is, there are no excuses. He doesn’t even wanna talk to the teacher about it, all what he knows
is that he accepts only good grades.” While Manal’s father demanded high grades, for the lower
achieving students, Hassan and Ahmad, it was not a demand for high grades that their parents
put forth, but rather for responsibility. Ahmad indicated,
Like my father always tells me that they came here for us- for a better future for us. And
my dad left his mom and his brother in my home country and my mom too left her mom
there, so I have to make them happy by doing well in school.
Similarly, Hassan told of a time he was recognized as he showed progress and he said, said, “I
felt really proud. It made my mother proud too and that’s the most important thing.”
Hassan sometimes felt pressured when his parents compared him to other achievers,
leading him to believe that some parents negatively impacted their children with their direct
attention. As Hassan expressed, “If parents talk down to students and always compare them to
others, that does not help.” He further added, “The great pressure from your family which keeps
telling you that you are stupid, you are failure, and you don’t comprehend anything” was not
helpful.
In addition to support, students expressed that the home environment must be conducive
to learning. Hassan said, “At home, students do better if they have a specific time when they
study. Also a specific place. I study in my room alone. When I finish, I come out.” When I
visited Hassan’s house during the weekdays (observation, November 10, 2015), he was in his
room the whole time finishing his school work. The house was quiet and the TV was off. Manal
also said, “I have my own space and no one can disturb me at all at home.” During the home
visit, (observation, November 18, 2015) Manal was in her room in the basement doing her
homework with the door closed. Her sister was also studying with her friend in her room with
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the door closed. All three TVs in the house were turned off in both home visits. Ahmad also
focused on his surroundings and believed that learning requires a quiet environment and focus.
He said, “Distractions at home from other siblings while a person does his homework is not
helpful for students’ grades.”
Support by friends. The two high-achieving students, Manal and Eman, who were
friends from school, acknowledged the support from friends to advance academically. Manal
stated, “If you don’t understand, find someone to study with. I go to my friend’s house and
study with her. We do better together. She is also a good student like me.” This was evident in
the weekend observation at Manal’s house (observation, October 4, 2015) as her friend Eman
was just leaving after having finished reviewing for their advanced history class together all
morning. When Eman’s parents picked her up, they dropped her younger to study with Manal’s
younger sister who was also in the same class. The two girls went to their room and closed the
door to study together. Similarly, Eman reflected on the support of friends saying, “My friends
help me with my homework, my sister also.” Eman and Manal believed that support from
friends could lead to success. Manal furthermore explained, “If students have someone who
help them outside of school, they can get a better grade.” Manal added, “I also like study groups
like when you saw me this morning studying with my friend, I understand more than when I
study by myself. I feel bored if I study by myself.” In the same way, Eman said, “My friends
influence me positively, they push me to do well in school especially when we meet together
in the library to study together especially when there are things on the test I do not understand,
we study together in the library using Quizlet.” So support of friends was important for both
Manal and Eman. These two participants mentioned that they relied to their friends for doing
homework together, studying after school, going to the library, and preparing for tests.
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The two low-achieving students, Hassan and Ahmad, did not focus on direct academic
support from friends such as study buddies or study groups. However, both, Hassan and Ahmad
revealed that their friends supported them indirectly by doing things such as motivating them
to do better and improving their language skills. As Hassan stated, “There are friends like Ali,
he challenges me to do better at school and expands my thinking.” Similarly, Ahmad stated,
“When I am with friends we talk about ourselves and school such as the tests that we took, we
discuss them in school and outside school, for example, we do a kind of competition like if I
got an A+ in English and my friend did not, we tease each other.” Ahmad also mentioned how
his friends were a catalyst in acquiring English, “What you do outside the school also affects
your grades for example, good friends – I have friends from another school that I play soccer
with them and they help me practice English with them.” Hence, their friends were there for
them as moral and motivational support rather than academic support, but still influenced
language learning. For Hassan and Ahmad, this was a different kind of support system-not
meeting friends outside school to collaborate together, but having friends in their lives that
would aid in enhancing their academic performance without being a direct part of the process.
Academic support for most students came mostly from older siblings in the family. In
turn, participants helped their younger siblings. Parents provided academic support to students
when needed, but most importantly, parents secured the appropriate atmosphere for students to
work at home. Friends also offered participants reinforcement and motivation.
In summary, students discussed their home literacy practices and the kind of support
they have outside the school. The two high-achieving students, Manal and Eman, were
confident that, in difficult homework situations, they could resort to their parents. For Ahmad,
the low-achieving student, that was not possible since his parents were not educated, that was
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not an option, so he sought his brothers’ help. Hassan, the struggling student, believed in his
ability to work completely independently since his parents pressured him with direct
supervision.
Students’ backgrounds. In addition to the home literacy practices, another area
examined by this study was that of students’ background experiences. Students talked extensively
about their background experiences in terms of their experiences in their home countries and out
of school activities.
Experiences in the home country. With the exception of Manal, all student participants
had positive perceptions about their literacy and educational experiences in their home
countries. Hassan articulated that the curriculum was more rigorous and demanding in his home
country, saying, “Students who come from overseas know a lot more than students here- they
know a lot because schools pressure you more than here with studying.” Eman shared Hassan’s
opinion, “In America, like in our High School, they only teach the things that the student should
know- that’s it. In my home country, you study a lot- maybe for 6 hours per day and you have
homework every day.” The rigor in their precious curricula gave immigrant students an
advantage as Eman stated, “Students that come from outside of America, from overseas, are
smarter. They are also well educated and they have a lot of things that they know.” Similarly,
Ahmad reflected on the academic strength and knowledge of immigrant students by saying, “A
student who came from overseas has more experiences than people who were born here because
they don’t travel outside the United States. The environment of immigrant students is differentthey care more about school and learning.” Because of the rigorous curricula that they had
previously experienced, students also expressed familiarity with the subject matter they were
currently learning at school. Hassan, Eman, and Ahmad mentioned that they did not have
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difficulty in the content matter of science and math courses since they have already learned the
subject matter in their home countries. Nonetheless, Hassan was the only student who learned
those subjects in English. Eman studied science and Math in French, the focus language of her
school in Lebanon, and Ahmad studied science and Math in Arabic, the focus language of his
school in Kuwait.
However, all three students also felt pressured by the educational system in their
respective home countries. For example, Eman mentioned, “Exams were difficult in that rather
than depending on multiple choice questions, they required extensive writing.” This was
corroborated by Hassan’s grandmother who explained that Hassan had a private tutor in
Lebanon to help him with homework every day.
Manal did not share the same beliefs about schooling in her home country. In fact,
Manal never discussed her previous experiences in her home country and the schooling system
there. A possible reason could be because Manal was home schooled when she was in Yemen.
This was because first, school was far away from where she lived and second, it was not safe
for her to be in school. She did acknowledge, just like everyone else, that language was a
challenge for her at the beginning. She shared that after a year and a half in the United States
and with her great effort at home, she improved academically. Manal described her progress as,
“At first everything was difficult for me. I did not understand what teachers were explaining.
My ESL classes helped me a lot. They helped me read and understand.”
Activities outside the school. When it came to out-of-school activities, students revealed
an array of different activities that they participated in. The activities that students engaged in
outside school could be classified as recreational, religious, academic, and functional literacy.
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Students’ recreational activities consisted of hanging out with their parents and siblings,
going places with them such as the parks, malls, and lakes; and watching TV. Religious
activities consisted of those actions that related to their religious beliefs such as praying and
reading the Quran, as all four students mentioned, that one of their daily routines when they get
home was to pray first and then have lunch with family. Academic activities were those that
directly related to school achievement, such as doing homework or studying for a test.
Functional literacy activities consisted of reading and writing activities that involved literacy
but were not directly related to school such as helping a sibling with homework, volunteering,
surfing the internet, or reading about a topic of interest to them along with extracurricular
activities. These activities indirectly enhanced students’ learning and contributed to their
general knowledge and language acquisition. In this section, I focus on functional literacy since
it developed and enriched students’ literacy practices.
Functional literacy. Eman and Manal, the high-achieving students were more invested
in their school and did more volunteering than the other two students: they volunteered during
summer school as well as after school to coach other EL students while reading, and were
always visible after school to help teachers with their work. Eman explained, “Sometimes I help
my teacher check papers and I help teach other students after school.” Manal also helped her
teachers. She volunteered three full days before the beginning of school to help the ESL
department. Manal did not hesitate to volunteer for any activity that her teachers asked her to
do. Her science teacher was impressed in how she jumped into action and brought her siblings
to help, too, when needed. She said,
She is a person driven to do a good job and she’s not afraid of hard work, I mean, most
kids would say gotta rake some leaves- nope! Gotta do some hard work, Nope!” But this
girl jumped right in and helped move those bricks and she was happy to be participating
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and she enjoyed it so much that she got her siblings to help also, so she was a leader in
the sense like Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry.
In addition to before-and-after school involvement, Eman and Manal mentioned that
they were always available during “Student Support Time”, a forty-five minute period in the
morning once a week to support struggling students. They volunteered in classrooms to help
other students with their work.
Eman stood out from the rest of the student participants in that she was the only student
participant who was involved in extracurricular school activities. Manal joined the cross
country team in eighth grade. This extracurricular activity, helped her develop her functional
literacy. The running club expanded Eman’s English language abilities, her circle of friends,
and consequently her support system. Eman said,
Before joining cross country, I barely used English with my friends, but in cross country,
I was required to speak English because everybody was speaking in English so it helped
me learn new words and it helped me a little bit to get rid of my accent.
In contrast to Eman and Manal, Ahmad and Hassan, the two struggling students, were not
part of the school culture. First, Ahmad and Hassan did not participate in extracurricular
activities at school. Second, although, Ahmad and Hassan did stay after school but only to hang
out with other students. Third, they did not volunteer or participate in any clubs or assist any
teacher. And even though they were present at school during “Student Support time”, they
stayed in the cafeteria to socialize with other friends.
Outside the school, Hassan and Ahmad had many interests that fell under functional
literacy. Hassan had a passion for documentaries. He stated,
I like to watch documentaries on my iPad like about animals or political talk shows. I
watch them in both, English and Arabic. But I am not the kind that if I see the kids are
playing basketball outside I’d want to join them. I haven’t even tried to join any clubs at
school because I do not like any of them.
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During the home visit (observation, November 10, 2015), Hassan was in his room all
the time using his IPad. Hassan also mentioned his interest in animals and how he always
researched zoos “around the world” and visited their websites to learn more about animals.
Hassan said, “I am good at animals- I know the breeds of animals, I can tell you what each
animal’s breed is. Sometimes I operate on animals like this one time in Lebanon I operated on
a chick [after watching a You Tube video] and he lived happily ever after. Hassan also indicated
that he was fascinated with photography and that he took this hobby seriously, “I also take
pictures of nature. I collect pictures. I have a lot of pictures. One time I took an exceptional
picture of the lightening one day that was amazing. I sent it to National Geographic.” During
one of the home visits (observation, October 3, 2015), Hassan showed me some of the pictures
he had taken on his cell phone. Those were mostly pictures of nature that captured a moment.
Additionally, as part of functional literacy activities, Hassan liked watching
documentaries and political talk shows in Arabic and English, “I have an IPad and I always
read to get information to talk about with my friends. I also get information from the TV. We
argue together, we do not just discuss things.” Such functional literacy activities might not be
recognized by school, but they involved challenging reading and critical thinking, and gave
Hassan experiences and knowledge in different domains.
Like Hassan, Ahmad did not do any volunteering, nor did he join any clubs at school.
As a recreational, after-school activity, Ahmad was a member of a soccer team that he founded
along with his friends without the supervision of any adult. Players scheduled their games and
got together to play on weekend and after school on the field of a charter school. This
extracurricular activity helped Ahmad develop his conversational English, learn social skills,
and be more motivated to perform better at school. Ahmad said,
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I have friends from another school that I play soccer with them and they help me practice
English. They also talk about their school and I know that my school is better than their
school so we are in a competition who gets better grades.
In addition to sports, Ahmad was very much involved in his community. He was known
for his recitations and people would hire him specifically to be present and recite poetry on all
occasions as he said, “This is the thing I’ve been doing for more than 3 years. I started doing it
in my home country. I do it in every event that happens. They ask for me, they know me by
name.” Such poetry required reading several poems in his native language, comprehending
them, and practicing how to deliver them. As he explained, “Those are poets that we know from
the community; they write the poems and give few to me to read and I pick which one I want
to recite for which occasion.” During my home visit to Ahmad’s house (observation, October
17, 2015), he was busy planning with his friend over the phone for a big night’s event where he
was going to recite Islamic poetry in front of four hundred people. After he finished with his
friend, he started planning with his mother and family. Ahmad is a shy student so he kept this
reciting skill to himself and his inner circle of friends except one special teacher that he confided
in and shared his talent with.
For any person looking from the outside at the two pairs of participants: successful and
struggling, it would seem that the successful students were more invested in their school.
However, data revealed that even though the two struggling students were distant from teachers
and school activities, they had incorporated a different array of functional literacy activities
outside of school. Therefore, one cannot argue that the students’ lack of participation in school
activities may have negatively affected their academic success.
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Parents’ Perceptions about the Home Literacy Practices
Analysis of the perceptions of parents/family members in the study regarding their
children’s home literacy practices yielded two major themes. Those themes were similar to the
ones that students talked about in their interviews: home literacy practices and children’s
backgrounds and experiences.
The home literacy practices. Home literacy practices was one of the major themes
that kept coming up in the responses of the parents of student participants. Parents’ responses
related to home literacy practices revealed four dominant, interconnected ideas: the value of
education, educational expectations, students’ autonomy, and parental support. Parents’ valuing
education lead them to create the space for it and made them have high expectations for their
children. The children realized those expectations, and thus were motivated to become high
achiever and attain college degrees which made them become independent learners. What
follows is an account of the four sub-themes that emerged about the perceptions of the parent
participants regarding their children’s home literacy practices.
Value of education. The importance of education was one subtheme that surfaced in
the responses of parents of student participants. The data collected by interviewing parents
revealed that all parents of the student participants placed high value on their children’s
education. Parents considered education as top priority for their children. Hassan’s grandmother
remarked, “Education is very valuable for any person. Every child should have some good
education. If they are not successful at school, they go into vocational, but they should definitely
have some kind of education.” Manal’s parent emphasized education for personal and social
reasons,
Education is very valuable for us as a family in the American society for many reasons:
first, it keeps your knowledge going, it makes you look smart wherever you go, you know
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what you are talking about- it makes people look at you in a different way- to respect you,
and you choose the job you want, you live the life you want, you live in a same
neighborhood, same environment, you don’t have obstacles.
Eman’s parents indicated that they moved to the United States because they cared for their
children’s education, stating, “We wanted the best education for them.” In addition, Eman’s
father explained the ethical value they place on education. He said,
Education is very important in my family’s life. It is everything. An individual without
education is a mere corpse. Education adds respect to the individual: self-respect and
people’s respect. Education also gives an individual more self-confidence. I want all my
kids to be educated with college degrees. This comes in first place- before food.
The same idea of how education provides security was expressed by Ahmad’s parents.
Discussing the importance of education Ahmad’s dad stated that education, “secures a good
future and good job. I would never accept that he quits school for any reason. Learning and
earning a school diploma is a priority.” Thus, according to parents of all student participants,
education was the number one priority in the lives of these Arab families. Parents’ high value
of education was transferred to their children. That was clear since the responses of children
reflected how their parents demanded high grades and how children sought support from family
and friends outside of school to do better in school.
Educational expectations. High expectations were mentioned again and again by
parents in the interviews. For parents, graduating from high school was an accepted pathway
for their children. All parents expected their children to earn a college degree. Hassan’s parents
talked about college as a natural course for all members in their family, a first step in the life
goals. As Hassan’s grandmother said, “All members finished their college education. All my
four children, they would earn their B.A., after that I would teach them driving and once they
got a car and a job, they can get married.” Hassan’s mother also confirmed the educational
background of her family, “All his cousins are educated and they play a role model in his life.
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All my family members have Masters Degrees and that sets the standards for my child to
achieve higher in order to be like them.” Manal’s mom encouraged her to always do her best
and “always study and get good grades.” Manal was also expected to be like her dad who had
a medical degree. Manal’s father wanted his daughter to pursue the highest level of education
possible and “get as many degrees as she can because I feel like the only way she will succeed
is if she had some kind of degree.” Similar expectations applied to Eman as her mother
expressed, “I expect her to finish college and go beyond that in higher education.” Eman’s
parents guided and encouraged her to be an engineer, keeping in mind her sharp math abilities.
Eman’s mother explained,
I expect her to be an engineer and I see that she is going to be a successful one therefore
I encourage her to do her best. I drew her attention that her math skills are good for
engineering and she followed my advice.
Ahmad’s dad too had high expectations for his son: “In the future, I expect him to do well. I do
not know what exactly he is going to be, but I see him achieving well.” Thus, all parents
envisioned their children with high degrees and as educated individuals. Similarly, parents and
children shared the same perceptions in that children’s responses also showed that they had
college plans for majors and thought of future careers.
Students’ autonomy. All parents affirmed that their children were independent in doing
their school work at home. Manal’s parents confirmed that she was an independent learner. In
Manal’s case, her mom stated that she was unable to assist her since she herself did not finish
high school and is not fluent in English. Manal’s mother said,
What makes her do well at school is that she is independent in her learning. She comes
home and does her homework by herself. She does not depend on anyone for help. I do
not know English so I cannot help her. I trust what she’s doing and she tells me that she
she’s doing well at school.
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This was also seen during the weekday home visit (observation, November 18, 2015).
As Manal came into the living room, her mom asked her directly if she finished her homework.
Manal’s father, a medical doctor, was always busy and he could not provide her with the time
she needed at home to do her work. He said, “My child always studies alone. Since she was a
little kid, she did not have anyone to help her so she learned to be independent.” Likewise,
Hassan’s mother stated that she did not do daily checks with her son. She had resorted to
technology to check on how he was doing at school by visiting the teachers’ websites and
keeping “reminders on my phone for important assignments that teachers post and I keep
updating it so I know what’s going on at school.” During the weekday home visit (observation,
November 10, 2015), while Hassan’s mom was working with his little brother on his homework
and dad was helping the little sister with her Math homework in a different room, Hassan was
working independently in his bedroom. Similarly, Eman’s father explained, “At home my child
studies alone. No one helps her.” He feels that he cannot help her because he does not know
English, but that, “her older sibling helps her if she needed help.” Ahmad’s mom echoed the
same idea, “No one helps him at home. He does his homework on his own. He does not ask
anyone for help. He helps his two little brothers at home with homework.” Ahmad’s dad also
mentioned, “I do not follow up with my child on daily basis.” The autonomy of the children in
going about their studies at home was evident in the parents’ responses. Thus, children were
intrinsically motivated to do their work and they bore the responsibility to complete their school
work, often without direct help from the parents.
By comparing the responses of children and parents, we discover that they were very
similar in that both believed in the autonomy of students. Due to the language barrier, parents
viewed themselves as being unable to help their children with homework which restricted their
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role to daily verbal checks of whether students completed their school work. The two highachieving students, Manal and Eman, knew that they could resort to their parents only for help
in tough homework situations and to get the work done since their parents had higher education
in their native language. Ahmad could not ask for support by his parents since they did not have
college education, so he resorted to his older brother. Hassan did not allow his parents to
interfere with his school work and considered it his own responsibility. All in all, responses of
parents and children were similar among all four children since children expressed that they
were independent in every day school work and did not resort to family support unless it was
necessary. In other words, support by family members was not in the form of daily routine
characterized by sitting at a study table and finishing homework or reviewing with children for
test. It was routine checkups by parents to make sure children finished their school work before
they engaged in other things at home.
Parental support. Though the students had a lot of autonomy, parents were always
supportive of their children’s education. Parents found it hard to show direct academic support
when they had difficulty understanding the American educational system. Parents were not
familiar with the credit system at the high school or the graduation requirements. Additionally,
English language stood as a barrier that blocked direct communication between parents and
their children’s teachers. Under these circumstances, it was not easy to show direct academic
support and follow up with day-to-day assignments. However, interviews revealed that parents
still provided indispensable support for their children. Parents’ support took two different
forms: providing an environment that is conducive to learning and providing students with a
choice in their education.
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Home environment conducive to learning. All parents believed that the home
environment should be conducive for children to learn and took responsibility to ensure that
such an environment was created. For example, Ahmad’s mother stressed the importance of
having a quiet home environment as a critical condition for her children to do well at school.
She said, “At home, there should be a quiet environment, a special place where the student
studies every day so that he’s relaxed and is learning well so that he will never forget what he
learns.” She added that, “If he has homework to do, I won’t let anyone go into his room,”
because she does not want him to be distracted. In fact, even though there were seven people in
Ahmad’s house (observation, October 17 and November 25, 2015), I noticed during both visits
that the house was very quiet and tidy. In addition, Ahmad’s family did not have a cable
subscription or a dish satellite and the TV was off always during the weekdays visit. Similarly,
Hassan’s grandmother described in detail the kind of environment that parents should maintain
for their children to be successful at school. She said,
Attention must be given by the parents like teaching him at school, preparing him for
school, creating a good environment for him to study and do his homework after school,
all of these are important factors of how students perform at school. For example, I used
to dedicate the time after I get back from work and the kids from school to my kid’s
homework. I closed the door of my house until evening time (that’s when my kids have
finished their homework, had dinner, and went to bed), then I can receive guests or other
family members at my home. TV was also not allowed during the week days. TV was
allowed on the weekends only. I would purchase the movies and watch them first to make
sure they are appropriate for kids before they can see them. This will make me
comfortable if the children watched the movies while I was not there.
Similarly, Eman’s mother maintained that the uninterrupted study environment and the quiet
area at home were among the important conditions that parents must ensure for their children
at home. Eman’s mother explained how parents can contribute to having successful students.
According to her screaming and loud noises from the TV are “distractions to children” and she
emphasized that,
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Parents should always preach their children to do well at school, to stay focused. If they
feel that the cellphone, IPad or TV are taking a lot of their kid’s time, parents should
advise their children that it is not the right time to use electronics when you have
homework. Generally speaking, the control from parents is very important.
Corroborating this, during the weekdays visit to Eman’s house (observation, November 11,
2015) during the midafternoon and after the children came back from school, the TV was
always turned off and everyone was busy doing something different. However, during the
weekend visits I noticed the TV was on and that some members in the family were watching
Arabic programs on TV.
Valuing education and making it the number one priority in their lives, made parents
take care not to burden their children with too many responsibilities beyond school work.
Hassan’s mother indicated that Hassan occasionally mowed the grass in summer as he was
available, but that he was not responsible for any chores in the house because “his sole
responsibility is to take care of himself and his studies. He does not even help with his siblings.
I just want him to do well at school, so I do not keep him busy.” Likewise, Eman’s mother
indicated that Eman did chores only on the weekend, and they included doing the dishes and
making her bed. Eman’s mother made sure to assign chores that “don’t take from their learning
time so basically they tidy their beds, and tidy their books.”
Similarly, Ahmad’s dad affirmed that house chores were not part of his son’s
responsibilities, “My child does not help inside the house. He is not required to do so … He
does not clean his room regularly, his mom does that for him.” In all the home visits
(observation, October 3 and November 10, 2015), I did not see Hassan doing any chores. He
was always in his room reading or doing his homework. Also, Manal’s mom indicated that
house chores come second in importance compared to studying, “My older daughter helps me
in making food and she is a good cook. She does this only if she has time and after she finishes
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her homework.” During the weekend visit (observation, October 4, 2015), Manal was working
on her assignment in AP History, while her mother was cleaning the kitchen and preparing
lunch. During the midweek visit, all children were in their rooms doing their assignments. So
in all parents’ responses, homework, school, and learning came first, before everything else.
This was also communicated by all four students, high and low-achieving, as they
acknowledged that their parents have created the same conducive environment at home for them
to do their homework. Students’ environment was characterized by uninterrupted study time,
limited TV time, and less responsibilities at home. Students reflected that they had a lot of time
for recreational activities since they were not burdened with chores. This made parents
perceptions about the home environment alike.
Choice in education. Though a few parents in the study named specific professions they
wished their children to pursue, the rest of the parents were open to letting their children decide
what they wanted to do. They did not push nor did they try to force a major, career, or certain
path on their children. Hassan’s mom indicated that Hassan had a choice, “When it comes to
in-state or out-of-state university, I do not mind either- whatever he chooses and is better for
him.” Ahmad’s father also expressed that his son was free to choose his career path, “I
encourage him to attain a degree, but he can pick what he wants to be. The only thing I force
him to do is to go to school until he graduates.” Manal’s father encouraged and pushed his
daughter to do well in school and follow her dreams without forcing any kind of education upon
her. He made sure not to pressure his daughter and to only “direct her to study and stay on top
of things so that whatever she has strength in, she can major in.” Ahmad’s mother supported
her son to become an engineer but she thought that being a doctor suited his personality more,
“He likes to be an engineer, but I would like for him to be a doctor. However, whatever he
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chooses, I will agree with him. I love for him to be a doctor because this profession is
honorable.” The perceptions of most parents indicated high attainment when it came to
education; however without taking away their children’s freedom to choose what they wanted
to do.
With respect to this subtheme, children also indicated that freedom of choice in that they
did not mention that they were burdened to carry on the family business, for example. Even for
Manal, whose father is a medical doctor, she mentioned that she was expected to accomplish a
high degree but her father never indicated medicine, per se, he gave her the choice in her career.
What parents focused was college-level education and beyond and that was also communicated
in children’s responses. From another point of view, there was no difference between the highachieving and low-achieving students in this matter since parents on both sides gave their
children freedom of choice.
Educational experiences of Arabic immigrant families in their home countries.
Another major theme that surfaced from interviews with parents was related to the backgrounds
of the families. Similar to the responses of student participants, parents talked extensively about
their backgrounds, especially their educational experiences in the home country.
Educational experiences in the home countries. In their conversations, parents
expressed opinions about the curriculum and drew comparisons between schools in the United
States and their home countries. Parents unanimously voiced their opinion that their children
had a solid foundation in various subjects. Like, the students, they attributed this to the rigorous
curriculum that their children experienced in their home countries. Hassan’s mother explained
that immigrant children do well at schools in the United States because, “They have been
prepared more and from a younger age. They are smarter, more serious, and know more since
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schools start teaching reading and writing from the first year a child goes to school at age three.”
Eman’s parents also affirmed how rigorous and difficult the curriculum was in their home
country and that it required working extensively every night. Eman’s mother who supervised
her children’s school work stated, “There is a lot of pressure in terms of learning in my home
country. For example when my kids were there, like in 4th grade, they stayed from 3 pm till 10
pm doing homework and studying every single day.”
Nonetheless, despite the solid educational foundation that the students had in their home
countries, parents felt that language stood as a barrier between the children and their success in
schools in the United States. Hassan’s mother explained, “Language makes him get behind
because English is his second language and not his native language.” Similarly, Manal’s mother
explained that the reason her children struggle in U.S. schools is because, “In my home country,
education is all in Arabic. Students do not study English until higher levels like the upper middle
school, and that is why they struggle when they come to schools here.” Eman’s mother
explained that, “When we first arrived, the schooling system was different for us, as well as the
language (we are French educated in the family), and the way of studying and homework
routine was different” and she felt that was why her children struggled at the beginning.
Ahmad’s father also admitted that until his son overcame the language barrier, it negatively
affected his son’s school performance, “At first he was a beginner at school- he had a rough
start due to his limited language, he needed to kick off, but now he is used to everything, and
he has launched well this year.” However, the parents also believed that if their children
mastered the English language, they would do great at school. For instance, Manal’s mother
said that they chose Manal’s current school so that they, “We wanted them to be in a white
American school so that they learn the language faster and become successful and go to
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college.” Similarly, Hassan’s mother commented, “Language makes him gets behind because
English is his second language and not his native language.”
Overall, parents considered the education in their home countries to be rigid and
rigorous. Parents and students favored the American education since it was student-centered
and narrowed down to the most essential skills and knowledge without burdening students with
myriad of topics and requiring them to master many subjects like the curricula in their home
countries. As Ahmad’s father explained, “Students here in the United States love to go to
school, they are excited and motivated. In my home country, we have to push students to go to
school.” Eman’s parents communicated the same idea about how the curriculum in their home
country fatigues the students and also added that, “Schools in Lebanon pressure the students.
Schools in the USA only teach what the student needs without all the additional things that are
sometimes unnecessary in the curriculum which just tires the student.” Hassan’s mother
reiterated the same thing about how students were pressured by learning in their home countries
compared to the more easy-going methods in the United States, “In the USA, teachers only
teach to the point, they focus on the things that are important to the child and what the child
needs in everyday life.
Parents’ responses revealed that they placed high value on education which raised the
bar for their children and set the tone for high expectations. Parents’ responses also revealed
that their children were independent learners. In addition, parents asserted the importance of
the environment that is conducive to learning at home. Parents’ responses corresponded with
students’ perceptions who also discussed the support by parents, the conducive home
environment, along with valuing literacy and the high expectations their parents had for them.
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The responses of parents and children were identical when they expressed their opinions
about students’ background experiences in their home countries. Children as well as parents
had firm perceptions that the rigorous curricula in their home countries had provided them with
solid literacy and educational experience that alleviated the difficulty in content matter and
made students feel they were smart compared to their peers. The only disadvantage that both
sides expressed was the language impediment which, in everybody’s opinion, was not an
obstacle anymore after the first year of being in the country. Despite the rigor in the curricula,
both parents and children expressed their discomfort in their previous educational methods and
all of them were impressed with the American curricula that was practical and relevant to the
students’ needs.
Perceptions of Teachers about Students’ Backgrounds and Literacy Practices
Data collected from interviews with teachers revealed the teachers’ perceptions about
the backgrounds and literacy practices of the students of Arab immigrant families. These
perceptions were related to the participants as students, the parental support that students have
at home, students’ languages, and students’ extracurricular activities and hobbies.
Perceptions about the participants as students. Data revealed that the teachers had
positive perceptions about the practices and attitudes of students towards learning. Teachers
expressed how the participants were serious about their education and diligent workers in that
they would always get their school work done. Hassan’s first teacher praised his efforts to
complete the work, “When you have him do work, saying, he usually works on it right away.
If he’s doing a project he gets his work done all of the time.” Hassan’s second teacher also
indicated, “Academically, he tries very hard, he turns in his work, I think he has a B in this
class.” Similarly, Manal’s second teacher noted, “She is a hard worker and that distinguishes
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her from other students.” Manal’s second teacher also commented that, “She is a person driven
to do a good job and she’s not afraid of hard work.” Similar comments were made by Manal’s
teacher, “She is not very assertive, but she is diligent. She works hard at everything I give her
as a task. But interacting with other students- when it is appropriate she interacts.” Eman’s hard
work and diligence were also highlighted by her first teacher, “Eman’s really driven. She’s
really a hard worker, she wants just to succeed.” Her teacher further specified, “What
distinguishes her from other students is that she doesn’t like failure. She doesn’t like failure
athletically. She doesn’t like failure academically and she’s persistent to solve the problem so
she doesn’t give up.” Eman’s second teacher also provided a general statement regarding the
persistence of all immigrant students in school, “The immigrant students that we have here do
excel and are the ones that get A’s in my class.” Likewise, Ahmad’s first teacher noticed his
serious attitude towards his education despite his frequent absences from school, “He always
asks what he missed in assignments so I give it to him and he gets them completed.” Ahmad’s
teacher continued that he would not hesitate to get his work done, “He'll get it done right away,
he doesn't sit there and waste time so he seems like he's a hard worker when he's here and when
I give him the assignments to make up, he gets them done.” His second teacher also noted the
same thing, “He’s always trying to make up work because he’s missing the days but he gets it
done.”
Teachers also mentioned in the interviews that the students were open to help and that
they did not hesitate to ask for it when needed. For example, Hassan’s second teacher noted,
“If he doesn’t understand something he’ll come in and want to ask, he’ll get extra help.”
Manal’s first teacher commented that Manal was more attentive than other students in her class
and that she was open to help without feeling embarrassed to ask for help because, “She just
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wants to learn what she’s supposed to learn and she’ll do that.” Eman’s first teacher remarked
Eman’s enthusiasm to learn, “She’s one of those kids that is highly driven. She seems to care
because she asks for advice a lot.” She also noted, “She actually comes in after school. She
comes in multiple times a day with any questions she has.” Eman’s English teacher affirmed,
“She wants to do well, she comes for extra help if she’s struggling with something, and wants
to work with you on essays and assignments so she can understand what she needs to do.
Ahmad’s second teacher also remarked that he was reserved but open to help, “He answers
questions when spoken to, he participates and he asks for help when he needs it, he does his
work, he’s all around an awesome student.”
Teachers’ responses about participants as students revealed similar answers to parents
in that teachers had realized the cultural values parents had instilled in their children such as
students’ seriousness and diligence. Teachers’ answers about student in class were also similar
to parents’ since they distinguished students as hard workers and that they are motivated to
learn.
Despite all this attention to students’ academic behaviors, teachers were not able to go
beyond class performance and recognize students individually in their classrooms with
complete awareness of their lives outside the class. Teachers rarely talked about personal
information regarding students such as students’ country of origin and/or students’ interests and
academic future plans.
Students’ countries of origin. Teachers knew that their students were Arabic, but they
did not recognize the specific countries of origin of their students. Ahmad’s first teacher only
recognized Ahmad as an Arabic student without knowing which specific country he came from,
commenting, “I do not know where he’s from because he’s not as outgoing as other students so
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it is sad to say but I do not know.” In turn, when asked whether his teacher identified his country
of origin, Ahmad indicated,
He knows that I am Iraqi and not Lebanese because one time he called me “Ahmad” with
a Lebanese accent, but I corrected him saying I am not Lebanese, I am Iraqi and this is
how you say my name. I wasn’t trying to be a racist but I just wanted him to call me right.
He said he hears Lebanese students saying it like that. I told him this is how Lebanese
people say it and this is how Iraqi say it. But he did not ask me about other differences
between the two.
Hassan’s second teacher also could not identify either where Hassan was from, which
she attributed to the large number of students she sees each day. She said, “He might have told
me where he is from but it was the first week of school. But I have 120 kids, I don’t remember
if he told me where he’s from.” Similarly, Manal’s first teacher wished she could talk to her a
little more because, “I think in general it kinda helps to know where kids come from- not
specifically which country they came from but to know in general where they are from, and to
know that they are from somewhere else.”
On the contrary, Eman’s second teacher was familiar with Eman’s home country due
to a summer assignment she did as a prerequisite for the course, “I remember reading them and
thinking oh, that’s really interesting because some of the kids get to do their fun summer things
in Lebanon.” Similarly, the same teacher was also familiar with where Manal was originally
from since she was able to make connections between Manal and students she had in class
previously. She said,
I thought of 2 other students who are from Yemen, and I know that she had got that same
thing like them, just like let’s just get the job done. She reminds me of that, they’re all
committed and jump in without being afraid of hard work- that’s what I see from her
culture.
In contrast, in the whole interview with Eman’s first teacher, she referred to Eman’s
family as an Arabic immigrant family without indicating the country of origin.
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The country of origin marked the first discrepancy in the responses between parents and
teachers. At the time that teachers were not sure or they did not recognize students’ country of
origin, parents always referred to themselves in their conversations according to their countries
of origin. Parents constantly gave examples about their children’s experiences and the
experiences on their home countries by specifically naming the country. This placed more
importance on the differences embedded in the countries of origin.
Parental support. Teachers remarked that parents of immigrant families played an
essential role in their children’s lives. In all interviews, teachers agreed about the importance
of parental support and the role adults play in children’s education by helping them set goals
for themselves and recognize the value of education. Hassan’s first teacher stated, “I think it
starts with what’s going on at home, the experiences that they are given, the opportunities they
are given. I think parents at home come first.” Hassan’s second teacher also noted, “For some
immigrant families that come here, education is very important to them, it is their number one
thing. They’re very involved with their kids. But other families are not.” Similarly, Eman’s first
teacher indicated, “I think that’s why we’re doing so well. I think that the parents realize that
the key to success is going to be a good education so they are so supportive of what we do in
the classroom.” Eman’s teacher explained that immigrant families have created a culture of
learning that values education. She said, “There is a tremendous push from many of the
families- not just one, their strictness to have their kids do well.” Eman’s first teacher attributed
the reason for such determination to succeed as to their status as immigrant families, “I mean
one of the reasons they came here was for safe environment and for better education for their
kids, so they push them a little bit more.” The same point about Arab immigrant families was
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stressed by Eman’s second teacher who said, “I do notice often that in the Arab families that I
work with whether they are recent immigrants or not, that school is valued highly in the family.”
Still, and while acknowledging the role of family in academic achievement, teachers
did not say anything that indicated that they were aware of the actual support that students were
getting from their families and they did not mention any efforts to find out. Hassan’s teachers
indicated that they were unsure about who supported him at home. Hassan’s first teacher
mentioned, “I am assuming that he gets help at home because he is not struggling, nor does he
ask me or tell me that something bad is happening at his household.” His first teacher was also
not familiar with Hassan’s parents and how they interacted with Hassan around school issues.
He stated, “If I were to meet his parents, I could better tell if his parents would send him to outof-state university or not.” In addition, Hassan’s second teacher also stated, “I assume that his
family is able to pick him up late- I can’t remember if he came straight after school, but I don’t
know if it (his effort) is coming straight from him or if it is coming from his family.” Not only
was the teacher uncertain about support at home either- rather he seemed to make inferences,
“He seems to be very diligent and cares about his education and I assume this comes from the
family, but that is my assumption.”
Adults in the family supported their children by guiding them and expecting them to be
achievers. Manal’s first teacher explained, “Usually if they don’t have a parent that cares or
somebody else that intervenes they just don’t seem that they do it on their own.” Furthermore,
Manal’s first teacher stressed the importance of parental expectations which drive immigrant
students to do better at school, “I have some immigrant students who do really well like the
twins we had a couple of years ago, Manal, for example, some of them excel more, so over all
the ones who were born here.”
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However, like Hassan’s teachers, Manal’s first teacher was also unaware of Manal’s
home literacy practices. As she explained,
I don’t really know if her family supports her academically, I would guess that they let
her know that it is important that she gets good grades, because it doesn’t seem like
otherwise she would try so hard. It seems that they have installed a good work ethics in
her somewhere along the line.
What Manal’s first teacher inferred about her was from Manal’s behavior in class without any
direct concrete knowledge from Manal or her family. Similarly, Manal’s second teacher said,
“I don’t know about out-of-school support from her family. I know she gets along quiet well
with her siblings because I see them always together at school, but she hasn’t said anything in
a way or another about support at home. I don’t know anything about her family. She has not
said anything.” Manal’s second teacher similarly had very little definite knowledge, stating, “I
speculate that she is from Yemen but I am not sure.”
Similarly, Eman’s first teacher was not able to indicate what kind of support Eman
received at home. In fact, she specifically stated that she could not go beyond assumptions,
stating, “I don’t know what kind of school support her family provides her with, but they
provide her obviously with the food she needs, with the shelter. I assume the family has a quiet
place for her to study. I assume that they may encourage her to do her homework but they are
just assumptions.” Unlike the first teacher who made assumptions without recognizing them as
such, Eman’s second teacher was straight-forward in stating that she did not know anything
definitive Eman’s family. She said,
I mean, directly, I can’t say that I can see anything because I did not have direct contact
with her family. I did not see them at conferences, so I can’t say that I see any support,
but to me I always I always assume that there must be some support going on at home if
students must succeed.
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Likewise, Ahmad’s first teacher realized the importance of knowing about the family in
students’ education, “I think I wish I would engage the family beforehand, that way I know a
little about the background. But I don’t have time to do that.” In fact, Ahmad’s first teacher
believed that if the student has not been in trouble in class or failing that there is no need for
him to contact the parents, “I do not see any support from his parents or anyone at home. I
haven’t had any discussions yet with them, he’s making up the work so far.” Ahmad’s second
teacher acknowledged the lack of connection with parents and that he had not seen the parents
yet. However, he believed since Ahmad was doing well, he must be supported at home, “I mean
I haven’t spoken with a parent, I never needed to call home in a negative manner, I’ve never
received any email, I’ve never seen any parental communication, so I don’t know how the
support is.”
Both parents and teachers’ responses were very distant from each other. Parents clearly
communicated that they have facilitated a support system at home for their children to do well
at school. They encouraged their children to seek help when needed, followed up with them on
daily basis, and instilled in them the desire to learn. Teachers, on the other side, were not aware
of this side of their students’ lives. Even when teachers had a light idea about it, they were
hesitant to confirm this knowledge about their students’ lives outside the classroom.
Students’ languages. Interviews with teachers revealed positive attitudes about
students’ native languages. Teachers did not believe that speaking another language at home
interfered with students’ learning English. Hassan’s English teacher believed that students’
native languages play a role in maintaining ties with their families at home and, “I think in the
long run, speaking another language will benefit him because they will end up learning two
languages.” Hassan’s first teacher did not consider speaking another language would
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necessarily impact a student’s development of English, “To learn English, just because you
speak Arabic at home, it’s not gonna make a student forget words in English.” Eman’s first
teacher did not necessarily believe that speaking another language could hinder her learning
English, yet felt that her lack of English proficiency, “limits her mastering of some of the rich
vocabulary that she has to know- the academic vocabulary.”
Because teachers were cognizant that English was not the native language of the student
participants, they acknowledged the language barrier that stood as an impediment that hindered
students’ academic achievement. Hassan’s first teacher indicated, “A person who knows
English a little better has a better chance because it is less of a language barrier compared to
the student who is learning brand new.” Hassan’s second teacher also noted, “I think that kids
coming over have a lot of additional issues that they have to deal with –the language barrier has
gotta be overwhelming when they first get here.” Ahmad’s second teacher noted, “I am
assuming that schools are a little bit different overseas than when you come to a brand new
place…Last year it was a struggle because of the language.” Likewise, Manal’s first teacher
said, “Their school performance is affected by how well they know the language and so forth.”
Eman’s second teacher realized the frustration of immigrant students who try to achieve high
but are faced by the language barrier. He stated, “When they want to achieve more it is
frustrating for them…they don’t know what some of the basic vocabulary mean, they know
how to say things one way but they don’t know the multiple ways that you say those things.”
All of the teachers, parents, and students’ opinions were similar in that they acknowledged the
difficulty that students faced when they tried to achieve high but their language limited them.
However, unlike teachers, who believed that learning another language does not impede
students from achieving even in the long run, parents expressed their concerns how learning
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Arabic interfered with students advancing in English and how it impacted their academic
achievement even though on the short run. The difference between teachers and parents’
responses showed that teachers placed value on students’ native languages and considered it an
asset, while parents considered that native language limited their children academically in
American schools. Later on, in this study, we will see that parents valued their native languages
as being a culture preservative.
On the bright side, the language barrier had a positive impact on students’ conduct in
class. All teachers described newcomers as quiet and not trouble makers since they do not
possess the prevalent means to communicate. Teachers also noted that immigrant students were
attentive. Hassan’s first teacher said, “The brand new student into the United States, is less
likely to cause problems.” Eman’s first teacher asserted, “Students’ performance and behavior
depends on how recently they came and what the issues were.” Ahmad’s teacher explained the
reason immigrant students tend to be more quiet is because, “they are learning a new language
so unless they’re speaking their native language to others who speak it a lot of times they’re
more quiet and they’re less likely to act up.” Teachers noted the serenity in students’ behavior
and appreciated it.
Nevertheless, with all the emphasis on language, teachers were not aware of the specific
dialect that their students spoke at home. In all conversations with teachers, they seemed to
recognize that students’ native language was Arabic, yet they did not recognize the specific
dialect students spoke. Hassan’s first teacher said, “I know he speaks Arabic, I don’t know what
specifically- I know there is a dialect like if you speak Arabic in Iraq it is going to be different
in other countries.” Likewise, Manal’s first teacher was familiar with the language her student
spoke, “I believe Manal speaks Arabic. I asked her what language she spoke at home at one
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time and I asked her if her parents spoke English, I think she said her father did but her mother
didn’t.” Eman’s second teacher affirmed that Eman’s first language is Arabic. She knew that
because, “I remember she told me she speaks French and that she went to a French school. She
told me that last year.” Eman’s first teacher assumed that Eman spoke Arabic, but she was not
sure, “I assume Arabic. It could be French. She did not tell me, but I am assuming.” Again,
some teachers did not recognize the dialects that students spoke, and they generally referred to
students as Arabic speaking.
Perceptions about students’ extracurricular activities, hobbies, interests, and
future plans. Conversations with teachers revealed that most teachers were also unfamiliar
with their students’ lives outside the school. Teachers regarded extracurricular activities highly;
they believed them to be of great importance in that they impacted the development of literacy
of all students. Hassan’s first teacher believed that extracurricular activities were important and
that they help develop students’ vocabulary. As he stated, “I think whether you do a sport or
join drama or other clubs, it is gonna help them immensely at school because when doing
extracurricular, you are learning non-academic words that are gonna help throughout life.” Yet,
while Hassan’s teacher did not know if he had any extracurricular activities, he knew that
Hassan liked animals and that he had two bunnies in which his teacher used in one of the class
Jeopardy games to help Hassan understand the lesson. Hassan’s second teacher also had a
similar opinion about extracurricular activities. She said, “Extracurricular activities are very
helpful to students since they are in a different setting, it’s kid centered, the student who is
learning English wants to fit in and since it is a fun-learning setting more than an academic
setting the students can learn English better and get involved.” Hassan’s teachers seemed to
believe that when students are involved in extracurricular activities learning happens naturally
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within the context of sports and students use vocabulary freely. Manal’s first teacher reiterated
this by saying,
Extracurricular activities help a lot and are essential. When you make a close group of
friends and when you have that support, you begin to get support for the academics…. It
is a multi-facet thing, so she’s learning some of the common English and she becomes
familiar with some of the structure of how we do things in this country.
Eman’s second teacher also noted that extracurricular activities help improve conversational
English and other important skills for teenagers, “Just for any student, just being involved in
extracurricular activities is good for them for learning time management and to balance
different things, so it is always positive.” Similarly, Ahmad’s first teacher believed that sports
were a great way to meet new people, “I think those are perfect ways for kids to get out and
meet new people and just try something that is good or hard for them.”
Nonetheless, with all the great emphasis placed on extracurricular activities and their
benefits to students, teachers did not know if the students participated in any. Hassan’s first
teacher said, “I do not know if Hassan is part of any in-school activities. I haven’t talked to him
about it. I don’t know if he participates in out-of-school activities or how he spends his free
time.” In fact, none of Hassan’s teachers seemed to know whether he participated in any
extracurricular activities. As his second teacher remarked, “About activities, I don’t know if
he’s one of the kids that goes home or if he stays after school. We have a lot of kids that just
leave school right away, and I never noticed him around after school.” Eman’s first teacher
remarked that she knew Eman was part of cross country since they called her few times from
class to join the team for a competition; however, the teacher did not know about Manal’s life
outside the school, “I never asked her…All that I know is that she’s in cross country. I don’t
know about anything else…I don’t know anything about her outside the school. She doesn't
say or she might have said something, but it hadn’t clicked.” Similarly, Manal’s second teacher
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disclosed, “I am not aware if she participates in any other school activities. She did not mention
any out of school activities to me, not that I know of. Sometimes other students do talk to me
about what they do outside school, I mean it depends on who the student is.” In addition,
Ahmad’s second teacher who coached football and track and remarked that extracurricular
activities were a fantastic way to find oneself, said, “Ahmad is not part of school activities- not
that I know of. As far as I can see personally, he just seems to come to school and he get his
education and that’s it.”
Teachers displayed the same lack of knowledge when it came to students’ interests and
future plans. Hassan’s English teacher explained the fact that she did not really know a lot about
him since the writing assignments they do in class did not extend to personal experiences. She
said,
“I cannot draw on Hassan’s experiences in class because we do not do a lot of writing
that is personal, we do not do personal narratives in class. It is very academic, we do
compare and contrast, we do persuasive writing. There is not any opportunity in class
where we share personal experience.”
For Hassan’s second teacher, he was merely a student in class since she could not identify
Hassan individually. In terms of future plans she indicated, “We never had those conversations.
I don’t remember what he said about his college education and career.” The same teacher also
indicated, “I haven’t talked to Hassan about where he wants to go to study. We don’t do this
usually in 10th grade, in the ACT class.”
Similarly, Manal’s English teacher attributed her unfamiliarity with Manal’s interests
and future plan to the fact that it was not part of the curriculum despite the fact that she
acknowledged that it was important to know about students. She stated, “We haven’t written
about personal things. We’re mostly focused about writing about what they’re reading in class
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and things related to it…” Manal’s second teacher seemed to be oblivious about her student’s
plans outside the classroom, as she explained,
About her plans, and college, or career, I haven’t talked to her to know what kind of career
she’ll have or even a college choice…About extracurricular activities, I don’t know if she
finds it interesting or not…I know that in a lot of schools overseas this extracurricular
activities does not exit.
In the same sense, Ahmad’s first teacher also said, “I do not know about his hobbies or
interests outside school, it's sad to say. With him not being here, and how not shy- how quiet
he is, I haven't been really able to have a real conversation with him.” However, during the
home visit to Ahmad’s house (observation, October 17, 2015), he was planning for a recital
event with four hundred people present. Eman’s first teacher felt that she did not know enough
about her student’s future plans, college or career plans. She said, “These are interesting things
to find out though. I have to talk to her a little more.” Similarly, Eman’s second teacher noted:
“I don’t know what she’s going to major in.”
Teachers and students’ responses complimented each other in that students realized that
the assignments they did in class did not relate to them personally, but they merely followed up
a structured curricula that focused on content rather than on individuality. However, when it
came to interests and activities outside the school, teachers were not aware of what students did
or how they spent their time outside the school. Only two teachers indicated some familiarity
with two student participants outside the classroom, Ahmad and Hassan. This happened because
the teachers were friendly and encouraged students to talk.
Teachers’ perceptions revealed positive views and attitudes about immigrant students’
languages. However, teachers were largely oblivious to anything that their students did outside
the school such as students’ countries of origin, parental support, and students’ dialects.
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Teachers were also mostly unaware of students’ extracurricular activities, their hobbies,
interests, and future plans.
Students’ Identities
The backgrounds of students, their unique experiences, and their home environments
that revealed specific literacy practices gave rise to the three kinds of identities in students:
positional, cultural, and social. The percentage of statements that student participants made in
reference to positional, cultural, and social identity was 60% (n= 78), 22% (n= 28), and 18.46%
(n= 24) respectively. This section discusses the kind of identity formations students had and
how students’ unique home literacy practices and backgrounds created different positional,
cultural, and social identities in students.
Positional Identity. Positional identity refers to how individuals themselves, as well as
others, attempt to position themselves within group and how others view them. Looking at the
three forms of identity, it was clear that the most salient form of students’ positional identity
was how students positioned themselves among their peers at school followed by how students
positioned their teachers, and finally how student participants thought that other students
positioned them.
How others positioned student participants. There were differences in how student
participants perceived they were being positioned. Student participants revealed that their
physical traits, accent, and/or how they conducted themselves made other students position
them. Hassan stated that he was openly asked to “go back home” and was not part of the
mainstream group at school. He further explained, “My friends at school do not invite me to go
out, but even if they do, I would not go. There are a few friends that I hang out with after
school.” Additionally, Hassan mentioned that in school, other students recognized his affection
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with pets, and they affiliated his name with his pets since he was obsessed with animals. Other
students picked on him constantly calling him names and posting pictures of him on Snapchat.
Hassan shared that, “There is a group of Arab-American students who snap pictures of everyone
like someone with a bad haircut, they would snap it and send it to the group. They make fun of
all new students.”
Throughout the interview, Hassan openly complained about being called a “boater” by
other students on regular basis. Being a newcomer, he does not affiliate himself with the
connotative meaning of the word “boater” or how other students perceived him. He explained,
Everyone gets an impression that I am new in the country, Arabic, came from a place
with no TV or electricity. Boater means that I am a new comer. They think I just came
from the desert, that I lived in a tent and have not seen a cell phone before and that I have
not ridden a car before- that we ride animals in our home country. That’s why boater
annoys me.
Hassan’s perception was that his classmates perceived him to be primitive and not part of their
civilized world. As much as the term ‘boater’ bothered him, he said he could not complain to
any teacher because, “If I tell the teacher about someone who calls me a boater, everyone at
school will call me a snitch.” Thus Hassan bore the unsophisticated image cast upon him by
other students, even though he saw himself as smart as and more knowledgeable than others.
Ahmad indicated that he was also referred to as a boater but he did not report it
happening as constantly as Hassan. Ahmad shared that it did not bother him when other students
called him that name since it did not affect his education, nor did it affect his life so he chose
to ignore them. He added, “I don’t tell my teacher either because this is something that does not
affect my education. It is just something stupid that doesn’t affect my life.” In spite of being
called a boater, Ahmad indicated that he believed his classmates thought of him as a ‘good’
student since he always completed his homework, participated in class, and did not skip classes.
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Manal also reported feeling like she was not part of the mainstream, that she was
different. She said, “When they look at me, it’s like I am a weird person in the classroom- like
specific students and, I don’t know- it’s how I feel. I don’t know if it’s like that or not, but that’s
how I feel like I am a weird person.” Manal mentioned that some students stared at her silently
while “some boys in the class make fun or tease you and do a joke about you.” With her quiet
character as she described herself, “I am always quiet and that’s why they think I am a weird
person,” Manal was not always invited to go places with her classmates; as she said, “Only a
couple of friends invited me to go places with them but I did not go because actually there is
no one to take me.” Manal saw herself different from other classmates and she felt that was
why she was never part of the class atmosphere since her self-concept was that she saw herself
“weird” and “different” too as she indicated, “I feel like if I join an activity or club at school
that I am going to be different from everyone else.”
According to Eman, classmates and friends perceived her as a smart and successful
student at school. They were aware that she was new in the country; therefore, they asked her
if she needed help in her classes. She said, “Some of my classmates look at me as smart and
they ask me how can you do it? Others ask me if I need help and they say if you need help,
come and we’ll help you.” Eman shared that, “Students always compliment my accent and say
you have a nice accent.” She also felt respected by her classmates, “No one bothers me. They
all respect me. They listen to what I say in class always.”
Student participants affirmed that they did not identify with the way other students saw
them. The three participants, Hassan, Ahmad, and Manal, felt like they were not part of the
mainstream, and focused on instances of being called names by their peers. Eman, the active
and outgoing student, felt that she was admired and esteemed.
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Students positioning themselves among others. The four student participants wanted
their peers to view them in a specific way, therefore they behaved and presented themselves in
a certain way. By doing this, student participants positioned themselves among others.
Hassan did not like being called a “boater,” but he felt helpless due to his limited
language. Hassan said, “As a new student in a class, you are new, you are not familiar with the
environment, do not master the language, so you will not respond well to him- you have to think
about the words you need to say. So it is better to ignore it and move on.” By choosing to ignore
and move on, Hassan intentionally positioned himself as apart from other students. He did not
retaliate because he felt he did not possess the means to do so, which in his case was the
language. In this way, he let others choose a position for him and, to some degree, accepted it
as the lesser of several evils.
Ahmad conveyed that he has set the tone for himself in school. He said that he did not
let anyone “make fun of me.” Ahmad added, “I respect my classmates, therefore, they have to
respect me. I am always calm. I am quiet. This is how my friends see me also. Most of the time
I appear like this.” Unlike Hassan, Ahmad was not annoyed by other students calling him
names. Ahmad’s attitude was different in that he did not let those comments bother him on the
personal level as he explained, “but some students, especially like- I don’t wanna say racistbut they are like prejudiced, they call us boaters. I go like “Do you mean bilingual?” For Ahmad,
the term ‘boater’ corresponded to linguistic abilities rather than a primitive style of life. Ahmad
positioned students who call others boater as prejudiced and ignorant for not realizing assets
that newcomers bring with them. Ahmad considered students who called him names a trivial
matter that did not concern him since it does not affect his education, as he indicated, “Most of
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the times I don’t talk to them, I don’t listen to them, I just ignore them, and go. It is just
something stupid that doesn’t affect my life.”
Manal positioned herself away from others by focusing on her serene personality. She
felt that she did not belong or that she was not part of the mainstream because of her different
lifestyle. She explained, “In the ESL class, all of us were at the same level, similar to each other.
In all my other classes, students were different, they lived their lives in a different way than you
did.” Manal also lacked self-confidence and she therefore avoided doing things that made her
stand out in class. She shared, “I hate presenting- I just hate it, especially if it is in front of all
the class. I just don’t like it because I am scared, I feel that I was so bad and that everyone was
laughing at me.” Manal used her quietness to go unnoticed. She kept a low profile as she
described, “Teachers give the opportunity for students to ask questions in class and talk but I
do not. I am not that kind. I am just not used to it.” She also did not join clubs after school. She
knew she was going to be different from others, as she said, “I always ask my friend, Do you
wanna join something with me like a club or something? But, I feel like if I join an activity or
club at school that I am going to be different from everyone else, I will be like somebody who
doesn’t know anything, like I do not know what they do inside of it.” Although she also
perceived herself as different from other students, her personality- being quiet and less
outgoing- also affected how she positioned herself
Eman realized her strengths, and positioned herself in relation to her accomplishments,
as opposed to the points of view of others. She said, “Outside of school, I am good at running.
I run with the varsity girls’ team. Sometimes, I volunteer after school. I need those volunteering
hours so that I can join NHS [National Honor Society].” She defined herself in terms of her
strengths and wanted to be viewed in terms of her accomplishments and her activities.
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The student participants positioned themselves differently among their peers and in
school. While Hassan and Ahmad were both called derogatory names, Hassan allowed those
students to position him, at least in their minds, as inferior. In contrast, Ahmad demanded
respect by his classmates and expected it. Manal also felt that she did not fit in with her
mainstream peers, but based this belief on a fear of what could happen if she got involved with
them as opposed to actual experience. She also attributed some of her “otherness” to her own
shy personality. Eman wanted to be part of the school culture, and did not seem to believe that
anyone held negative perceptions of her.
Students positioning teachers. Student participants positioned their teachers based on
teachers’ attitudes, teachers’ behaviors in class, and teachers’ conversations with them. They
regarded different teachers in different ways: supportive, motivating, caring, and studentcentered.
All students shared positive perceptions about their teachers. Students mentioned that
they felt most comfortable with teachers who respected them and recognized their culture. First,
none of the students said that they disliked any of their teachers at school. On the contrary, they
all said that teachers respected them and tried to help them succeed at school. Eman said, “My
teachers treat me very well. They tell me to always ask whenever I need something.” Also,
Manal noted, “My teachers are all good. They all respect me and are good to me.” Second,
students identified more with the teachers that shared their cultural heritage including language.
Hassan said, “My math teacher who is Arabic, she can help you in your language if you needed
that.” Similarly, Manal said, “My teacher cares too. She is also Arabic, she is always after me
telling me you can do it, you can get straight A’s.”
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Students also revealed that they preferred teachers who were more social and those who
acknowledged their backgrounds and listened to their stories. Manal said, “One teacher, Mr.
Jones, is interested in Arabic, so he always asks me how to say this in my language…This
makes me feel good. It makes me feel like something- when everybody wants to know our
language and more about us.” Hassan said, “We had a jeopardy game today, so he included
questions that I know and I like such as my pets and he added pictures of them.” Ahmad
reiterated the same idea about his teacher using what he knew to teach him in class. Ahmad
explained that his math teacher always tried to help when he did not understand and made him
do better. Ahmad said, “She knows that I like soccer so she uses the soccer field and how far I
can kick a ball to give me examples in geometry.”
Ahmad was more at the personal level with his favorite teacher. He favored the teacher
that connected with him as an individual rather than having a formal student-teacher
relationship. Ahmad stated, “I favor my biology teacher also, I feel like he loves me as a brother
and not like a student only.” This also was a reason that made Ahmad open up for that particular
teacher and talked to him about his hobbies and how he spent his time out of school.
However, Ahmad did not share his out of school activities with other teachers. He
stated, “I don’t tell teachers because I don’t talk about myself in class. I don’t know why, but I
don’t. It is not that I am shy: I stand in front of hundreds of people and sing, I got used to it.” It
would only take a special kind of teacher that is willing to invest the time in knowing students
and building a relationship especially with students like Ahmad, who needed to feel that the
teacher cared about him genuinely and not formally.
In this section, it was clear that the responses of teachers and students revealed
reciprocal respect and good relationships among both parties. Students respected all their
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teachers in school, did not have negative remarks about them, and acknowledged the teachers’
efforts in helping students succeed in school. Similarly, teachers respected their students, their
heritage languages, and they treated them well in class.
At the same time, there were contrasts between students and teachers with students
warming up to teachers who knew things about them. Students also warmed up to teachers who
showed interest in knowing more about them. For example, Ahmad shared his interest outside
the school with his teacher at the time he kept this hidden from other teachers. It seems that
some teachers were more encouraging than others. Also, the case with Eman, who felt
encouraged by history teacher since he displayed an artifact from her country in class. Manal
also expressed that she felt closer to her teacher who always attempted to learn some
expressions in Arabic. Hassan also warmed up to his history teacher who tapped onto his
interests and used them in the sequence of the lesson.
These differences do not correspond to being high-achieving or low-achieving students
rather than to students’ positional identity that was created by teachers. Thus, it was evident
that all students warmed up to teachers who showed interest in knowing more about them.
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Students’ cultural identity. Students’ developed their cultural identities from their
immediate environments which was their homes, communities, and the adults in their lives. In
this section, it is important to relay students as well as parents’ accounts for their cultural
practices since students do not develop cultural practices alone, - in a void. They rather acquire
them from their immediate environment which includes their families and surroundings.
Students’ cultural practices help develop students’ cultural identities (Nieto, 2010 and GomezEstern and colleagues, 2010) Parents’ perceptions in this area validate students’ perceptions
and revealed the overall culture of the house from which students’ developed cultural identity.
Students’ cultural identity was embodied in their accounts and their parents’
conversations about their language, religion, family, and daily practices and celebrations. All
students indicated that Arabic was the language they spoke at home. Hassan said that if his
siblings spoke English at home “I yell at them to speak Arabic.” Ahmad shared that he speaks
Arabic with his friends at school because, “I feel more comfortable to speak to them in Arabic.”
Eman said, “At home I always speak Arabic. Sometimes I speak French with my sister because
I still remember it.” Thus language was an important aspect of students’ lives. Manal used
Arabic at home but she was the only one among all participants who conversed in English with
her friends since “they all spoke another dialect and it is difficult to understand each other
sometimes.”
Similarly, parents indicated that the language they spoke with their children at home was
Arabic. Hassan’s mother specified,
At home we always speak Arabic all the time. I am aware that doing this might hinder
my child’s development of vocabulary like other kids who speak one language. My kids
start to go school at a lower level from those who speak English all the time at home.
However, I like that they are learning Arabic because if they learn it at a young age, it is
easier than learning at an older age. We do this so that they learn Arabic and they don’t
lose the language forever.
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For parents, Arabic tied the children to their origin and culture as Hassan’s grandmother said,
“If a child was born here, it is better to go to the home country in the summers so that the
children learn their culture and Arabic language. It is important that a child knows another
language.” Similarly, Manal’s mother indicated, “Arabic is important for us in the family that’s
why we went back home.”
This emphasis on speaking Arabic for the sake of maintaining the language in order to
transmit the culture developed students’ cultural identity. All student participants, except Eman,
revealed that their choice of friends was limited to students from Arabic background. Ahmad
said, “Most of my friends were with me, we were in the same ESL class, the same level in
English, we both understood each other and had the same life because we were both from
different places and we both spoke Arabic.” Manal also revealed, “My friends and I all of us
do the same things so it is not weird for me to tell them I am fasting.”
Religion was another part of the students’ cultural identity. Eman’s father believed in
the importance of maintaining their religious culture because, “The Arabic culture represents
traditions that are part of us and stay with us and this includes religion which always preaches
love, friendliness with people and good manners.” In Eman’s house (observation, October 10,
2015), the Quran was placed prominently on one of the tables in the living room. Ahmad stated,
“Some of the things from my culture that I value highly are my religion and language.” Ahmad
indicated that being a reciter of Islamic songs was part of his culture, “So, this is the thing I’ve
been doing for more than 3 years. I started doing it in my home country. I do it in every event
that happens.” Ahmad’s dad explained, “We celebrate our religious holidays together in a big
feast at home with all the family and we visit each other.” Similarly, Ahmad’s mother stated,
“Our traditions and culture is different from traditions in the United States such as staying in
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touch with relatives and friends. This is an Islamic obligation. Also, celebrating holidays and
going to the mosque every Friday to pray.” During a home visit (observation, October, 17,
2015), I noticed that one of the few things hanging on the walls was an Islamic rosary. Manal
also indicated that religious holidays were of great value for her. She said, “Some of the values
of my culture that I value are fasting for Ramadan. I always do that because we got used to it.”
Manal’s mother also asserted, “Religion is very important to us.” In Manal’s house, the only
display on the wall in the living room was a huge portrait of god’s name in Arabic, highlighting
the importance of religion in their lives (observation, October, 4, 2015).
Family was another cultural aspect that students talked about. Hassan said, “I esteem
my religion, my animals, and my family most of all in my life.” Hassan’s mother indicated that
inside their house they lead a traditional Arabic way of life and that she “make[s] sure my
children practice the Arabic habits and way of living like relations with parents, respect to
elderly, raising them the way we were raised. I talk a lot about their home country.” Also,
Manal’s mother remarked that the Arabic culture was reflected by the furniture around the
house. She said “We are proud of our culture. The couches represent the Yemini culture.”
During the home visit, they received me in the living room, where it had traditional low Yemini
couches (observation, October 4, 2015). Manal’s father asserted, “I like to keep the Arabic
culture but there are extremes of the culture which we try to avoid like a lot of things in terms
of dressing” thus indicating that they pick and choose which cultural aspects of culture to adopt.
However, he was clear that they “wanted the kids to learn Arabic and the culture.”
Just as culture was reflected in language, religion and family life, interviews indicated
that culture was also embedded in the daily practices and beliefs of the families. Eman’s mother
explained how her family’s daily activities reflected their culture. She said,
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My traditions are reflected in our daily behaviors and habits of living. For example, my
kids are not allowed to have a sleep over except if it were at their relatives’ house. This
is a big No, No. I would never let them sleep outside the house first because they’re girls
(but even if I had boys, I would still not allow it- I don’t like sleep overs) and second I
don’t allow it not even for one time because they will get used to that and start nagging
every time. I only allow them to sleep at my mother’s house as a reward for them but not
even all the time.
Cultural practices such as sleep-over and good friends came up in every conversation
with the parents and students. Manal said that her father not only forbade her from sleeping at
friends’ houses, but that he would not allow her to visit someone the family did not know. She
said, “It’s not just sleeping at a friend’s house only that he is against, it is if my dad does not
know my friend and her parents, I cannot talk to her and that annoys me a lot.” Manal’s mother
explained that sleep over was forbidden since other families had boys, “Sleep over is not
allowed except at their grandparents’ house. I am concerned about my kids’ and that’s why
sleep over is not allowed.” The same idea was expressed by Eman as she said that even though
her dad allowed her to go out with friends, they had strict rules. Eman explained, “I am allowed
to visit a friend’s house but I cannot sleep there and also my parents need to know her mom and
to have spoken to her before or I am not allowed to go there to visit.” Eman’s father expressed
the same idea about friends, “Eman can go study with her friends- not all friends- only those
that we know and we trust, and they should also be doing well at school.” Similarly, her mother
said, “I would always allow them to go to school events, even with their friends, as long as I
know the friends and know they are good company. If they are not good friends, I ask my kids
to stay away from them.” Ahmad’s mother indicated that she felt the teenage years were critical,
and thus continuously talked to her son and advised him about his friends, “I take care that my
child’s friends are good and polite kids or else I would not allow him to be around those
friends.”
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Since parents believed that children were influenced by their peers, parents cared about
the company their children had. Eman’s mother explained that she encouraged friendship while
abiding by their culture and traditions. She explained, “I care that the friends are polite, a little
reserved as we have in our culture, that’s why to go out with boys alone is not allowed.”
Similarly, Eman’s father explained that he constantly reminded his children to keep good
company, and avoid “friends that smoke, do drugs, or are disrespectful towards parents and
others- stay away from those because they can impact their future and reputation.”
Although each family limited their children’s with friends, they put a great deal of
emphasis on the importance of spending time with family. Hassan’s grandmother believed that
when people live alone, they become stiff and that relatives make you feel related and part of
the group. She explained,
My extended family plays an important role in the life of my kids. They are important
because they keep the family traditions and culture, the passion among family members,
the feeling that there is someone related to us that cares about us and we care about them,
we respect them, stay in touch, go visit during the holidays.
Eman’s mother explained, “We have a big extended family and we meet them during
holidays and in celebrations also when someone gets sick.” Hassan explained that part of the
family’s cultural practices was to get together with everyone at the grandmother’s house for
birthdays and Eid (Islamic holiday), “In Michigan we all get together at my grandmother’s
house for every birthday. On Eid too, we go to my grandmother and she makes a big meal and
give the kids money, and have a barbeque.” Hassan’s mother indicated that they celebrated all
holidays and not only Islamic ones, “We always celebrate our holidays and every other holiday
whether religious or American like Christmas, Halloween, Thanksgiving, anything.” Eman also
said that her family always visited her grandmother over the weekend. She also indicated that
they celebrated “Ramadan, and Hajj Eid. We go to my mother’s house where we all sit together
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and talk with each other and eat a feast.” Eman’s Father asserted that celebrations bring families
together, “We honor celebrations which bring all the family members together and keep them
close together so that they keep helping and supporting each other. We celebrate all the holidays
which bring us closer from friends and family.”
From the perceptions of parents and students, one can easily notice the cultural practices
of the families and how those practices influenced the formation of the cultural identity of
students. Culture impacted students’ concepts of right and wrong, social activities, sports, and
other gender issues which again impacted the formation of students’ cultural identities. For
example, Manal said,
I cannot participate in some of the activities like football, once my sister asked him (my
father) if she can join football and he said no, because girls, you know, are not pushy or
something. There are certain thing that girls cannot really do because of how they are
built, so playing football is a rough activity for them.
Also, as Ahmad was speaking about his friends, he indicated, “I mostly hang out with Arabic
friends. Mostly they are boys because in my home country I never had a girlfriend- you know a
friend that is a girl.”
Again, this differentiation between certain sports and kinds of friends had roots in cultures
of students which formed their cultural identities. Also, one can notice that some parents were
more reserved than others in the way they raised their children and allowed social engagements
or not such as sleep over, a behavior that is very common in other cultures. For example, Eman’s
family was less reserved when it came for sports. Nonetheless, Eman’s mother indicated that
they were still conservative when it comes to mixing up. She said, “It is important to attend
events and dances at school to know the culture of the school because my kids are living here
now. However, they cannot go as boyfriend-girlfriend except with a group of friends.”
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Hence, language, religion, family, traditions, and celebrations helped form the cultural
identity of students. Again, in this case, there were no difference among the student participants
that pertained to high or low achievers. However, there were slight differences that existed in
families’ cultural practices in their level of being conservative that pertained to the country of
origin of the participants.
Social identity. Social identity consists of the unique personality that individuals develop
due to interactions with family members along with community people that give meaning to their
experiences by supporting and mentoring them. In this study, all participants maintained close
relations with their family members and especially the extended family. Hassan’s mom stated,
“My child is attached to his relatives. He has a great relationship with his uncle and they always
go places together.” Hassan’s grandmother indicated that family ties are important despite the
vast distances that separate family members. She added, “That’s why we keep going back to
Lebanon so that our children stay connected to their culture and traditions, they get to know their
aunts and cousins.” Similarly, Ahmad’s family maintained relations with their relatives outside
the United States. Ahmad’s mother indicated, “We have relatives in Canada, we also go stay
with them for some time.” Even though Eman’s relatives do not live in the same city, the families
get together for every occasion and for holidays as indicated by her mother, “But we do get
together on holidays and celebrations. They chat with the kids and ask them how their school is
going.” Eman’s father also said, “My brother-in-law lives in Ohio, so we always go visit him
and go to places there such as amusement parks.” Manal’s mother mentioned that they live in a
joint family, three different families dwell in the same house. Her mother explained, “One of my
in-law’s son has been with us for few months since they came from Yemen and until they find a
house. The others along with their wives and babies have been here for 2 years.”
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So, spending time with extended family members was an important marker in the social
identity of students. All participants indicated that they had strong ties with their extended
families. Hassan’s grandmother said, “My extended family members keep the passion among
family members, the feeling that there is someone related to us that cares about us and we care
about them, we respect them, stay in touch, go visit during the holidays.” Similarly, Ahmad’s
father assigned one day where everybody should be present at his house. As he explained it,
“Also, other than holidays, there is one day of the week, which is Saturday, where all the family
must get together no matter what they’re doing and we have dinner all together.” These family
relations tied students to a bigger circle outside their nuclear family which helped develop their
social identity.
At the same time, social relation with extended families played a role in students’ school
achievement. Members of the extended families impacted students’ academic achievement.
Eman’s mother explained,
Cousins and relatives affect the academic achievement of students because they
encourage each other to do better at school. At the same time feeling jealous plays a role
in their academic achievement since they think that my cousin is doing well at school and
I want to be like him. When they get together they talk about what they’re doing at school.
Similarly, Hassan’s mother reflected, “All his cousins are educated and they play a role model
in his life. All my family members have Masters Degrees and that sets the standards for my
child to achieve higher in order to be like them.” Manal’s relatives were not successful at school,
but this provided Manal and her siblings with a concrete example of what not to do. Manal’s
father explained, “My kids are more towards education, their cousins are towards doing other
things- education is the last thing they think about. So the cousins they grew up with now are
drop out of school whereas my kids are still in school,”
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On the other hand, conversations with students revealed something important about
their social identity. Except for Eman, students did not have many friends at school, and did not
participate in social outings or school dances with friends. Hassan, for example, was very
reluctant to go out with friends, “My friends at school do not invite me to go out, but even if
they do, I would not go. There are a few friends that I hang out with.” Manal also indicated,
“Only a couple of friends invited me to go places with them but I did not go because actually
there is no one to take me.” Hassan seemed careful in picking his friends and he wanted friends
that could challenge him “to do better at school and expand my thinking.” He did not want any
friends that “talk too much nonsense, and are not faithful to friends.” Hassan said, “I like them
because we clicked together. Like my friend, Ali, he knows a lot of information in religion, in
life, in everything.” However, Hassan did not “hang out”, even with those friends. He explained,
“My friends used to invite me out but I would always refuse,” even though his mother
encouraged him to spend time with friends. Hassan’s mother shared, “I encourage him to attend
the school dance but he doesn’t go. I always ask him what is going on at school, but he does
not like to participate.”
Friends and friendship were very important for Ahmad. Ahmad said, “I mostly hang out
with Arabic friends. Mostly they are boys because in my home country I never had a girlfriendyou know a friend that is a girl.” Ahmad thought that friends were like second brothers and that,
“A person who does not have friends, there is no need for him in life. Friends advise me and
most of them would show me the right way for things related to school and things outside of
school.” Likewise, Ahmad’s father indicated that, “My child likes to be around friends that are
motivated and want to achieve higher at school.” However, like Hassan, Ahmad reported that
there were some school social activities in which he did not participate. He said,
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I do not go to school dances because of my religion because the way I see things, from
the things that I read, and from my role model, they contradict with school dances. In
addition to the fact that I do not like music and dancing.
Manal picked her friends by talking to them first and making sure their interests match hers.
She said,
I know if we match or not. Sometimes I talk to somebody, and they are way different,
they are not like me. They are not the type I understand or anything, they are just different,
like the way we talk or the topics we both discuss.
Despite having friends, Manal was not allowed to participate in social events without a parent.
Her mother indicated, “Sometimes the kids go to weddings or birthdays but I must be with
them- they do not go by themselves at all.” Eman could not visit her friends’ houses, because
there was no one to give her a ride there, and, also because her dad would not allow her. Manal
expressed her frustration by saying, “I don’t understand why he [father] wouldn’t let me go to
their house, especially if they don’t have boys at their house, then why not?!”
Eman was the exception in this respect and was more outgoing when it came to friends.
As she indicated, “My friends invite me to go out with them. We go to ‘Sweet Cravings’, I go
to their houses also or we go to a restaurant.” Unlike Manal’s parents who never let her go alone
with friends, Eman’s parents were less restrictive when it came to going out with friends and
visiting their houses. Friends were important for Eman for reasons similar to those of the other
students. As she explained it, “My friends influence me positively, they push me to do well in
school especially when we meet together in the library.” She also indicated that her friends must
have similar social and cultural attributes to her, noting, “My friends also- their parents taught
them the same things that I learned from my parents.”
In conclusion, students had strong relations with both immediate family members and
members of the extended family. Extended family members played a significant role in shaping
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students’ identity beyond the role of nuclear family. Friends were also an important part of the
student participants’ social identities. Common trends across students included that they were
careful in choosing their friends and that their parents were always aware of with whom their
children were mingling.
Summary
In this section, interviews with students and parents shed light on home literacy routines
that the Arab immigrant families practice. Themes such as family and friends’ support, along
with background and experiences were dominant themes. Students took part in an array of
functional literacy activities outside the school. Similarly, interviews with teachers revealed
that teachers realized the great value Arab families place on education along with the high
expectations they have for their children. However, teachers were unaware of the specific kinds
of support students had at home and they did not establish communication with parents.
In addition, examining the perceptions of parents, students, and teachers, regarding
students’ literacy practices helped uncover some of the factors that influenced the identities that
students projected in school. As a manifestation of their home environments and unique
backgrounds, students exercised positional identity in three ways: how others positioned them,
how they positioned themselves among other students, and how they positioned their teachers.
These positional identities played both negative and positive roles in the lives of students. In
addition to positional identities, students’ unique home literacy practices helped reveal their
cultural and social identities.
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CHAPTER 5 FINDINGS
Overview
The purpose of the research study was to investigate the perceptions of Arab immigrant
students, their parents, and teachers concerning their home literacy practices. The study also shed
light on how students’ home literacy practices and backgrounds influenced the formation of the
positional, cultural, and social identities of students.
The research study adds to the field by giving insight on the culturally-specific home
literacy practices of Arab families from the viewpoints of varied stake holders: Arab immigrant
students, their parents, and teachers. This is accomplished through interviews and observations
that produced evidence of the culturally-embedded literacy practices of Arab immigrant students,
their wealth of knowledge and experiences. By looking at the literacy practices of these Arab
families, the study expands the knowledge about the range of literacy and cultural practices that
might occur in students’ home domains. In addition, since the study examines the same issue
from three different perspectives, it allows us to see where there are differences and similarities
in perceptions that may affect learning.
As discussed in chapter four, the student, parent, and teacher participants had their own
perceptions about home literacy practices and students’ backgrounds. Sometimes, their
perceptions varied and sometimes they were similar. The following is a discussion of the results
of this study. Below, I present three themes and the students’, teachers’, and parents’ perceptions
of them. The themes presented represent trends in the data across participants, although, of
course, there are differences in the degree to which each participant’s responses fit with each
theme. Both trends and discrepancies are noted.
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Demonstrating the Value of Education
A key finding in the perceptions of Arab immigrant families was that all students and
parents valued education. From the perceptions of parents in this study, one cannot help but
notice the great emphasis that parents placed on education. For immigrant families, education
was of high value that preceded other basic needs in life. It was also one of the reasons they left
their countries and came to the United States. Thus all family members anticipated a great future
with a high college degree for their children. Heath (1983, 2012) explained how social and
cultural values of the home impact the literacy of children and affect their academic performance.
Thus, these high expectations on the behalf of parents likely influenced students’ high
expectations of themselves.
One way in which students’ appreciation of education was evident was in the methods
that some of them built and utilized support networks to develop literacy outside of school. Three
out of four children relied on friends to help them acquire English and study outside school when
parents themselves were not able to provide academic support for their children. Additionally,
siblings in the family supported the students in doing school work. Particularly when language
barriers or work obligations precluded the adults in their families from helping with school work,
these students relied on a carefully cultivated group of others. This is similar to what students in
Cieslinki’s (2007) and Rodriguz’s (2006) studies, who solicited help from older siblings and
relatives when immigrant parents could not provide help with homework.
Nonetheless, even though not all parents could help children with school work at all
times, they were often able to provide other kinds of support that promoted literacy development.
Parents provided children with multiple important conditions to achieve well at school. First, the
parents mentioned a supportive, quiet home environment as conducive to learning. Second,
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parents motivated their children, and second, parents motivated their children to achieve higher
by instilling the value of education in them, having high expectations for their children, and
monitoring their grades and school achievement. Parents also drew students’ attention to
positive, well-educated role models in their lives.
These home conditions were important because they supported learning and
complemented the vision of school in promoting successful students. This is not unlike the
findings of Solomon (2003), who concluded that the home had strong influence on the
development of science literacy in children and affirmed that homes could be a special place,
rich in supportive resources that could help bridge the differences between the school and home
cultures. However, while teachers in Solomon’s study intentionally involved the families of
immigrant students with science projects, in my study, homework assignments were selfcontained within the classroom and did not involve parents, and rarely included overt reference
to students’ lives outside of the classroom.
There were only two instances in this study where a student participant, Eman, drew on
her background to complete a homework assignment. Eman’s English teacher assigned an “I
believe” essay, through which she discovered pertinent background information such as Eman’s
French and Arabic skills and also learned how Eman’s parents placed high value on education.
Therefore, she was able to build on that capital to help Eman in class, something which both
mentioned in their interviews.
Another documented instance that helped bridge the culture of school and home to
advance learning and create connection between a student and his teacher occurred in Ahmad’s
science class. At a cultural event hosted by the ESL Department at school, Ahmad presented a
poster about his culture and background. His science teacher attended the event, and indicated
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that he was able to build on this capital and use the information he learned about Ahmad to
motivate him in class and form a personal connection with Ahmad where Ahmad opened up to
him and he started telling him about what he does outside school which included his recitations.,
The value of education, along with high expectations, were transferred from parents to
children. This was realized by the three groups of participants: students, parents, and teachers.
First, parents discussed thoroughly how their perceptions about education were interconnected
and built on each other. Parents’ ideas encompassed the high value placed on education, which
paved the way to create high expectations for their children, which the parents believed in turn
made children accept the responsibility and become independent learners. Students’ perceptions
mirrored their parents’ in that they realized those expectations, and thus they were motivated to
become high achievers yearning to attain college degrees. While the students reported learning
both independently and collaboratively, even their collaborative learning was somewhat
independent in that they initiated and conducted their own study session. Additionally, all
children, high and low achievers, recognized the support their parents provided them with in
creating environments conducive to learning. These environments were characterized by
uninterrupted study time, limited TV, and less responsibilities at home. All children
acknowledged that what mattered most to their parents was that they attained high education.
Moll and colleagues (1998) identified similar resources available in the homes of Mexican
children that consisted of a strong fostering philosophy of child rearing that is highly supportive
of education and which includes learning English, high expectations for a university-level
education, and strong values of respect for others. Similarly, Li (2008) explained that parents’
cultural beliefs influenced the literacy practices of the immigrant families and that every single
family expected one of the children to become a doctor so the families invested in their children.
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However, in all three studies, it is not clear whether this type of capital is recognized and
leveraged by school systems.
The teachers in this study also recognized the supportive nature of the families, but in a
much broader sense. Teacher assumed that the zeal that students had for education must have
been supported in some way at home. They assumed that the families had educational
expectations for their children, and some teachers indicated that those expectations might be a
common value for all immigrant families. While they recognized, generally, that families must
be supportive of their children’s education, they were not aware of particular supports, and thus
unable to take advantage of them to further students’ learning.
Perceptions of Academic and Linguistic Skills and Knowledge
The perspectives family members and their children revealed regarding their academic
and linguistic skills and knowledge were different than those of the teachers. All parents and
children reported that their schooling in their home countries was more rigorous, and thus they
were ahead in content knowledge. Most parents and children also spoke in ways that indicated
the children’s literacy and language learning achievement. Teachers, however, did not recognize
that knowledge. Some teachers believed that students were at a disadvantage since students were
limited by the language factor.
Even with their limited experience with the American education system, through their
children, parents were able to draw comparisons among the American system and education in
their home countries. Those comparisons were important because they helped parents realize the
differences and build on the assets their children brought with them. Park (2013) discussed the
importance of a dual frame of reference which immigrants possess which helps them understand
the contradictions and challenges between the two worlds and find ways for self-expression.
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Despite the solid foundation that the educational system in their home countries provided the
children with, parents reported that it was rigid and pressured students with a lot of work, not all
of which the parents viewed as necessary or valuable. Parents were happy that the American
education addressed only relevant topics to children, which placed less of a demand on their
time. Thus, although parents were grateful that their children’s previous schooling had positioned
them (in the parents’ view) as ahead academically, they were also pleased that the students were
under less pressure in their new settings. This finding contradicted what Li (2008) presented in
her research about immigrant Chinese families, in which the families believed that American
schools failed to promote the value of education in students since they viewed it to be less
rigorous. The difference between cultures serves to highlight the influence of culture on different
immigrant groups’ perceptions of the American educational system.
In their interviews, teachers did not mention the strengths that students and parents
talked about. Many teachers thought that students were behind, perhaps confusing the students’
abilities to effectively convey knowledge with whether they possessed it. Park (2013) and
Danzak (2011) emphasized that immigrant students can use their background knowledge to
become successful in school, something that these educators did not report taking advantage of,
for the most part. One exception was Ahmad’s math and biology teachers. Ahmad’s math teacher
based math instruction on his favorite sports, soccer, in order to make content comprehensible
to him. Similarly, Ahmad’s science teacher took every opportunity to use what he learned about
him in the ESL cultural event to explain science concepts since the teacher understood the region
Ahmad lived in.
Although not specific to his home culture, the teacher did connect to Ahmad’s interests
outside of school, which Ahmad felt helped him achieve better in math. Kelly’s (2012) study of
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how students who were limited in English and enrolled in a self-contained ESL classroom,
showed teachers- could tap into students’ cultural knowledge and out-of-school practices to
contribute to and enrich school projects. Although each of the students in this study possesses
some of capital which could have been used to advance the student in school. It went largely
unrecognized.
Student participants revealed that they had made fast progress in language through their
first year in school in the United States, however their teachers’ perceptions of their language
learning were different. Teachers were not looking at progress, but rather were focused on
proficiency. Most teachers described students as doing well in their classes –with respect to their
language abilities. All teachers realized that students have improved in English from when they
started the year before, but that their language failed them and they were not able to compete
with high-achieving, mainstream students. Therefore, there was a discrepancy in that teachers
did not view that all students did well in language because they were measuring against a
benchmark of academic proficiency. However, students and their parents had relatively positive
perceptions of language learning, as their measure was progress.
Teachers did not attribute students’ lack of progress to their heritage language. In fact,
teachers valued students’ heritage language. Nieto (2010) talked about how some educators use
a deficiency lens when they adopt a culture of schooling which tends to devalue the heritage
language. Nieto believes that such an attitude communicates a feeling of inadequacy and
deficiency to students since there is only one measurement for success: reading and writing in
English. That was completely not the case here. In the study, teachers thought it was great that
students knew another language and that it would help them in the long run. Also, teachers
estimated the role of the native language in helping students, so they did not prevent students
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from speaking it in class or with friends. Some teachers made effort to learn some of the Arabic
words to connect with students. However, while teachers valued the heritage language of
students in the abstract, they did not necessarily embody that value in their teaching likely
because valuing it in general is not the same as knowing enough about the heritage language and
culture to integrate it into teaching in meaningful ways.
There was an array of activities that students participated in outside of school, such as
volunteering, actively participating in community events, surfing the internet, reading about a
topic of interest for them, and teaching siblings for example. Those were referred to in chapter
four as functional literacy activities, however, interestingly, most were not highly valued as
literacy activities by any of the three groups. Students’ functional literacy practices enhanced
their knowledge and experiences in different life domains and developed their languages,
English and Arabic. Even though the functional literacy practices could not be directly connected
to academic literacy practices, they likely indirectly enhanced students’ learning, contributed to
their general knowledge, contributed to language acquisition, and shaped their personalities.
Moll and Reyes (2008) refer to this kind of literacy as a “constellation of social activities” that
aid students’ literacy. The opportunity to participate in these literacy events provided children
with different linguistic spaces, which can aid literacy development. This kind of functional
literacy was not recognized by the current school system that focused only on formal reading
and writing. The functional activities that students engaged in built students’ language, so they
felt they were progressing; but because they did not measurably build academic language, the
teachers did not see the gains in proficiency. Although their overall language and literacy may
have improved, it was the social language, not the academic language, and thus invisible in
school. Thus, while parents and students, who witnessed students’ out-of-school literacy
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practices, recognized progress in English literacy; teachers, who, for the most part, only saw
students in school, perceived language through a deficit lens, perhaps because much of students’
language growth did not improve their academic English proficiency.
It must be noted here that when I planned this research, I wanted to make sure that the
participants included two high-achieving and two low-achieving students. I came in with the
assumption that the high-achieving students must have more literacy practices outside the school.
What the research revealed was that the lives of the low-achieving students were full of literacy
practices; however, those practices were not recognized by the school. The environment of the
two low-achieving students was characterized by activities that fall under functional literacy
practices which develop students’ literacies but which schools miss to recognize. Hassan, for
example, was an avid reader and was interested in any topic about animals and politics. Similarly,
Ahmad was a reader of poetry in Arabic and an active member in his community. Just because
their grades were not good at school, that was not an indication for the absence of literacy
activities outside the school. In fact, data revealed that there was no difference among the highachieving and low-achieving students in terms of the literacies practiced outside school.
Two Detached Worlds
In her study of Latino families in American classrooms, Honeyford (2010) found that
when teachers recognized and invited students’ cultural identities into the classroom, students’
writing samples included representations of larger networks of people, activities, and things.
Students would extend their writings to include the past, present and future along with an
appreciation and pride for their community, families, and themselves. This made learning part
of who the students were and helped teachers and students build better relationships that
promoted success and achievement. Cordova and Matthiesen (2008) discussed the power of
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teacher talk to help support the development of literacy in students’ inside and outside of school.
Cordova and Matthiesen argue that teachers could prove to value students’ lived experiences and
use them as resources for learning. While teacher participants identified the important role that
parents played in the lives of children and which was evident in students’ motivation and success,
teachers lacked knowledge about the house environment, parents, and background information
related to their students.
As discussed before, teachers recognized, through students’ attitudes, the value that Arab
immigrant families placed on education. All teachers noticed that students were diligent,
focused, and determined in their work. Teachers also described students as well-behaved,
respectful, serious, and open to help. Teachers positioned the students based on behaviors related
to classroom management; good students were quiet and well-behaved, regardless of academic
achievement. As two of the teacher participants said, they did not need to talk to the parents
because the student had never been in trouble. In other words, as long as the student was not
disruptive, everything must be going well and the teacher would not tweak the instruction or
initiate family communication. Parents were similarly focused on behavior. When making
decisions about socialization, even for academic reasons such as studying, they based their
decisions on standards for behavior. Socializing outside of family and religious events,
particularly without family supervision, was just not in their schema of what “good” children
did, and thus not a stepping stone on their roads to academic success. The children rose up to
their teachers’ expectations in that they did not get in trouble at school, no one received any
office referrals, and their teachers awarded them tokens for good behavior. They also were
careful in choosing their friends in order to communicate their parents’ expectations.
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In addition, the study revealed that teachers did not, in most cases, know the countries of
origin or dialects of Arabic spoken by students- both things that shaped students’ cultural
identities. In their studies of African-American adolescents, Collins (2004) and Sutherland
(2005) found that students tended to be more involved at school and their learning is maximized
when teachers acknowledge and tap into students’ ideologies, principles, values, practices, and
beliefs, which are indicative of students’ cultural and social identities. In this study, most
teachers conceived of all students as Arabic, which was correct, but also incomplete. ComptonLilly (2008) discussed that educators must discover and utilize students’ identities and cultural
practices to help students develop literacy. Though two teachers were able to give a country of
origin a student, they indicated that they were only assuming and that they associated the students
with previous ones they had in class. At least one student recognized this lack of knowledge and
tried to inform his teachers. Ahmad also explained that he tried to clarify to his teacher that he
said his name in a Lebanese way as well as other differences between Lebanese and Iraqi cultures
in food, traditions, and attire. However, the other students and teachers made no mention of
addressing the topic of country of origin or dialect. This lack of awareness of students’ cultures
and backgrounds cannot be entirely the teacher’s responsibility. It also falls back on students and
their parents to engage in the school culture and encourage their children to connect with their
teachers and get to know them better. This also might fall under the activities and events that the
administration at school can help facilitate to help students and teachers connect.
One of the teachers in the study stood out as an exception and seemed more familiar with
one student participant. This was because that student participant had shared pictures, interests
and other things with the teacher on his own initiative. This interaction between Hassan and his
teacher prompted the teacher to use the cultural knowledge he gained from Hassan to engage
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him. This encounter paved the way to a better understanding on both sides which resulted in the
teacher utilizing that information in class to help that student succeed. Moll and colleagues
(1998) refer to “funds of knowledge” present in Latino homes and how teachers’ authentic
knowledge of their students’ world outside the context of school helped them aid their students’
academic achievement. Cabrero (2011) also indicated that teachers can draw on the students’
linguistic and cultural experiences to help them develop their literacy. However, this strength
went unnoticed by most teacher participants in this study. When asked whether they would tap
into students’ knowledge and experiences, all except one teacher lamented that the assignments
do not permit that, and thus personal information simply did not make its way into the classroom
for any of their students. In the case of the immigrant students, most teachers did not know what
non-English languages and dialects the students spoke and, they were generally unfamiliar with
the students’ background knowledge.
Finally, there was a good deal of disagreement surrounding extra-curricular activities.
Teachers acknowledged the significance of extracurricular activities and sports at school in
improving the social and language skills of students, but some of them were unaware if students
were part of any of these activities or encouraged them to join. Eman and Hassan’s parents
encouraged them to do sports. Unlike Manal who did not have a ride, Eman’s parents would not
hesitate to drive her to sports events. Hassan’s parents also encouraged him to be part of the
school culture, but he declined. However, Manal and Ahmad’s parents did not seem to encourage
them to participate in activities at school, despite the fact that Ahmad was part of a soccer team
outside the school. With the exception of Eman, the students seemed to be caught between two
value systems and forced to make a choice. Manal and Ahmad chose their home culture and
values. By taking such a choice, they were positioning themselves outside the social norms of
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the school. Hassan was also not part of the school’s fabric, but in his case, it was rather a personal
choice not enforced by family ideologies.
Students’ Identities
Three different types of student identities were formed by the home environments and
cultural experiences that students were exposed to in and outside school.
Positional identity. Students’ own perceptions of their backgrounds as different from
those of many of their classmates influenced how they thought other classmates saw them. In
their work, Romo and Falbo (1996) drew attention to the dominance of the white American
culture at school and indicated that some minority groups did not fit into a peer group due to
their cultural heritage. In this study, there were some examples of classmates positioning the
students as outsiders, such as when two of the students were called “boaters”. In addition, the
way one dressed and whether one wore a headscarf, were important considerations in why Manal
thought she was different and perceived herself as an outsider.
However, not all participants perceived themselves to be devalued based on cultural
differences. Within this group, as in the general high school population, some of these kids felt
a part of the group at least part of the time (e.g., Eman). Eman, who was the most socially
comfortable, also spoke with a French accent, which is often esteemed (Nieto, 2010) and also
was encouraged by her family to engage in social activities outside of school, which alleviated
the tension between the home and school environments. While others felt excluded, Eman’s
French accent, along with her high level of social engagement may have made Eman more
popular and at ease with her identity in spite of her immigrant and language status.
Students also exercised their positional identity among others. McCarthey and Moje
(2002) emphasize that individuals’ physical traits in everyday interactions affects how students
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position themselves and are being positioned by others. In this study, students were positioned
differently depending on traits they displayed. Ahmad perceived himself as respected because of
his serious attitude, and because he respected others. Eman believed she was admired since she
was successful and active during school and after school.
Students also positioned themselves as away from other students through their own
actions: Ahmad and Manal remained reserved and quiet in class and did not participate unless
being called upon. What was remarkable about those two students is that their personalities out
of school were totally opposite of what they revealed in class. Ahmad and Manal were very
outgoing, assertive, and social in their home lives. One teacher was able to figure out Ahmad’s
real self as he interacted with him outside the classroom in a cultural event. This encounter had
a positive effect on Ahmad: he related the teacher as a “brother” (meaning they befriended each
other) and thus opened up to him, and the teacher tapped into his knowledge of Ahmad’s culture
to help him succeed in class. Rodriguz (2006) drew attention to how schools depicted one kind
of identity of students that was totally different from the students’ conventional identities at
home. Rodriguz explained that discourses at school positioned students in limiting and negative
ways that focused only on the progress students made toward acquiring English. When teachers
focus on one side of the student, it becomes difficult to discover the true nature of students.
Sometimes teachers’ expectations and attitudes set the kind of personality a student projects in
class. Coming from a rigid school system, along with the nature of classes and seriousness of
instruction, are all factors in how students present themselves in school as opposed to how they
might be outside.
Another aspect of students’ positional identities that was revealed in this study is that
students identified with teachers that shared their culture and/or language and were more open
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to them. For example, two student participants, Hassan and Manal, referred multiple times to the
fact that one of their (distinct) teachers was Arabic. Even though one student did not speak Arabic
with her at all, both students reported that they were comfortable and academically confident to
be with those teachers. Teachers’ sharing a language with students has important implications.
Garcia (1992) draws attention to the importance of communicative competence, a concept that
encompasses culture and language at the same time. Garcia explains that students tend to be
more successful when they share the communicative competence with their teachers. Garcia’s
study shows that language extends beyond linguistics to include sociocultural aspects that
influence communication. So, even though one of the students never conversed with this teacher
in Arabic, he was reassured to be in her class just because she was Arabic.
Cultural identity. Students’ native language and emphasis on maintaining their heritage
language was an important part of their cultural identities. Honeyford (2010) indicated that
students’ cultural identities are evident in students’ choice of language, keeping up their
traditions, practicing their religions, and through their daily practices. In this study, native
language was sacred to all the participants and their parents since it connected them to their
culture.
Another part of their cultural identities was the importance of regularly connecting with
their families, both immediate and extended. Students often traveled back to their home countries
in the summer to meet and spend time with extended family. Participants kept family ties and
maintained celebrations and family visits as a way of support and protecting their cultural values.
Families also influenced children and motivated them at school. They also served as role models
for them. This was in keeping with Moll and Reyes (2008) who highlighted the great role of
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parents, caretakers, and the surrounding family members of Mexican families in shaping
children’s education and providing them with unique experiences.
Social identity. The home environment and culture of families also helped create student
participants’ social identities. Li (2007) stressed that parental human capital is central for
students’ success at school and considered a form of identity that is rich with resources that can
help students succeed. In the participants’ families, parents were invested in their children’s
education. They supported them, secured a good environment for them to learn at home,
motivated them, and had high expectations for their children. With the high importance that
participants gave to families, students were at a disadvantage when their teachers lacked
information about this central part of students’ lives outside the school. In this study, a large part
of the social identities of students consisted of their immediate families and extended family
members- inside and outside the United States. Coleman (1998) described the collectivity in the
relationships among members of extended families as enriching and referred to them as social
capital. Heath (2012) described those human resources as “intimate strangers” that included
people like coach, choir, and community members that children interact with and which can help
stretch students’ languages, values and interests. Social capital was abundant in the homes of
student participants in this study. This social capital took the form of close relationships among
student participants and their aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins, and people in their community
which Katz (1991) referred to a “cadre of social agents” that formed students’ social identity.
Besides family relationships, another important aspect of the social identity of students
was friends. Friends were not random in students’ lives. Participants indicated that they were
selective in choosing their friends. They mostly welcomed friends that were a good influence on
them, matched the students’ personality, and challenged them intellectually. That is perhaps why,
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with the exception of Eman, participants were not particularly outgoing and did not have many
friends. Rather, Ahmad and Manal had a small, close circle of friends; while Hassan associated
mostly with family members.
Culture, Microculture, and Subculture
Culture is what gives groups of people unique qualities such as language, customs, ways
of being, believing, traditions, and behaving. In chapter two, I held forth that microculture
represents the slight variations among groups such as dialect, social class, attire, and forms of
celebrations which distinguish groups yet maintain them under the same umbrella of culture.
Similarly, a subculture is another division of a culture that encloses the invisible aspects of the
culture and which requires special inside knowledge to be detected. Examining the culture at its
deep levels, allows us to look at the cultural practices of students beyond the surface level and
sheds light on the concealed culturally specific literacy behaviors of students and their families.
In this study, the influence of culture was evident in students' languages, dialects,
celebrations, food, and habits of behavior such as respect to the elderly and teachers. As
microculture was not as easily detected as culture, it was also noticed in the differences in the
different countries of origin of students. For example, even though all students were Arabic in
origin, they all came from three different countries: Lebanon, Iraq, and Yemen. This also resulted
in different dialects students had, families’ social class, and attire. Manal, the Yemeni student,
typically resorted to speaking in English with other Arabic students in school since others could
not understand her dialect easily. By observing their home environments, it was evident that
Hassan and Eman came from middle class families. This was evident in the level of education
of parents and the setting of their houses which reflected style and modernity (observation, Oct.
10, 2015 and November 10, 2015). Ahmad came from a working-class family with a low
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education level and this was also reflected in his house setting which was modest and simple.
Even though Manal's father was a medical doctor, Manal's mother did not have a high school
degree and she was in charge of the house. Style and furniture in the house might be expensive,
but it was not consistent throughout the house. An observer could easily contrast Manal’s house
with Hassan and Eman's houses which both had a variety of paintings hanging on the walls,
coordination in furniture, and a display of cultural artifacts were all over the rooms. In contrast,
Ahmad and Manal's houses only had religious symbols and portraits on the walls (observations,
Oct. 17, and Nov. 10, 18, 25). In the same manner, attire was different for each pair of students.
Hassan and Eman were more modern and stylish in their attire; whereas Ahmad and Manal were
more traditional, and especially Manal who wore the 'abaya', the traditional Yemini garment,
and wore a head scarf. The home environment of Manal reflected specific aspects of the Yemini
culture, and her collective life inside the house with cousins and their families also showed
specific traits of a microculture.
Similarly, through conversations with student participants and multiple observations in
their homes, I was able to identify certain aspects of each participant’s subculture. First, sleep
over was one of the practices that was at the subculture level. None of the families would allow
sons or daughters simultaneously to sleep outside the house unless it were their grandparent's
house. This was consistent with Li’s (2008) discussion about how immigrant parents’ cultural
beliefs influenced their literacy practices. Li presented the theme of ‘distrust’ which was
noticeable as the Sudanese parents did not allow their female children to visit friends from school
at their homes or even have a sleep over. A similar theme emerged in my study as discussions
with families revealed that parents were always concerned about their children’s social circles.
Parents were apprehensive about 'bad' friends. Multiple times Manal and her mother affirmed in
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their conversations that Manal was not allowed to attend social occasions without her mother or
sister’s company. Her parents did not allow her to visit her friends’ houses either- they could
come over to her house. Manal’s Yemini culture was more conservative than Eman’s Lebanese
culture. However, Manal was frustrated with not being able to break the cultural norm to sleep
over a friend’s house. Additionally, none of the families accepted the concept of boyfriend or
girlfriend as it was not part of their cultural practices as indicated by Eman’s mother and
Ahmad’s conversations. Since Manal’s family was more conservative than other families,
Manal, for example, was never part of any clubs because she felt she was different and because
she believed that girls could not participate in sports like soccer. Such traditions were at the level
of the subculture. The traditions either allowed or restricted the student’s club or social circle
and thus contributed to students’ assimilation in mainstream and language acquisition. Third, the
presence of hospitality that families demonstrated. During the home visits, they insisted on
offering me something to drink and eat and they checked multiple times if I were comfortable.
Eman’s family gave me a bag of chocolate to take home for my children, and so did Manal’s
mother.
These examples such as sleepover, hospitality, and parents' supervision for visits and
friends were at the subculture level of the families’ culture. They were not visible for the regular
outside observer. With these differences, it is unfair to unify all the families under one culture,
Arabic, as it conceals many behaviors and practices at the subcultural level. Those hidden
behaviors affected students’ literacy since they either expanded or limited their social circle from
which they develop their language and literacy habits.
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Implications
The areas of overlap and discord between cultures at home and at school for these Arab
immigrant students, their families, and teachers were complicated, as were their effects on
literacy and learning. As such, in the implications section, I cannot address simple “fixes”, but
rather discuss nuanced implications for a variety of stakeholders including teachers and
administrators.
Implications for teachers and administrators. This study suggests that educators’
knowledge of students should be extended beyond the walls of the classroom to encompass
students’ home environments and outside-of-school experiences. Armed with this knowledge,
teachers could bring it back to class so they can build on the assets that students have. Teaching
a student should require knowing the whole being, with likes and dislikes, hobbies, interests,
background information, and not only the academic subject matter. Understanding students’
cultures is also important, but complicated. Teachers need to have a general understanding of the
countries from which their students hail, but also to understand that not all students from the
same country will be from the same microculture. There is a fine line between learning about a
culture and assuming that all children from that culture will behave or interact in the same way.
The four students investigated in this study provide an opportunity for educators to see the
pictures of whole students, particularly the home literacy practices that are not easily visible in
school settings, as well as gain insight as to how students might view themselves. In this case,
when we look outside of the classroom walls, we see that all students were making progress in
English, at least developing the social language skills, that wasn’t obvious in the classrooms.
They also had a wealth of content knowledge and familial support that went largely unseen and
was certainly underutilized. In addition, while three of the four students were not active
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participants in school-affiliated extracurricular activities, all were socially active within their
communities. This information is not new to educators and researchers who have known for a
long time that knowing our students as people makes us better teachers. Yet, what we hear these
teachers and many others saying is that while they are eager to get to know their students, they
have real constraints on their time given that they have a large number of students that they see
every day- all of whom would be better taught if they knew them as whole people.
Another implication relates to the lens through which educators choose to view language
learners. Student participants in the study had self-confidence in their ability to perform well in
school, a type of self-efficacy that is positively linked to learning. Student participants reflected
that within the first year, they learned the language and started realizing their assets. However,
teachers, instead of looking at the progress made, measured students against standards of
proficiency, and the students came up short. While students were identifying their own strengths
and building on them, teachers were focusing on areas of deficit. I walked into the research with
the impression that the two low-achieving students fell short when it came to being engaged in
out-of-school activities. However, the research reflected that there were no differences between
the two high-achieving and low-achieving students when it came to literacy practices outside the
school. So, school grades were not a clear indication, in this study, of the kind of activities that
students are engaged in outside the school. By looking at students with a deficiency lens,
educators might miss the potential assets or ‘funds of knowledge’ that students possess that can
facilitate learning. These wealthy resources in the students’ world outside the context of school
can be the basis on which teachers draw upon to help students achieve.
Therefore, based on the findings of this study, I recommend that the school should exert
effort and invest in developing culturally appropriate ways that would help engage parents. The
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school can do that by increasing the cultural activities that involve parents and students to display
their heritage and culture like having multicultural festivals or school gatherings where parents,
teachers and students can meet and talk informally. Also, the presence of a community liaison
or an advisory council can assist in bringing the culture of parents to the school and achieve
understanding. In addition, since teachers seems to be willing to learn more about students’
backgrounds and cultures, administrators can provide them with opportunities for professional
development. Those professional development trainings can include specific workshops by
specialized people about the traditions, habits, values, and beliefs of the Arab immigrant
families. It is also important that teachers are trained in the different curricula to become aware
of the educational system in the countries of students. The professional development
opportunities can also include training in the history of the Arab countries so that teachers can
have in-depth knowledge of their students.
On another side, administrators should provide more opportunities for parents of
immigrant students to become involved in school. In this study, I found that the home literacy
practices of the families were multifaceted and rich in capital. The Arabic culture and values
dominated the families’ literacy practices in valuing education, high expectations, and providing
a good environment to learn at home. Even though teachers in the study were able to recognize
this asset, they did not build on it. Therefore, administrators could take advantage of these
potentials to create more cultural programs and activities that could promote a similar culture of
learning and high values at school to advance all students. Parents’ enthusiasm and high
expectations could be brought to school through motivational guest speakers and other
volunteering activities designed by the school. Additionally, teachers could create classroom
assignments that would engage parents and bring their cultural beliefs and values to the
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classroom. Involving parents in school can help them understand the American system better
and they can help their children succeed.
Limitations
Some of the limitations of the study are the small number of participants in the study. A
bigger sample of students would have better represented the ethnic diversity of the student body.
This might make the differences among the cultures of the groups more salient. Given the small
number of participants, caution should be exercised in generalizing to a bigger group of Arab
immigrant families.
Additionally, the study selected participants from the same school with homogeneous
socioeconomic backgrounds. Having participants from different districts that are more diverse
in terms of socioeconomic levels, and education level of parents might yield different results.
Another limitation is related to the home observations conducted. Parents might not have
acted naturally since a stranger was observing and recording their actions and behaviors. Finally,
though parents tried to be as natural as possible, it is possible that sometimes they did not really
convey everything about their literacy practices.
The questions that I chose to ask are also a limitation. Asking different questions or asking
them in a different way might have produced different answers and thus a different view of
school and home.
Suggestions for Future Research
This study focused on the home literacy practices of students of Arab immigrant families.
I hope this study will be a springboard for a full ethnographic research about Arab immigrant
families that can uncover aspects of students’ culture and identity formations.
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The study shed light on some of the home literacy practices of the participants. Further
research needs to be conducted that connects the home environment to the school environment.
Studies like this would provide a holistic view on the similarities and differences between the
two milieus in order to address the differences and build on the similarities to create a continuum
between home and school. Similarly, studies could be conducted to examine the different
approaches that could create opportunities for parents to become more engaged in the American
school system.
Conclusion
The study was conducted to unveil important literacy practices of Arab immigrant
families that might not have been noticed by the American educational system. The purpose was
to unfold the assets or ‘funds of knowledge’ that immigrant Arab families have so that educators
might be able to build upon them in teaching the Arab immigrant students. This study sheds light
on the home cultures of these students and the ways in which they might be influencing the
students’ school experiences, literacy included.
The study revealed the value placed on education which resulted in students establishing
a support system outside school, along with the motivating force and high expectations of the
parents for their children. Teachers were able to notice those assets but were not able to build on
them effectively since they lacked the link that connected the home with the school.
The unique cultural practices along with the distinctive home environments, results in
students’ positional, cultural, and social identities. Extended families were a force that drove the
children to achieve better at school and provided them with role model. Home observations along
with conversations with students and family members brought to the surface many implications
about culture, microculture, and subculture.
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APPENDIX A
Interview with First Family Member
1.

How is learning in your home country different from learning in the USA?

2.
Tell me about your child’s performance at school. What do you think are things that
contribute to your child doing well at school? (If they mention school factors, I’ll ask about
home). What are the things that limit your child from doing well?
3.

Are you involved in your child’s school? What are your expectations for your child?

4.

Being an immigrant family, do you see any differences in your child’s school

performance compared to students who were born here?

5.

Tell me about your education and background.

6.
What language do you speak mostly at home? Do you think speaking mostly this
language at home makes a difference in how well or how quickly your child is learning
English? Why or why not?
7.
What kind of literacy activities you engage in at home with your children? Do you
watch TV together? What do you watch? How often? Do you talk about books? Exchange
news? What kind: political or social? Does your child see you reading or writing (for any
purpose)? Are you subscribed to any magazines? Newspaper? How do you know about
what’s happening in town? Library visits?
8.
Does your child help you with chores around the house? What responsibilities does
your child have at home?
9.
Tell me about the role of the extended family in your child’s life. How do you think this
impacts your child’s academic achievement?
10. Tell me how Arabic culture is reflected in your family life. (cultural beliefs, values, outof-state university or local one, attitude towards sleep over, prom, parties, hanging out with
neighbors and friends, bad habits, your concerns as a parent, celebrating ethnic holidays,
visiting family members and friends…)
11.

Is there something else I need to know that would help my research?
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اﻟﻤﻠﺤﻖ اﻷول :ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻔﺮد اﻷول ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ
CONTINUED APPENDIX A
ﻛﯿﻒ ﯾﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪك اﻷم ﻋﻨﮫ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﯿﺔ؟
أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ أداء طﻔﻠﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎً .ﻣﺎ ھﻲ ،ﺑﺮأﯾﻚ ،اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺎھﻢ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻌﻞ أداﺋﮫ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ ﺟﯿﺪ؟ )إذا ﺗﻢ ذﻛﺮ
ﻋﻮاﻣﻞ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ،ﯾﺘﻢ اﻟﺴﺆال ﻋﻦ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻨﺰل( .ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ أداﺋﮫ؟
ھﻞ أﻧﺖ ﻣﻨﺨﺮط ﻓﻲ اﻹطﺎر اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﻲ ﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎﺗﻚ ﻟﮫ؟
ﻛﻮﻧﻜﻢ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮة ،ھﻞ ﺗﻼﺣﻆ ﻓﺮﻗﺎ ً ﻓﻲ اﻷداء اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﻲ ﺑﯿﻦ طﻔﻠﻚ واﻟﺘﻼﻣﯿﺬ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ وﻟﺪوا ھﻨﺎ؟
أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺴﺘﻮاك اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻤﻲ وﺧﻠﻔﯿﺘﻚ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻤﯿﺔ
ﺑﺄي ﻟﻐﺔ ﺗﺘﺤﺪﺛﻮن ﻣﻌﻈﻢ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل؟ وھﻞ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أن اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ھﺬه اﻟﻠﻐﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻌﻈﻢ اﻷﺣﯿﺎن ﯾﺤﺪث ﻓﺮﻗﺎ ً ﻓﻲ ﺳﺮﻋﺔ وإﺗﻘﺎن
وﻟﺪك ﻟﺘﻌﻠﻢ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻹﻧﻜﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ؟ ﻟﻤﺎذا ﻓﻲ ﻛﻠﺘﺎ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﺘﯿﻦ؟
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ أﻧﻮاع اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﺸﺎرك ﻓﯿﮭﺎ ﻣﻊ طﻔﻠﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل؟ ھﻞ ﺗﺸﺎھﺪون اﻟﺘﻠﻔﺎز ﺳﻮﯾﺎً؟ ﻣﺎذا ﺗﺸﺎھﺪون؟
ﻛﻢ ﻣﺮة ﺗﻔﻌﻠﻮن ذﻟﻚ؟ ھﻞ ﺗﺘﺒﺎدﻟﻮن اﻷﺣﺎدﯾﺚ ﺣﻮل اﻟﻤﻨﺸﻮرات واﻟﻜﺘﺐ؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻮ ﻧﻮع اﻷﺧﺒﺎر اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﺤﺪﺛﻮن ﻋﻦ آﺧﺮ
ﻣﺴﺘﺠﺪاﺗﮭﺎ؟ أھﻲ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ أم اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯿﺔ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺮاك طﻔﻠﻚ ﺗﻘﺮأ أم ﺗﻜﺘﺐ )ﻷي ھﺪف(؟ ھﻞ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ اﺷﺘﺮاك ﻓﻲ إﺣﺪى اﻟﻤﺠﻼت؟
اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﺪ؟ ھﻞ ﺗﺰور اﻟﻤﻜﺘﺒﺎت؟ ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﺄﺧﺬ ﻋﻠﻤﺎ ً ﺑﺎﻷﺣﺪاث اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺪور ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻠﺪ؟
ھﻞ ﯾﺴﺎﻋﺪك طﻔﻠﻚ ﻓﻲ إﺗﻤﺎم اﻷﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺆوﻟﯿﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺘﺤﻤﻠﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺼﺪد؟
ﻣﺎ ھﻮ دور اﻣﺘﺪاد اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎة طﻔﻠﻚ؟ ﺑﺎﻋﺘﻘﺎدك ،ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ إﻧﺠﺎزاﺗﮫ اﻷﻛﺎدﯾﻤﯿﺔ؟
ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﻨﻌﻜﺲ اﻟﺤﻀﺎرة اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎة ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ؟ )اﻟﻤﻌﺘﻘﺪات اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﺔ ،اﻟﻘﯿﻢ ،اﻟﻨﻈﺮ إﻟﻰ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﻮاﻗﻒ واﻷﺣﺪاث ﻛﺎﻟﻨﻮم
ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﻨﺰل ،اﻟﺤﻔﻼت ،اﻟﺨﺮوج ﻣﻊ اﻟﺠﯿﺮان واﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ،اﻟﻌﺎدات اﻟﺴﯿﺌﺔ ،ﻣﺨﺎوف اﻷھﻞ ،اﻻﺣﺘﻔﺎل ﺑﺎﻷﻋﯿﺎد اﻟﺪﯾﻨﯿﺔ،
زﯾﺎرات أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ واﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء(...
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APPENDIX B
Interview with Second Family Member
1.

Tell me about your education and career.

2.

Tell me something about your immigration for example reasons for immigration.

3.

How do you feel about Sunshine School? Why did you decide to send your child there?

4.

How often do you visit your child’s school? What are your expectations for your child?

5.

What is the value of education for your family in the American society?

6.
What do you think are things that contribute to doing well in school? (If they mention
school factors, I’ll ask about home). What are the things that limit students from doing well?
7.
Who provides academic support for your child at home? What is the role of other
family members in your child’s education/life?
8.
Tell me how Arabic culture is reflected in your family life. How do you maintain your
traditions and customs in the United States?
9.
Tell me about how you spend your time with your child: weekdays and weekend. What
places do you visit?
10. Do you visit your home country? How often? Do you think going back and forth affects
your child’s performance or English development? If so, how? Do you feel teachers drawing
on these travel experience in class?
11.

Is there something else I need to know that would help my research?
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اﻟﻤﻠﺤﻖ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ :ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻔﺮد اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ
CONTINUED APPENDIX B

.أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻤﻚ وﻣﮭﻨﺘﻚ
.أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ أﻣﻮر ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﮭﺠﺮة ،ﻛﺎﻟﺴﺒﺐ ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ ﻣﺜﻼً
؟ ﻟﻤﺎذا ﻗﺮرت إرﺳﺎل وﻟﺪك إﻟﯿﮭﺎ؟ Crestwood High Schoolﻣﺎ ھﻲ ﻧﻈﺮﺗﻚ ﺣﯿﺎل ﺛﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
ﻛﻢ ﻣﺮة ﺗﺰور اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎﺗﻚ ﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ؟
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ أھﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ وﺳﻂ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﻲ؟
ﺑﺎﻋﺘﻘﺎدك ،ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺎھﻢ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﯿﻦ اﻷداء اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﻲ؟ )إذا ﺗﻢ ذﻛﺮ ﻋﻮاﻣﻞ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ،ﯾﺘﻢ
اﻟﺴﺆال ﻋﻦ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻨﺰل( .ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ أداﺋﮫ؟
ﻣﻦ ﯾﻘﺪم اﻟﺪﻋﻢ اﻷﻛﺎدﯾﻤﻲ ﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ أدوار ﺑﺎﻗﻲ أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺴﯿﺎق؟
أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﻨﻌﻜﺲ اﻟﺤﻀﺎرة اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎة ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ؟ ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﺤﺎﻓﻆ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺎداﺗﻚ وﺗﻘﺎﻟﯿﺪك وﺳﻂ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ
اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﻲ؟
ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﻤﻀﻲ اﻟﻌﻄﻞ ﻣﻊ طﻔﻠﻚ؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻷﻣﺎﻛﻦ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺰوروﻧﮭﺎ؟
ھﻞ ﺗﺰور ﺑﻠﺪك اﻷم؟ ﻣﺘﻰ؟ ھﻞ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أن ﻛﺜﺮة ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺰﯾﺎرات واﻟﻌﻮدة إﻟﻰ أﻣﯿﺮﻛﺎ ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ أدء طﻔﻠﻚ أو ﺗﻄﻮر
ﻟﻐﺘﮫ اﻹﻧﻜﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ؟ إذا ﻛﺎن اﻟﺠﻮاب ﻧﻌﻢ ،ﻛﯿﻒ ذﻟﻚ؟ وھﻞ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أن اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﯾﺘﺄﺛﺮون ﺑﮭﺬه اﻟﺘﺠﺮﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻒ؟
ھﻞ ھﻨﺎك أي ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺗﻮد إﺿﺎﻓﺘﮭﺎ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﺗﺴﺎﻋﺪﻧﻲ ﻓﻲ إﻧﺠﺎز اﻟﺒﺤﺚ؟
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APPENDIX C
Interview One with Student
1.

How long have you been at Sunshine School? How do you feel about this school?

2.

In your opinion, what are things (people, classes, activities, rules…) that contribute to

doing well at school? (If the student talks about school factors, I’ll ask about home). What are
factors that limit students from doing well?

3.

Being an immigrant student, do you see any differences in your school performance

compared to students who were born here? Can you tell me how learning in your home
country is different from learning in the USA?

4.

Do favor any particular teacher? Why? Do you disfavor any particular teacher? Why?

Tell me about a time you felt appreciated by a teacher. What happened and how did you feel?
Tell me about a time you felt less appreciated by a teacher. What happened and how did you
feel?

5.

How do you think other classmates view you at school? Why? Do they respect you? Do

they listen to what you say? Invite you to go out with them? If I say the name “X” in the
class, what would your friends say?
6.

How do teachers treat you? Do they give you an opportunity to share your opinion?

Encourage you in class? Do they listen to your stories of past experiences? Do they allow
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you to speak your native language in class? Why, or why not? Do they try to learn anything
about your native language

7.

Has any of your teachers taught you by trying to use things that you like or are good at

doing outside school? If so, can you describe to me one homework assignment that a teacher
gave you based on things you know previously or things that you do outside the school?

8.

What school activities are you part of? Describe to me the activities you do outside

school.
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اﻟﻤﻠﺤﻖ اﻟﺮاﺑﻊ :اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻻوﻟﻰ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺐ
CONTINUED APPENDIX C

.أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ ﻧﻔﺴﻚ .ﺑﻢ ﺗﻮاﺟﮫ ﺻﻌﻮﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ وﺑﻢ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ أﻧﻚ أﻛﺜﺮ ﻛﻔﺎءة
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﮭﺎ ﻣﻌﻈﻢ اﻷﺣﯿﺎن ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل؟ ﻣﻊ أﺻﺪﻗﺎﺋﻚ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟ ھﻞ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ أن ھﺬه اﻟﻠﻐﺔ
ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻌﻠﻤﻚ ﻟﻺﻧﻜﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ؟ ﻛﯿﻒ؟
ﻣﺎذا ﺗﺘﻮﻗﻊ ﻟﻨﻔﺴﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ؟ ﻣﺎذا ﻋﻦ ﺗﻮﻗﻌﺎت اﻷھﻞ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺪرك ﻣﻌﻠﻤﻮك ھﺬه اﻟﺘﻮﻗﻌﺎت؟
ﻣﺘﻰ ﯾﺰور أھﻠﻚ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺆﺛﺮ ذﻟﻚ ﻋﻠﻰ أداﺋﻚ اﻟﺪراﺳﻲ؟ إن ﻛﺎن اﻟﺠﻮاب ﻧﻌﻢ ،ﻛﯿﻒ ذﻟﻚ؟
.ﻣﻦ ھﻢ اﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺗﺨﺮج ﺑﺮﻓﻘﺘﮭﻢ؟ ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﻘﻀﻮن اﻟﻮﻗﺖ؟ ﻛﯿﻒ ﯾﺆﺛﺮون ﻋﻠﯿﻚ؟ أﻋﻄﻨﻲ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻷﻣﺜﻠﺔ
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻘﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﺪرھﺎ وﺗﺜﻤﻨﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺣﻀﺎرﺗﻚ؟ ﻛﯿﻒ ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ اﻟﺨﺎص ﺑﻚ وﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻼﻗﺘﻚ
ﺑﺎﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء واﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ واﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ؟
ﺣﺪﺛﻨﻲ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ،ﻋﻦ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺮوﺗﯿﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل ﻣﻊ أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ :ھﻞ ﺗﻠﻌﺐ ﻣﻊ
إﺧﻮﺗﻚ؟ ﺗﺸﺎھﺪ اﻟﺘﻠﻔﺎز ﻣﻊ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ أم ﺑﻤﻔﺮدك؟ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻠﺘﺎ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﺘﯿﻦ ﻣﺎذا ﺗﺸﺎھﺪون؟
ﺻﻒ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﺬي ﺗﻤﻀﯿﮫ ﺑﺮﻓﻘﺔ اﻷھﻞ .ﻣﺎذا ﺗﻔﻌﻠﻮن؟ ﻋﻢ ﺗﺘﺤﺪﺛﻮن؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻷﻣﺎﻛﻦ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺬھﺒﻮن إﻟﯿﮭﺎ ﺳﻮﯾﺎً؟
ھﻞ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﺑﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﺷﺘﺮاك ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻜﺘﺒﺔ؟ ﻣﺎ ھﻮ ﻋﺪد زﯾﺎراﺗﻚ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻜﺘﺒﺔ؟ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻘﺘﺮح أن ﯾﺰورھﺎ؟
ھﻞ ﺗﺘﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﻓﻲ اﻷﻣﻮر اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﯿﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻷھﻞ؟ ﻣﺎھﻲ اﻟﻌﻨﺎوﯾﻦ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻐﻄﯿﮭﺎ اﻟﻨﻘﺎش؟ ھﻞ ﺗﺨﺒﺮھﻢ ﻋﻦ اﻷﻣﻮر اﻟﺘﻲ
ﯾﻄﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻚ إﻧﺠﺎزھﺎ؟ ﺻﻒ إﺣﺪى ھﺬه اﻟﻤﺤﺎدﺛﺎت وﺳﻠﻂ اﻟﻀﻮء ﻗﺪر اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻄﺎع ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺎ ﺗﺬﻛﺮه ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﻔﺎﻋﻞ اﻟﺬي
.ﺟﺮى ﺣﯿﻨﮭﺎ
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻻﺣﺘﻔﺎﻻت /اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﺎرك ﺑﮭﺎ؟ ﻣﺎذا ﺗﻔﻌﻞ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ أن ﺗﺼﻒ ﺑﺪﻗﺔ إﺣﺪى ﺗﻠﻚ
اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت؟
أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺗﺸﻌﺮ أﻧﮭﻢ ﯾﻘﺪﻣﻮن ﻟﻚ اﻟﺪﻋﻢ اﻟﺪراﺳﻲ وﻛﯿﻒ ﯾﻘﺪﻣﻮﻧﮫ؟ )ﻣﺎ ھﻮ دورھﻢ ﻓﻲ
ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻚ(؟
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APPENDIX D
Interview Two with Student
1.
Tell me about yourself: what are you good at and what do you find more difficult at
school?
2.
What language do you speak at home the most? With your friends outside of school?
Do you think this language affects your learning English? How?
3.
What are your expectations for yourself in the future? What do you think about your
parents’ expectations? Does your teacher realize those expectations?
4.

How often do your parents visit school? Does this affect your performance? If so, how?

5.
What friends do you hang out with? How do you spend your time together? How do
your friends influence you? Give me examples.
6.
What are some of values of your culture that you esteem? How do they influence your
learning and life in terms of friends, college, and activities?
7.
Please tell me something about your daily routine activities at home together with your
family (parents, siblings): Do you play or do other things with your siblings? Do you watch
TV with family? What do you watch? Do you watch TV alone? What do you watch?
8.
Describe the time with your parents: What do you do? What do you talk about together?
When you go out, where do you go to? Do you have a library card? How often do you visit
the library? Who would suggest to go to the library?
9.
Do you and your parents discuss school work? What kinds of school topics do you
discuss most together? Do you ever talk to your parents about what you are assigned to
read/write at school? Describe one of those conversations. Tell me as many details as you can
remember about the interaction.
10. What are the family celebrations/activities that you participate in? What do you do? Can
you describe one activity for me in detail?
11. Tell me about any other family members that you feel provide you support for your
with learning at school. How do they provide that support? (Or what is their role in your
life?)
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اﻟﻤﻠﺤﻖ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ :اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﯿﮫ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺐ
CONTINUED APPENDIX D

ﻣﺎ ھﻮ ﺷﻌﻮرك ﺣﯿﺎﻟﮭﺎ؟ ﻣﻨﺬ ﻣﺘﻰ وأﻧﺖ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
ﺑﺮأﯾﻚ ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﻦ اﻷداء اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﻲ )اﻟﻨﺎس ،اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت ،اﻟﺼﻔﻮف ،ﻗﻮاﻋﺪ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم(...؟ )إذا ذﻛﺮ
اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﻋﻮاﻣﻞ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ،ﯾﺘﻢ اﻟﺴﺆال ﻋﻦ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻨﺰل( .ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻌﻮاﻣﻞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ
أداﺋﮫ؟
ﻛﻮﻧﻚ ﺗﻠﻤﯿﺬ ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮ ،ھﻞ ﺗﻼﺣﻆ ﻓﺮﻗﺎ ً ﻓﻲ أداﺋﻚ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻄﻼب اﻟﺬﯾﻦ وﻟﺪوا ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة
اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﯿﺔ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ أن ﺗﺨﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻛﯿﻒ ﯾﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻢ ﻓﻲ ﺑﻠﺪك اﻷم ﻋﻨﮫ ﻓﻲ أﻣﯿﺮﻛﺎ؟
ھﻞ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﻌﻠﻢ /ﻣﻌﻠﻤﺔ ﻣﻔﻀﻞ /ﻣﻔﻀﻠﺔ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ؟ ﻟﻤﺎذا؟ ھﻞ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ أﺣﺪ ﻻ ﯾﻌﺠﺒﻚ ﻣﻨﮭﻢ؟ ﻟﻤﺎذا؟ أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻮﻗﻒ
ﺷﻌﺮت ﻓﯿﮫ ﺑﺘﻘﺪﯾﺮ أﺣﺪھﻢ .ﻣﺎذا ﺣﺼﻞ وﺑﻢ ﺷﻌﺮت؟ أﺧﺒﺮﻧﻲ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻮﻗﻒ ﺷﻌﺮت ﻓﯿﮫ ﺑﻘﻠﺔ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮ أﺣﺪھﻢ .ﻣﺎذا
ﺣﺼﻞ وﺑﻢ ﺷﻌﺮت؟
ﺑﺎﻋﺘﻘﺎدك ،ﻛﯿﻒ ﯾﻨﻈﺮ إﻟﯿﻚ زﻣﻼؤك ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻒ؟ ﻟﻤﺎذا؟ ھﻞ ﯾﻜﻨﻮن ﻟﻚ اﻻﺣﺘﺮام؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺼﻐﻮن ﻟﻤﺎ ﺗﻘﻮل؟ ھﻞ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻒ ﻣﺎذا ﯾﻘﻮﻟﻮن؟ " "xﯾﺪﻋﻮك ﻟﻠﺨﺮوج ﻣﻌﮭﻢ؟ إذا ذﻛﺮت اﺳﻢ
ﻛﯿﻒ ﯾﻌﺎﻣﻠﻚ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤﻮن؟ ھﻞ ﯾﻌﻄﻮك ﻓﺮﺻﺔ ﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ آراﺋﻚ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺸﺠﻌﻮﻧﻚ داﺧﻞ اﻟﺼﻒ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺴﺘﻤﻌﻮن
ﻟﻘﺼﺼﻚ وﺗﺠﺎرﺑﻚ اﻟﻤﺎﺿﯿﺔ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺴﻤﺤﻮن ﻟﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻜﻠﻢ ﺑﻠﻐﺘﻚ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺼﻒ؟ ﻟﻢ ﻧﻌﻢ أو ﻟﻢ ﻻ؟ ھﻞ ﯾﺤﺎوﻟﻮن
ﺗﻌﻠﻤﮭﺎ ﻣﻨﻚ؟
ھﻞ ﺣﺎول أﺣﺪ ﻣﻌﻠﻤﯿﻚ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻤﻚ إﻧﺠﺎز ﺑﻌﺾ اﻷﺷﯿﺎء اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺒﮭﺎ أو ﺗﺘﻘﻨﮭﺎ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟ إن ﺣﺼﻞ ذﻟﻚ ،ھﻞ
ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﺗﺼﻒ واﺟﺐ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﻲ طﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻚ إﻧﺠﺎزه ﺑﻨﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻌﺮﻓﮭﺎ ﻣﺴﺒﻘﺎ ً أو اﻷﻋﻤﺎل اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮم
ﺑﮭﺎ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ؟
.ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﺎرك ﺑﮭﺎ؟ ﺻﻒ اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ
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APPENDIX E
Interview with Teacher
1.

How long have you been teaching at Crestwood High School? How do you feel about

this school?
2.
What do you think are factors that contribute to students doing well in school? What are
factors that limit students from doing well?
3.
Do you see any differences between the performance and behavior of immigrant
children versus children who are born here? Do you know what language X speaks at home?
With friends? Do you feel that helps or hinders his/her acquisition of English?
4.
Describe X to me. Behavior, school performance, anything (negative or positive) you
note about X.
5.
What kind of school support do you see X’s family provide him/her with?
6.
Do you see any impact of community, traditions, and culture on X and the decisions
he/she makes? For example: where X wants to live, what college X wants to go to, what kind
of education and career X will have? Do you notice whom X interacts with at school? DO
you see any influence of culture in decisions like participating in extracurricular activities?
7.

How important do you think extracurricular activities are in students’ learning English?

Is X part of any clubs, activities, and in-school interactions (e.g., cancer-awareness days,
spirit week, ….) that you know of? Does X participate in any out-of-school activities?
8.
Is there anything you can think of that distinguishes X from other students? Can you
think of anyways in which X’s personality reflected in his/her writings, speaking, actions, and
interactions with others in the classroom? Can you give a specific example? (Does X write
from personal experiences that are different from the classmates?
9.
Have you noticed any ways in which X’s cultural beliefs and values influence X’s
academics in terms of choice of university, friends, activities?
10. Do you think that X’s visits to his home country affect his performance (or not speaking
English at home)? If so, how? Are there any ways in which you are able to draw on this
experience in class?
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11. Do you think that X has the same personality/identity/ present himself/herself at home
like the one X displays at school? How do you think school helps develop X’s identity?
12.

Is there anything else you can tell me about X that would help my research?
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APPENDIX F
Information Letter for Parents
Title: Arab Immigrant Families: Funds of Knowledge
Investigator: Hiba Elhajj
Research Purpose: As part of my doctoral studies at Wayne State University, I am
conducting a research study at Crestwood High School that involves Arabic immigrant
families. The study will look at the home literacy practices of Arabic immigrant families in
order to determine the assets that these families possess. You are being asked to take part in
this study because you are an Arabic immigrant family who has been in the United States for
over a year and less than 5 years. Only people who choose to take part will be included in this
research.
Please take your time to make your decision. If you decide to participate, please provide me
with your contact information as requested at the bottom of this letter.
Duration and Procedures: The study will be conducted within 6 to 8 weeks. If you and your
child choose to participate in this study, the following will take place:
1. Two adult family members (father, mother, grandmother/father, aunt, uncle…) will be
interviewed once that will be approximately 45 minutes long.
2. Your child will be interviewed 2 times at school during lunch - for 30 minutes each.
3. I will make 2 home visits to observe home literacy practices. Each visit will last 60 minutes.
Risks and Benefits: There are no risks to your participation in this study. There may be no
direct benefits to you in this study. However, possible benefits to you and your child for
taking part in this research study are that you will be aware of the specific literacy practices
that schools value the most. In addition, the questions in the interview will serve as a
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reflection tool for you and your child to look into your literacy practices and determine the
ones that are most effective.
Upon the completion of data collection, your family will be paid $50 for participation as
compensation for your time and any inconvenience.
Confidentiality: All information collected about you during the course of this study will be
kept confidential to the extent permitted by law. You will be identified in the research records
by a code name or number. Any data that will be collected will be kept in a locked cabinet
and destroyed at the end of the study.
Voluntary Participation: Taking part in this study is voluntary. You have the right to
choose not to take part in this study. You are free to only answer questions that you want to
answer. You are free to withdraw from participation in this study at any time.
Contact Information: If you have any questions about this study now or in the future, you
may contact Mrs. Hiba Elhajj at (313)510-5559. If you have questions or concerns about your
rights as a research participant, the Chair of the Institutional Review Board can be contacted
at (313) 577-1628.
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By filling in the information below and signing this form, you are giving me permission to
contact you to be part of this research.

Parent Name _________________________
Student Name ________________________
Phone Number _______________________
Address:
______________________________________________________
Signature ___________________________

Please return this form to Mrs. Elhajj, Room 108 or place it in her
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Continued Appendix F

رﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﻌﻠوﻣﺎت ﻟﻸھل
اﻟﻌﻨﻮان :اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎﺟﺮة :ﻣﻨﺎھﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﺔ
اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﺔ :اﻟﺴﯿﺪة ھﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج
 Wayne State Universityاﻟﮭﺪف ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ :ﻛﺠﺰء ﻣﻦ دراﺳﺎت اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮراه اﻟﺘﻲ أﻧﺠﺰھﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻀﻢ ﻋﺎﺋﻼت ﻋﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮة .ﺳﺘﺮﻛﺰ  Crestwood High Schoolأﺟﺮي دراﺳﺔ ﺑﺤﺜﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺛﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺪراﺳﯿﮫ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺘﻢ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺎزل اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎﺟﺮة ﺑﮭﺪف ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ اﺻﻮل اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﮫ
اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺘﻠﻜﮭﺎ ھﺬه اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت .طﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻛﻮﻧﻚ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮة ﺗﻘﻄﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت
اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﯿﺔ ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺰﯾﺪ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺴﻨﺔ وﻻ ﺗﻘﻞ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺨﻤﺲ ﺳﻨﻮات .اﻷﺷﺨﺎص اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻘﺮرون اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ
.ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ھﻢ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻣﻦ ﺳﺘﺪرج أﺳﻤﺎؤھﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ
اﻟﺮﺟﺎء أﺧﺬ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﻜﺎﻓﻲ ﻟﺤﺴﻢ ﻗﺮار اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ،وﻓﻲ ﺣﺎل اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﺮﺟﺎء ﺗﺰوﯾﺪي ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﻄﻠﻮﺑﺔ ﻓﻲ
.أﺳﻔﻞ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﻣﻌﻜﻢ
ﻣﺪة اﻟﺒﺤﺚ وإﺟﺮاءاﺗﮫ :ﺳﺘﺠﺮى اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺧﻼل  6إﻟﻰ  8أﺳﺎﺑﯿﻊ ،ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎل ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺘﻚ وطﻔﻠﻚ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
:ﺳﻮف
.ﺗﺘﻢ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻓﺮدﯾﻦ راﺷﺪﯾﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ )أب ،أم ،ﺟﺪ ،ﺟﺪة ،ﻋﻢ ،ﻋﻤﺔ (...ﻣﺮة واﺣﺪة وﻟﻤﺪة  45دﻗﯿﻘﺔ *
.ﺗﺘﻢ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ طﻔﻠﻚ ﻣﺮﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻐﺪاء وﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺪة ﻛﻞ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ  30دﻗﯿﻘﺔ *
ﺳﺄﻗﻮم ﺑﺰﯾﺎرﺗﻜﻢ ﻣﺮﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﻜﻢ ﻟﻤﺸﺎھﺪة اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﮭﺎ .ﻣﺪة ﻛﻞ زﯾﺎرة ﺳﺎﻋﺔ *
.واﺣﺪة
اﻟﻤﺨﺎطﺮ واﻟﻔﻮاﺋﺪ :ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﺨﺎطﺮ إزاء ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺘﻚ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺤﺘﻤﻞ أﻻ ﺗﻨﺘﻔﻊ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ.
وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ ،رﺑﻤﺎ ﯾﻜﻮن ھﻨﺎك ﻓﻮاﺋﺪ ﻟﻚ وﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ ﺟﺮاء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ ﻛﺄن ﺗﻜﻮﻧﻮا ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﯿﻨﺔ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻷﻛﺜﺮ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮا ً وأھﻤﯿﺔ ﻟﺪى اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ .إﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ أن اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺳﺘﻄﺮح ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ
ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﺑﻤﺜﺎﺑﺔ أداة ﺗﺘﯿﺢ ﻟﻚ وﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ اﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﻣﻠﯿﺎ ً ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺎرﺳﻮﻧﮭﺎ وﻣﻌﺮﻓﺔ أﻛﺜﺮھﺎ ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮا ً
.وﻓﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ
ﺑﻌﺪ اﻻﻧﺘﮭﺎء ﻣﻦ ﺟﻤﻊ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ،ﺳﯿﺘﻢ دﻓﻊ ﻣﺒﻠﻎ  $50ﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ ﺑﺪل اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻛﺘﻌﻮﯾﺾ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ
.أو أي إزﻋﺎج ﻟﺤﻖ ﺑﮭﻢ ﺟﺮاء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
اﻟﺴﺮﯾﺔ :ﻛﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﻚ واﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺘﻢ ﺟﻤﻌﮭﺎ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﺒﻘﻰ ﺳﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﻤﻮح ﺑﮫ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﺎً .ﺳﻮف
ﯾﻌﺮف ﻋﻨﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ رﻣﺰ ﻣﻌﯿﻦ .ﻛﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺟﻤﻌﺖ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺧﺰاﻧﺔ ﻣﻘﻔﻠﺔ
.وﯾﺘﻢ ﺗﻠﻔﮭﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻧﺘﮭﺎء اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
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اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺎت اﻟﺘﻄﻮﻋﯿﺔ :اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ طﻮﻋﻲ .ﻟﺪﯾﻚ اﻟﺤﻖ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ،
.ﻛﻤﺎ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﺣﺮﯾﺔ اﻹﺟﺎﺑﺔ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻋﻦ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺮﯾﺪھﺎ ،وﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﺣﺮﯾﺔ اﻻﻧﺴﺤﺎب ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻣﺘﻰ ﺷﺌﺖ
ﺳﺒﻞ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل :إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺔ أو ﻣﺴﺘﻘﺒﻠﯿﺔ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﺴﯿﺪة ھﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج ﻋﻠﻰ
اﻟﺮﻗﻢ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ ) .5559-510(313إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ أو أﺛﯿﺮت ﻣﺨﺎوﻓﻚ ﺣﻮل ﺣﻘﻚ ﻛﻤﺸﺎرك ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ،ﯾﻤﻜﻦ
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ " "Institutional Review Boardاﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﻲ
(313) 577-1628.
إن ﻣﻠﻰء اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت أدﻧﺎه وﺗﻮﻗﯿﻊ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج ،ھﻮ ﺑﻤﺜﺎﺑﺔ إﻋﻄﺎﺋﻲ اﻹذن ﻟﻠﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﻣﻌﻚ ﻛﻮﻧﻚ ﺟﺰءا ً ﻣﻦ ھﺬا
.اﻟﺒﺤﺚ
اﺳﻢ اﻟﻮاﻟﺪ ________________________اﺳﻢ اﻟﺘﻠﻤﯿﺬ _________________________
_______________________ رﻗﻢ اﻟﮭﺎﺗﻒ
______________________________________________________اﻟﻌﻨﻮان
* ___________________________ اﻟﺘﻮﻗﯿﻊ
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APPENDIX G
[Behavioral] Research Informed Consent
Title of Study: Arabic Immigrant Families: Funds of Knowledge
Principal Investigator (PI):

Hiba Kahil Elhajj

When we say “you” in this consent form, we mean you or your child; “we” means the researchers and
other staff.

Purpose
You are being asked to be in a research study that explores the home literacy practices of Arabic
immigrant families and the perspectives of students, their parents, and teachers about those
literacy practices because you meet the selection criteria which are the following: being a parent
of a student who is in the English-as-a-Second-Language Program at Crestwood High School
and being an immigrant in the United States for more than one year but less than five years at
the time of conducting the study. This study is being conducted at Crestwood High School and
at your home. The estimated number of study participants to be enrolled at Crestwood High
School is about four students as well as about sixteen other participants that include two
teachers and two family members for each student participant.
Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the
study.
In this research study, Mrs. Hiba Elhajj, a graduate student in the College of Education at
Wayne State University, is looking at the perceptions of parents, students, and teachers related
to the home literacy practices of immigrant Arabic students in order to investigate the source
of capital in the homes of Arabic immigrant families. It is important to investigate the daily
literacy routines from the point of view of those participants because they will shed light on
students’ cultural identities and deepen the knowledge about the students’ performance at
school.
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Study Procedures
If you agree to take part in this research study, you will be asked to do the following tasks
during the eight week period of the study:
1. You, your spouse, and/or any other adult family member residing in the house, will take part in
an interview with a set of questions about the specific literacy practices that are conducted at
home. The interview will include questions about the daily house routines, study habits, and
activities you do with your child. Interviews with adults will be conducted within one home
visit of the participants. Each interview will be 45 minutes long and will be recorded.
2. Your child will be part of two interviews conducted at school during lunch. The first interview
will be related to your child’s literacy practices outside school in which he/she answers
questions about his/her time with friends, certain cultural practices, and daily routine literacy
practices with the family. The second interview will be about school in which your child will
answer questions about his/her school performance, teachers, classmates, and school activities
he/she is part of. These interviews will be conducted during school. Each interview will be 30
minutes long and will be recorded.
3. In addition to interviews, two observations will be conducted to watch the literacy practices of
your family outside school: the first observation will be during the weekday, while the second
observation will be during the weekend. Each of the observations will be between 45-60
minutes long.
4. Your identities will be protected by using codes and numbers to refer to you. Interviews will be
saved on my desk top, encrypted with a password, and then destroyed at the end of the study.
Benefits
There may be no direct benefits to you in this study. However, possible benefits to you and your
child for taking part in this research study are that you will be aware of the specific literacy
practices that schools value the most. In addition, the questions of the interview will serve as a
reflection tool for you and your child to look into your literacy practices and determine the ones
that are most effective. The study will help educators understand the specific home literacy
practices of Arabic immigrant families.
Risks
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There are no known risks at this time to participation in this study. However, possible
psychological risk can occur by participating in the interviews. You may choose not to take part
in the interviews if you appear to be at risk during the interview.
Study Costs
Participation in this study will be of no cost to you.
Compensation
For taking part in this research study, your family will be compensated in the amount of $50
for your time and inconvenience upon completion of the data collection.
Confidentiality
All information collected about you during the course of this study will be kept confidential to
the extent permitted by law. You will be identified in the research records by a code name or
number. Information that identifies you personally will not be released without your written
permission. However, the study sponsor, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Wayne State
University, or federal agencies with appropriate regulatory oversight [e.g., Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP), Office of Civil Rights
(OCR), etc.) may review your records.
When the results of this research are published or discussed in conferences, no information will
be included that would reveal your identity.
The audiotape recordings of you will be used for research or educational purposes, your identity
will be protected or disguised. You have the right to review and/or edit the recordings. No one
other than the principal investigator and the doctoral advisor will have access to the recordings
which will be destroyed at the end of the study. The transcription will not bear the name or any
indication related to the participants. All information collected about you during the course of
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the study will be saved on the principal investigator’s desktop in a secure file protected by a
password.
Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You have the right to choose not to take part in this study.
You are free to only answer questions that you want to answer. You are free to withdraw from
participation in this study at any time. Your decisions will not change any present or future
relationship with Wayne State University or its affiliates, or other services you are entitled to
receive.
Questions
If you have any questions about this study now or in the future, you may contact Mrs. Hiba
Elhajj at (313)510-5559. If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research
participant, the Chair of the Institutional Review Board can be contacted at (313) 577-1628. If
you are unable to contact the research staff, or if you want to talk to someone other than the
research staff, you may also call (313) 577-1628 to ask questions or voice concerns or
complaints.
Consent to Participate in a Research Study
To voluntarily agree to take part in this study, you must sign on the line below. If you choose
to take part in this study you may withdraw at any time. You are not giving up any of your legal
rights by signing this form. Your signature below indicates that you have read, or had read to
you, this entire consent form, including the risks and benefits, and have had all of your questions
answered. You will be given a copy of this consent form.
_______________________________________________
Signature of participant / Legally authorized representative *
_______________________________________________

_____________
Date
_____________
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Printed name of participant / Legally authorized representative
_______________________________________________
Signature of witness**
_______________________________________________

*

Time
_____________
Date
_____________

Printed of witness**

Time

_______________________________________________

_____________
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اﻟﻣواﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﻣﺳﺗﻧﯾرة ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺑﺣوث اﻟﺳﻠوﻛﯾﺔ
CONTINUED APPENDIX G
ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ :اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎﺟﺮة :ﻣﻨﺎھﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﺔ
اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﺔ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﯿﺔ :ھﺒﺔ ﻛﺤﯿﻞ اﻟﺤﺎج
.ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻧﻘﻮل "أﻧﺖ" ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج ،ﻓﺈﻧﻨﺎ ﻧﻌﻨﻲ أﻧﺖ أو طﻔﻠﻚ" ،ﻧﺤﻦ" ﺗﻌﻨﻲ اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﯿﻦ أو ﻓﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ
:اﻟﮭﺪف
ﻟﻘﺪ طﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ دراﺳﺔ ﺑﺤﺜﯿﺔ ﺗﺴﺘﻜﺸﻒ اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻤﺤﻮ اﻷﻣﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎﺟﺮة ووﺟﮭﺎت
ﻧﻈﺮ اﻟﻄﻠﺒﺔ وأھﺎﻟﯿﮭﻢ واﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﺣﯿﺎل ﺗﻠﻚ اﻷﻧﺸﻄﺔ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﺗﻮاﻓﺮ ﻣﻌﺎﯾﯿﺮ اﻻﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ :ﻛﻮﻧﻚ واﻟﺪ/ة ﻟﺘﻠﻤﯿﺬ ﯾﺘﻌﻠﻢ
 ،وﻛﻮﻧﻚ أﯾﻀﺎ ً ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮ ﯾﻘﻄﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت  Crestwood High Schoolاﻹﻧﻜﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ ﻛﻠﻐﺔ ﺛﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻟﻐﺘﮫ اﻷﺻﻠﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺛﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﯿﺔ ﻟﻔﺘﺮة ﺗﺰﯾﺪ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺴﻨﺔ وﻻ ﺗﻘﻞ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺨﻤﺲ ﺳﻨﻮات وﻣﺘﻮاﺟﺪ ﻓﯿﮭﺎ ﺧﻼل ﻓﺘﺮة إﺟﺮاء اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .ﺗﺠﺮى ھﺬه
وﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﻚ .وﯾﻘﺪر ﻋﺪد اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺑﺄرﺑﻌﺔ طﻼب ﻣﻦ  Crestwood High Schoolاﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺛﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
إﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﺳﺘﺔ ﻋﺸﺮ ﻣﺸﺎرك ﻣﻦ ﺑﯿﻨﮭﻢ ﻣﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ اﺛﻨﯿﻦ وﻓﺮدﯾﻦ ﻣﻦ أﻓﺮاد ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﻛﻞ  Crestwood High Schoolﺛﺎﻧﻮﯾﺔ
.ﺗﻠﻤﯿﺬ ﻣﺸﺎرك ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
.اﻟﺮﺟﺎء ﻗﺮاءة اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ وطﺮح أي ﺳﺆال ﯾﺘﺒﺎدر إﻟﻰ ذھﻨﻚ ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ ،ﺗﺤﺎول اﻟﺴﯿﺪة ھﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج ،طﺎﻟﺒﺔ دراﺳﺎت ﻋﻠﯿﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺮﺑﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ
 ،اﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎف وﺟﮭﺎت ﻧﻈﺮ اﻷھﻞ ،واﻟﻄﻼب ،واﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻤﺤﻮ ""Wayne State University
اﻷﻣﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻄﻼب اﻟﻌﺮب اﻟﻤﻐﺘﺮﺑﯿﻦ ،ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻘﻖ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺼﺪر ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﮭﻢ ﺑﮭﺪف ﺗﺤﺪﯾﺪ اﺻﻮل اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﮫ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺎزل
أﺳﺮھﻢ .ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﮭﻢ اﻟﺘﺤﻘﻖ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﯿﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ وﺟﮭﺔ ﻧﻈﺮ ھﺆﻻء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ﻷن ذﻟﻚ ﺳﯿﺴﻠﻂ اﻟﻀﻮء ﻋﻠﻰ
.اﻟﮭﻮﯾﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻄﻠﺒﺔ وﯾﻌﻤﻖ اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓﺔ ﺣﻮل أداﺋﮭﻢ اﻟﺪراﺳﻲ
:ﺧﻄﻮات اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎل اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ ،ﺳﻮف ﯾﻄﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻚ اﻟﻘﯿﺎم ﺑﺎﻟﻤﮭﺎم اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﺧﻼل ﻓﺘﺮة ﺛﻤﺎﻧﯿﺔ أﺳﺎﺑﯿﻊ ﻣﻦ
:إﺟﺮاء اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
أﻧﺖ أو زوﺟﺘﻚ ،و/أو أي أﺣﺪ ﻣﻦ أﻓﺮاد اﻷﺳﺮة اﻟﺮاﺷﺪﯾﻦ اﻵﺧﺮﯾﻦ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻘﯿﻤﻮن ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل ،ﺳﯿﺸﺎرﻛﻮن ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ 1-
ﻟﻺﺟﺎﺑﺔ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺣﻮل اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺠﺮي ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل .وﺳﻮف ﺗﺸﻤﻞ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺣﻮل
اﻹﺟﺮاءات اﻟﯿﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل ،ﻋﺎدات اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ،واﻷﻧﺸﻄﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ ﻣﻊ طﻔﻠﻚ .اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت ﻣﻊ اﻟﺮاﺷﺪﯾﻦ ﺳﻮف ﺗﺠﺮى ﻓﻲ
.زﯾﺎرة واﺣﺪة ﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﮭﻢ .وﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺪة اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ  45دﻗﯿﻘﺔ وﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺴﺠﻠﺔ
ﺳﯿﺸﺎرك طﻔﻠﻚ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺘﯿﻦ ﯾﺘﻢ إﺟﺮاؤھﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ أﺛﻨﺎء ﻓﺘﺮة اﻟﻐﺪاء .اﻷوﻟﻰ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ 2-
ﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ،ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﺠﯿﺐ/ﺗﺠﯿﺐ ﻋﻦ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺣﻮل اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﺬي ﯾﻘﻀﯿﮫ ﻣﻊ أﺻﺪﻗﺎﺋﮫ/ا ،ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻌﺎدات اﻟﺪراﺳﯿﮫ،
واﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺮوﺗﯿﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﯿﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ .اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺮﺗﺒﻄﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺣﯿﺚ ﺳﯿﺠﯿﺐ طﻔﻠﻚ ﻋﻦ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ
ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺄداﺋﮫ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﻲ ،ﻣﻌﻠﻤﯿﮫ ،زﻣﻼؤه ،واﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺸﺎرك ﺑﮭﺎ .وﺳﺘﺠﺮى ھﺬه اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ.
.ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺪة ﻛﻞ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ  30دﻗﯿﻘﺔ وﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺴﺠﻠﺔ
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ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت ،ﺳﯿﺘﻢ إﺟﺮاء رﺻﺪﯾﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻨﺰل ﻟﻤﺸﺎھﺪة اﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ :اﻟﺮﺻﺪ اﻷول 3-
ﺧﻼل أﺣﺪ أﯾﺎم اﻷﺳﺒﻮع ،ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﻦ أن اﻟﺮﺻﺪ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﺳﯿﻜﻮن ﺧﻼل ﻋﻄﻠﺔ ﻧﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻷﺳﺒﻮع .ﺳﯿﻜﻮن ﻛﻞ رﺻﺪ ﺑﯿﻦ  45و 60دﻗﯿﻘﺔ
.ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺒﺎ ً
ھﻮﯾﺘﻚ اﻟﺤﻘﯿﻘﯿﺔ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﺳﺮﯾﺔ وﻣﺤﻤﯿﺔ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ رﻣﻮز وأرﻗﺎم ﻓﻘﻂ ﺗﺸﯿﺮ إﻟﯿﻚ .ﺳﯿﺘﻢ ﺣﻔﻆ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﮭﺎز اﻟﻜﻤﺒﯿﻮﺗﺮ 4-
.اﻟﺨﺎص ﺑﻲ وﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺸﻔﺮة وﻣﺤﻤﯿﺔ ﺑﻜﻠﻤﺔ ﺳﺮ وﺳﺘﺘﻠﻒ ﻓﻲ ﻧﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
اﻟﻤﻨﺎﻓﻊ :رﺑﻤﺎ ﻟﻦ ﯾﻜﻮن ھﻨﺎك ﻣﻨﺎﻓﻊ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮة ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ ،رﺑﻤﺎ ﯾﻜﻮن ھﻨﺎك ﻓﻮاﺋﺪ ﻟﻚ وﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ ﺟﺮاء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ
ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺜﯿﺔ ﻛﺄن ﺗﻜﻮﻧﻮا ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﯿﻨﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻷﻛﺜﺮ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﺮا ً وأھﻤﯿﺔ ﻟﺪى اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ .إﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ أن
اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺳﺘﻄﺮح ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﺑﻤﺜﺎﺑﺔ أداة ﺗﺘﯿﺢ ﻟﻚ وﻟﻄﻔﻠﻚ اﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﻣﻠﯿﺎ ً ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺎرﺳﻮﻧﮭﺎ
.وﻣﻌﺮﻓﺔ أﻛﺜﺮھﺎ ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮا ً وﻓﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ .ﻛﻤﺎ أن اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺳﺘﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﯿﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻓﮭﻢ ﻣﻤﺎرﺳﺎت ﻣﺤﻮ اﻷﻣﯿﺔ ﻟﻸﺳﺮ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎﺟﺮة
:اﻟﻤﺨﺎطﺮ
ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎً ،ﻻ ﺗﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﺨﺎطﺮ ﻣﻌﺮوﻓﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ،وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ ،ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻟﺤﺪﯾﺚ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺨﺎطﺮ ﻧﻔﺴﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻤﻜﻦ أن ﺗﻨﺸﺄ
.ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت .ﯾﻤﻨﻜﻚ ﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻼت إذا ﺷﻌﺮت أﻧﮭﺎ ﺳﺘﺸﻜﻞ ﺧﻄﺮا ً ﻋﻠﯿﻚ
:ﺗﻜﺎﻟﯿﻒ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
.اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن دون أي ﺗﻜﻠﻔﺔ ﻋﻠﯿﻚ
:اﻟﺘﻌﻮﯾﻀﺎت
ﺑﻌﺪ اﻻﻧﺘﮭﺎء ﻣﻦ ﺟﻤﻊ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ،ﺳﯿﺘﻢ دﻓﻊ ﻣﺒﻠﻎ  $50ﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ ﺑﺪل ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻛﺘﻌﻮﯾﺾ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ أو أي إزﻋﺎج
.ﻟﺤﻖ ﺑﮭﻢ ﺟﺮاء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
:اﻟﺴﺮﯾﺔ
ﻛﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﻚ واﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺘﻢ ﺟﻤﻌﮭﺎ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﺒﻘﻰ ﺳﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﻤﻮح ﺑﮫ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﺎً .ﺳﻮف ﯾﻌﺮف ﻋﻨﻚ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ رﻣﺰ ﻣﻌﯿﻦ .اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺜﻠﻚ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ﻟﻦ ﺗﻨﺸﺮ دون إذن ﺧﻄﻲ ﻣﻨﻚ .ﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ ،ﻓﺈن راﻋﻲ
ﻓﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ”“The Institutional Review Boardاﻟﺪراﺳﺔ،
 ، Foodأو اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻻت اﻻﺗﺤﺎدﯾﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺨﻀﻊ ﻟﻠﺮﻗﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺘﻨﻈﯿﻤﯿﺔ )ﻛﻤﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ اﻷﻏﺬﯾﺔ واﻷدوﯾﺔWayne State University
 ،وﻣﻜﺎﺗﺐ ﺣﻤﺎﯾﺔ اﻷﺑﺤﺎث )and Drug Administration (FDA
 ،وﻣﻜﺎﺗﺐ اﻟﺤﻘﻮق اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﺔ )Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP
.وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ (...ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﺗﺮاﺟﻊ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت وﺗﻄﻠﻊ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ )Office of Civil Rights (OCR
.ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﺗﻨﺸﺮ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ أو ﺗﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺆﺗﻤﺮات ،ﻟﻦ ﯾﺘﻢ ﻋﺮض ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺗﻜﺸﻒ ﻋﻦ ﺷﺨﺼﯿﺘﻚ اﻟﺤﻘﯿﻘﯿﺔ أو ھﻮﯾﺘﻚ
إذا ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻼت اﻟﺼﻮﺗﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ أو ﻷھﺪاف ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻤﯿﺔ ،ﻟﻦ ﺗﻜﺸﻒ ھﻮﯾﺘﻚ وﺳﺘﺒﻘﻰ ﺳﺮﯾﺔ .ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ
ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﺔ و/أو ﺗﻌﺪﯾﻞ اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻼت ،وﻻ أﺣﺪ ﺳﻮى اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﻲ أو ﻣﺴﺘﺸﺎر اﻟﻤﺸﺮف ﯾﻤﻜﻨﮫ اﻻطﻼع ﻋﻠﻰ ھﺬه اﻷﺷﺮطﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺳﯿﺘﻢ ﺗﻠﻔﮭﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻻﻧﺘﮭﺎء ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .ﻧُ َﺴﺦ اﻷﺷﺮطﺔ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن دون أﺳﻤﺎء أو أي دﻻﻻت ﻟﮭﻮﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ،ﻛﻤﺎ أن اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت
اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﻚ واﻟﺘﻲ ﺟﻤﻌﺖ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺳﯿﺘﻢ ﺣﻔﻈﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﮭﺎز اﻟﻜﻤﺒﯿﻮﺗﺮ اﻟﺨﺎص ﺑﺎﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﻲ واﻟﺬي ﺳﯿﻜﻮن ﻣﺤﻤﯿﺎ ً
.ﺑﻜﻠﻤﺔ ﺳﺮ
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:اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ اﻟﻄﻮﻋﯿﺔ  /اﻻﻧﺴﺤﺎب
اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﺘﻢ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ طﻮﻋﻲ .ﻟﺪﯾﻚ اﻟﺤﻖ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ،ﻛﻤﺎ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﺣﺮﯾﺔ اﻹﺟﺎﺑﺔ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻋﻦ
اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺮﯾﺪھﺎ ،وﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﺣﺮﯾﺔ اﻻﻧﺴﺤﺎب ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻣﺘﻰ ﺷﺌﺖ .وﻗﺮاراﺗﻚ ﻻ ﺗﻐﯿﺮ أي ﻋﻼﻗﺔ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺔ أو ﻣﺴﺘﻘﺒﻠﯿﺔ ﻣﻊ
.أو اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺎت اﻟﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ ﻟﮭﺎ ،أو أي ﺧﺪﻣﺎت أﺧﺮى ﻣﻦ ﺣﻘﻚ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ  Wayne State Universityﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ
:اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺴﺎرات واﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ
إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺔ أو ﻣﺴﺘﻘﺒﻠﯿﺔ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﺴﯿﺪة ھﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ )-510(313
 .5559إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ أو أﺛﯿﺮت ﻣﺨﺎوﻓﻚ ﺣﻮل ﺣﻘﻚ ﻛﻤﺸﺎرك ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ،ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ ) .1628-577 (313إذا ﻟﻢ ﯾﻜﻦ ﺑﻤﻘﺪورك اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﻣﻊ ﻓﺮﯾﻖ " "Institutional Review Boardاﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﻲ
ﻟﻸﺑﺤﺎث ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ Wayneاﻟﺒﺤﺚ ،أو إذا أردت اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﻣﻊ أﺣﺪ ﻏﯿﺮ أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻔﺮﯾﻖ ،ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ
 1628-577 (313).ﻟﻄﺮح اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ أو اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺴﺎر أو اﻟﺸﻜﺎوى
:اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ دراﺳﺔ ﺑﺤﺜﯿﺔ
ﻟﻠﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﻄﻮﻋﯿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﺗﻮﻗﻊ أدﻧﺎه .إذا اﺧﺘﺮت اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ
.اﻻﻧﺴﺤﺎب ﻗﻲ أي وﻗﺖ .أﻧﺖ ﻻ ﺗﺘﺨﻠﻰ ﻋﻦ أي ﻣﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻗﻚ اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺘﻮﻗﯿﻊ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻌﻚ أدﻧﺎه ﯾﺸﯿﺮ إﻟﻰ أن ﻗﺪ ﻗﺮأت ،أو ﻗﺪ ﻗﺮأ ﻟﻚ ،ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج ﺑﺄﻛﻤﻠﮫ ،ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ اﻟﻤﺨﺎطﺮ واﻟﻤﻨﺎﻓﻊ ،وﺗﻢ اﻟﺮد ﻋﻠﻰ ﻛﻞ
.أﺳﺌﻠﺘﻚ .ﺳﺘﻌﻄﻰ ﻟﻚ ﻧﺴﺨﺔ ﻣﻦ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج
___________________________________________
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻊ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك /ﻣﻤﺜﻞ ﻣﺨﻮل ﻋﻨﮫ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺎ ً اﻟﺘﺎرﯾﺦ
___________________________________________
اﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرك /ﻣﻤﺜﻞ ﻣﺨﻮل ﻋﻨﮫ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺎ ً اﻟﻮﻗﺖ
___________________________________________
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻊ اﻟﺸﺎھﺪ اﻟﺘﺎرﯾﺦ
___________________________________________
اﺳﻢ اﻟﺸﺎھﺪ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ
___________________________________________
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻊ اﻟﺸﺨﺺ اﻟﺬي ﯾﺤﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﺎرﯾﺦ
___________________________________________
اﺳﻢ اﻟﺸﺨﺺ اﻟﺬي ﯾﺤﺼﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ
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APPENDIX H
[Behavioral]Documentation of Adolescent Assent Form (Ages 13-17)
Title: Arabic Immigrant Families
Study Investigator: Mrs. Hiba Elhajj
Why am I here?
This is a research study. Only students who choose to take part are included in research
studies. You are being asked to take part in this study because you are an Arabic immigrant
student who has been living in the United States for over a year but less than 5 years. Please
take time to make your decision. Talk to your family about it and be sure to ask questions
about anything you don’t understand.
Why are they doing this study?
This study is being done to find out about the specific home literacy practices that you are
engaged in outside of school such as daily house routines, study habits, and activities you do
with your parents, sibling, and/or other family members.
What will happen to me?
If you choose to participate in this study, the following will take place:
1. I will interview you 2 times at school during lunch. Each interview will be 30 minutes.
2. I will do two observations of your literacy practices at home: One time during the week and
another time during the weekend.
How long will I be in the study?
You will be in the study for around three weeks.
Will the study help me?
You may not benefit from being in this study; however information from this study may help
other people in the future such as teachers because they will get to know about specific
cultural home literacy practices that Arabic families have and build on those practices to help
Arabic students succeed at school.
Will anything bad happen to me?
There are no risks at this time to participation in this study.
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Will I get paid to be in the study?
There will be no compensation for you when you participate in the study.
Do my parents or guardians know about this?
This study information has been given to your parents/guardian. You can talk this over with
them before you decide.
What about confidentiality?
All information collected about you during the course of this study will be kept confidential to
the extent permitted by law. You will be identified in the research records by a code name or
number. Information that identifies you personally will not be released without your written
permission. However, the study sponsor, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Wayne State
University, or federal agencies with appropriate regulatory oversight [e.g., Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP), Office of Civil
Rights (OCR), etc.) may review your records.
When the results of this research are published or discussed in conferences, no information
will be included that would reveal your identity.
The audiotape recordings of you will be used for research or educational purposes, your
identity will be protected or disguised. You have the right to review and/or edit the tapes. No
one other than the principal investigator and the doctoral advisor will have access to the
recordings which will be destroyed at the end of the study. The transcription will not bear the
name or any indication related to the participants. All information collected about you during
the course of the study will be saved on the principal investigator’s desktop in a secure file
protected by a password.
What if I have any questions?
For questions about the study please call Mrs. Elhajj at (313)510-5559. If you have questions
or concerns about your rights as a research participant, the Chair of the Institutional Review
Board can be contacted at (313) 577-1628. If you are unable to contact the research staff, or if
you want to talk to someone other than the research staff, you may also call the Wayne State
Research Subject Advocate at (313) 577-1628 to discuss problems, obtain information, or
offer input.
Do I have to be in the study?
You don’t have to be in this study if you don’t want to or you can stop being in the study at
any time. Please discuss your decision with your parents and researcher. No one will be angry
if you decide to stop being in the study.
AGREEMENT TO BE IN THE STUDY
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Your signature below means that you have read the above information about the study and
have had a chance to ask questions to help you understand what you will do in this study.
Your signature also means that you have been told that you can change your mind later and
withdraw if you want to. By signing this assent form you are not giving up any of your legal
rights. You will be given a copy of this form.
________________________________________________ _______________
Signature of Participant (13 yrs & older) Date
________________________________________________
Printed name of Participant (13 yrs & older)
__________________________________________________________
**Signature of Witness (When applicable) Date
__________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Witness
_____________________________________________________ ______________
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ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻣﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻟﻤﺮاھﻘﯿﻦ ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
CONTINUED APPENDIX H
ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ :اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎﺟﺮة
اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺜﺔ :ھﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج
ﻟﻢ أﻧﺎ ھﻨﺎ؟
َ
ھﺬه اﻟﻮرﻗﺔ ﻋﺒﺎرة ﻋﻦ دراﺳﺔ ﺑﺤﺜﯿﺔ .ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻮع ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻟﻤﻦ اﺧﺘﺎر اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﮫ ﺷﺨﺼﯿﺎ أن ﯾﻜﻮن ﺟﺰءا ﻣﻦ
اﻟﺪراﺳﮫ .طﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻚ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻛﻮﻧﻚ طﺎﻟﺐ ﻋﺮﺑﻲ ﻣﮭﺎﺟﺮ ﯾﻘﻄﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻻﯾﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة اﻷﻣﯿﺮﻛﯿﺔ ﻟﻔﺘﺮة ﺗﺰﯾﺪ
ﻋﻦ اﻟﺴﻨﺔ وﻻ ﺗﻘﻞ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺨﻤﺲ ﺳﻨﻮات .اﻟﺮﺟﺎء أﺧﺬ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﻜﺎﻓﻲ ﻟﺤﺴﻢ ﻗﺮارك ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺘﺸﺎور ﻣﻊ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺘﻚ ﺣﻮل ھﺬا اﻟﻤﻮﺿﻮع
.واﻟﺴﺆال ﻋﻦ أي ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺔ ﺗﻮد اﻻﺳﺘﻔﺴﺎر ﻋﻨﮭﺎ
ﻟﻢ ﺗﺠﺮ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﮫ؟
ﯾﺘﻢ إﺟﺮاء ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﺸﺎطﺎت ﺛﻘﺎﻓﯿﮫ ﻣﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ ﻣﻌﯿﻨﮫ واﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﺎرك ﻓﯿﮭﺎ ﺧﺎرج اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﻛﺎﻟﺮوﺗﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﻲ
.اﻟﯿﻮﻣﻲ ،اﻷﻣﻮر اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ،اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ ﻣﻊ واﻟﺪﯾﻚ وإﺧﻮﺗﻚ ،و/أو أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻠﺔ اﻵﺧﺮﯾﻦ
ﻣﺎذا ﺳﯿﺤﺼﻞ ﻣﻌﻲ؟
:إذا ﻗﺮرت اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ،ﺳﻮف
.ﺗﺘﻢ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺘﻚ ﻣﺮﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ ﺧﻼل ﻓﺘﺮة اﻟﻐﺪاء وﺳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﺪة ﻛﻞ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ  30دﻗﯿﻘﺔ
ﻣﺎ ھﻲ اﻟﻤﺪة اﻟﺰﻣﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺳﺄﺑﻘﻰ ﺧﻼﻟﮭﺎ ﺿﻤﻦ إطﺎر اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ؟
.ﺳﻮف ﺗﻜﻮن ﻣﻨﺨﺮطﺎ ً ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ اﻟﺜﻼﺛﮫ أﺳﺎﺑﯿﻊ
ھﻞ ﺳﺘﺴﺎﻋﺪﻧﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ؟
رﺑﻤﺎ ﻟﻦ ﺗﺴﺘﻔﺪ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ،وﻟﻜﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ أي ﺣﺎل ﻓﺈن اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻮاردة ﻓﯿﮭﺎ ﺳﺘﻔﯿﺪ أﺷﺨﺎص آﺧﺮﯾﻦ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ
ﻛﺎﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﻷﻧﮭﻢ ﺳﯿﺘﻌﺮﻓﻮن ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼﻟﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﺰﻟﯿﺔ ﻟﻤﺤﻮ اﻷﻣﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺎرﺳﮭﺎ اﻟﻌﺎﺋﻼت اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ واﻻﺳﺘﻔﺎدة
.ﻣﻦ ھﺬه اﻟﻨﺸﺎطﺎت واﻟﻤﻤﺎرﺳﺎت ﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﻄﻼب اﻟﻌﺮب ﻟﻠﻨﺠﺎح ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪرﺳﺔ
ھﻞ ﺳﯿﺼﯿﺒﻨﻲ أي ﻣﻜﺮوه؟
.ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎ ً أي ﻣﺨﺎطﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺟﺮاء اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
ھﻞ ﺳﺄﻟﻘﻰ ﺑﺪل ﻣﺎدي ﻟﻘﺎء ﻣﺸﺎرﻛﺘﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ؟
.ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ أي ﺗﻌﻮﯾﺾ ﻣﺎدي ﻟﻠﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
ھﻞ ﯾﻌﻠﻢ واﻟﺪي أو أوﻟﯿﺎء أﻣﺮي ﺑﮭﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ؟
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.ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج أﻋﻄﻲ ﻟﮭﻢ وﺑﺈﻣﻜﺎﻧﻚ ﻣﺒﺎﺣﺜﺘﮭﻢ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺮ ﻗﺒﻞ اﺗﺨﺎذ اﻟﻘﺮار ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ
ﻣﺎذا ﻋﻦ اﻟﺴﺮﯾﺔ؟
ﻛﻞ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﻚ واﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺘﻢ ﺟﻤﻌﮭﺎ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﺒﻘﻰ ﺳﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺤﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﻤﻮح ﺑﮫ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﺎً .ﺳﻮف ﯾﻌﺮف ﻋﻨﻚ ﻓﻲ
اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺑﻮاﺳﻄﺔ رﻣﺰ ﻣﻌﯿﻦ .اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺜﻠﻚ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺷﺨﺼﻲ ﻟﻦ ﺗﻨﺸﺮ دون إذن ﺧﻄﻲ ﻣﻨﻚ .ﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ ،ﻓﺈن راﻋﻲ
ﻓﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ”“The Institutional Review Boardاﻟﺪراﺳﺔ،
 ، Foodأو اﻟﻮﻛﺎﻻت اﻻﺗﺤﺎدﯾﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺨﻀﻊ ﻟﻠﺮﻗﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺘﻨﻈﯿﻤﯿﺔ )ﻛﻤﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ اﻷﻏﺬﯾﺔ واﻷدوﯾﺔWayne State University
 ،وﻣﻜﺎﺗﺐ ﺣﻤﺎﯾﺔ اﻷﺑﺤﺎث )and Drug Administration (FDA
 ،وﻣﻜﺎﺗﺐ اﻟﺤﻘﻮق اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﺔ )Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP
.وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ (...ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﺗﺮاﺟﻊ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت وﺗﻄﻠﻊ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ )Office of Civil Rights (OCR
.ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﺗﻨﺸﺮ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ھﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ أو ﺗﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺆﺗﻤﺮات ،ﻟﻦ ﯾﺘﻢ ﻋﺮض ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺗﻜﺸﻒ ﻋﻦ ﺷﺨﺼﯿﺘﻚ اﻟﺤﻘﯿﻘﯿﺔ أو ھﻮﯾﺘﻚ
إذا ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻼت اﻟﺼﻮﺗﯿﺔ اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﻚ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ أو ﻷھﺪاف ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻤﯿﺔ ،ﻟﻦ ﺗﻜﺸﻒ ھﻮﯾﺘﻚ وﺳﺘﺒﻘﻰ ﺳﺮﯾﺔ .ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ
ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﺔ و/أو ﺗﻌﺪﯾﻞ اﻟﺘﺴﺠﯿﻼت ،وﻻ أﺣﺪ ﺳﻮى اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﻲ أو ﻣﺴﺘﺸﺎر اﻟﻤﺸﺮف ﯾﻤﻜﻨﮫ اﻻطﻼع ﻋﻠﻰ ھﺬه اﻷﺷﺮطﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺳﯿﺘﻢ ﺗﻠﻔﮭﺎ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻻﻧﺘﮭﺎء ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ .ﻧُ َﺴﺦ اﻷﺷﺮطﺔ ﺳﺘﻜﻮن دون أﺳﻤﺎء أو أي دﻻﻻت ﻟﮭﻮﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﯿﻦ ،ﻛﻤﺎ أن اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت
اﻟﺨﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﻚ واﻟﺘﻲ ﺟﻤﻌﺖ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺳﯿﺘﻢ ﺣﻔﻈﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﮭﺎز اﻟﻜﻤﺒﯿﻮﺗﺮ اﻟﺨﺎص ﺑﺎﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﻲ واﻟﺬي ﺳﯿﻜﻮن ﻣﺤﻤﯿﺎ ً
.ﺑﻜﻠﻤﺔ ﺳﺮ
:ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﯾﺘﻢ ذﻛﺮ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﺎﻟﯿﺔ أﻣﺎم اﻟﺴﻠﻄﺎت اﻟﻤﺨﺘﺼﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎل ﻧﺘﺞ ﻗﻠﻖ ﻣﻌﯿﻦ ﺧﻼل إﺗﻤﺎم اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺣﻮل
.إﺣﺘﻤﺎل إﺳﺎءة ﻣﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔ اﻷطﻔﺎل أو ﻛﺒﺎر اﻟﺴﻦ *
.اﻟﻜﺸﻒ ﻋﻦ أﻧﺸﻄﺔ إﺟﺮاﻣﯿﺔ ﻏﯿﺮ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺔ ،أو ﺗﻌﺎطﻲ ﻣﻮاد ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﺸﺮوﻋﺔ أو ﻣﻤﺎرﺳﺔ اﻟﻌﻨﻒ *
ﻣﺎذا ﻟﻮ ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪي ﺑﻌﺾ اﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ؟
.إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺣﻮل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ اﻟﺮﺟﺎء اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺎﻟﺴﯿﺪة ھﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﺎج ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ )5559-510(313
إذا ﻛﺎن ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ أو أﺛﯿﺮت ﻣﺨﺎوﻓﻚ ﺣﻮل ﺣﻘﻚ ﻛﻤﺸﺎرك ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ،ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻟﻤﺮاﺟﻌﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﺳﺴﻲ
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ ) .1628-577 (313إذا ﻟﻢ ﯾﻜﻦ ﺑﻤﻘﺪورك اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﻣﻊ ﻓﺮﯾﻖ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ،أو ""Institutional Review Board
ﻟﻸﺑﺤﺎث ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺮﻗﻢ )Wayne -577 (313إذا أردت اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ ﻣﻊ أﺣﺪ ﻏﯿﺮ أﻓﺮاد اﻟﻔﺮﯾﻖ ،ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ
 1628.ﻟﻤﻨﺎﻗﺸﺔ اﻟﺼﻌﻮﺑﺎت ،اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ،أو ﻟﻌﺮض اﻟﻤﺪﺧﻼت ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
ھﻞ ﯾﺠﺐ أن أﻛﻮن ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ؟
ﻻ ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﺗﻜﻮن ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ إذا ﻟﻢ ﺗﻜﻦ ﺗﺮﻏﺐ ﺑﺬﻟﻚ وﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ اﻻﻧﺴﺤﺎب ﻣﺘﻰ أردت .اﻟﺮﺟﺎء ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺸﺔ ﻗﺮار اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ
.اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻷھﻞ واﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ .ﻻ أﺣﺪ ﺳﯿﺘﺬﻣﺮ إن ﻗﺮرت ﻋﺪم اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ
:اﺗﻔﺎﻗﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ
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ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻌﻚ أدﻧﺎه ﯾﻌﻨﻲ أﻧﻚ ﻗﺪ ﻗﺮأت اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻮاردة أﻋﻼه ﺣﻮل اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ وﯾﻤﻜﻨﻚ ﻣﻦ طﺮح أي ﺳﺆال ﻟﻔﮭﻢ دورك ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ.
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻌﻚ ﯾﻌﻨﻲ أﯾﻀﺎ ً أﻧﻚ أﺣﻄﺖ اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ ﻋﻠﻤﺎ ً ﺑﺈﻣﻜﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻧﺴﺤﺎﺑﻚ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺳﺎﻋﺔ ﺗﺸﺎء .إن ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻌﻚ ﻟﻨﻤﻮذج اﻟﻤﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ھﺬا ﻻ
.ﯾﺠﺮدك ﻣﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻗﻚ اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻧﯿﺔ .ﺳﯿﺘﻢ إﻋﻄﺎؤك ﻧﺴﺨﺔ ﻋﻦ ھﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج
_______________ ________________________________________________
ﺗﻮﻗﯿﻊ اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮك ) 13ﺳﻨﺔ( اﻟﺘﺎرﯾﺦ
________________________________________________
اﺳﻢ اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮك ) 13ﺳﻨﺔ وأﻛﺜﺮ(
________________________________________________
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APPENDIX I
[Behavioral] Research Informed Consent for Teachers
Title of Study: Arabic Immigrant Families: Funds of Knowledge
Principal Investigator (PI):

Hiba Kahil Elhajj

Purpose
You are being asked to be in a research study that explores the home literacy practices of Arabic
immigrant families and the perspectives of students, their parents, and teachers about those
practices because you are the content area teacher of a student who is in the English-as-aSecond-Language Program at Crestwood High School. This study is being conducted at
Crestwood High School. The estimated number of study participants to be enrolled at
Crestwood High School is about four students as well as about sixteen other participants that
include two teachers and two family members for each student participant.
Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the
study.
In this research study, Mrs. Hiba Elhajj, a graduate student in the College of Education at
Wayne State University, is looking at the perceptions of parents, students, and teachers related
to the home literacy practices of immigrant Arabic students. The intention of Mrs. Elhajj is to
investigate the source of capital in the homes of Arabic immigrant families. The perceptions
of students, parents, and teachers will provide an insight of the different views and opinions
that students, parents, and teachers have about students’ home literacy practices which will
shed light on students’ cultural identities and deepen the knowledge about the students’
performance at school.
Study Procedures
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If you agree to take part in this research study, you will be asked to do the following tasks
during the eight week period of the study:
1. You will take part in an interview about the student participant in your class. The questions will
be related to the student’s home literacy practices and source of capital available outside the
school. In addition, questions will include the performance, behavior, study habits, and cultural
or familial impact on the student’s learning. The interview will be 45 to 60 minutes long and it
will be recorded.
2. Your identity will be protected by using codes and numbers to refer to you. Interviews will be
saved on my desk top and encrypted with a password and then destroyed at the end of the study.
Benefits
As a participant in this research study, there may be no direct benefits to you in this study.
However, information from this study may benefit educators by informing them about the
cultural capital available in Arabic immigrant families, may help teachers develop knowledge
of how Arabic immigrant families use literacy in their daily routines, and may increase
knowledge of useful ways to connect with students and build on their backgrounds in class.
Risks
There are no known risks at this time to participate in this study. However, possible
psychological risk can occur by participating in interviews. You may choose not to take part in
the interviews if it appears to you that you are at risk during the interview.
Study Costs Participation in this study will be of no cost to you.
Compensation
For taking part in this research study, you will be compensated in the amount of $25 for your
time and inconvenience.
Confidentiality
All information collected about you during the course of this study will be kept confidential to
the extent permitted by law. You will be identified in the research records by a code name or
number. Information that identifies you personally will not be released without your written
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permission. However, the study sponsor, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Wayne State
University, or federal agencies with appropriate regulatory oversight [e.g., Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP), Office of Civil Rights
(OCR), etc.) may review your records.
When the results of this research are published or discussed in conferences, no information will
be included that would reveal your identity.
The audiotape recordings of you will be used for research or educational purposes, and your
identity will be protected or disguised. No identifiers of names will be stored anywhere. The
transcription will not bear the name or any indication related to the participants. You will be
identified in the research by a code name. Consent forms will be stored in a locked file cabinet
in primary investigator’s office. No one will have access to recordings or documentations other
than the primary investigator, and the doctoral advisor, and the recordings will be destroyed 5
years after the end of the research.
Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You have the right to choose not to take part in this study.
You are free to only answer questions that you want to answer in the interview. You are free to
withdraw from participation in this study at any time. Your decisions will not change any
present or future relationship with Wayne State University or Crestwood High School, or other
services you are entitled to receive.
Questions
If you have any questions about this study now or in the future, you may contact Mrs. Hiba
Elhajj at (313)510-5559. If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research
participant, the Chair of the Institutional Review Board can be contacted at (313) 577-1628. If
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you are unable to contact the research staff, or if you want to talk to someone other than the
research staff, you may also call (313) 577-1628 to ask questions or voice concerns or
complaints.
Consent to Participate in a Research Study
To voluntarily agree to take part in this study, you must sign on the line below. If you choose
to take part in this study you may withdraw at any time. You are not giving up any of your legal
rights by signing this form. Your signature below indicates that you have read, or had read to
you, this entire consent form, including the risks and benefits, and have had all of your questions
answered. You will be given a copy of this consent form.
_______________________________________________

_____________

Signature of participant / Legally authorized representative *

Date

_______________________________________________
Printed name of participant / Legally authorized representative
_______________________________________________
Signature of witness**
_______________________________________________
Printed of witness**
_______________________________________________
Signature of person obtaining consent
_______________________________________________
Printed name of person obtaining consent

_____________
*

Time
_____________
Date
_____________
Time
_____________
Date
_____________
Time
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With the growing numbers of English learners in American schools, the Federal
Government has mandated special services and programs to meet the needs of this population
which increased research about the best strategies that would help close the gap between ELs
and their peers. Nonetheless, the current education system still views ELs from a deficit lens
which focuses on closing the gaps in students’ education instead of focusing on the assets that
they have. Therefore, there is a specific need to bridge the home and school environments
together so that teachers can build on the skills that students bring from home to teach them.
The purpose of this study was to look at the home literacy practices of Arab immigrant
families to determine the capital embedded in Arab immigrant students’ daily routines and
skills. By examining the perceptions of the concerned people: students, parents, and teachers
about the home literacy practices of Arab immigrant students, the study reveals the daily
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literacy routines and assets that students have. In addition, the study sheds light on the
formations of students’ positional, social, and cultural identities.
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